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what’s inside..

Written responses for questions 1-3 were 
provided by many local residents, business 
owners, hoteliers, and other stakeholders 
and are valuable feedback for designing      
El Mar Drive.  
Elements of the project that people both like and dislike have been 
documented and organized for the Design Team to review and 
reference throughout the creative design process. Additionally, a list 
of desired improvements provided in the survey has been compiled 
and outlined within this document. 

Additionally, nearly 400 comments, photos, and ideas were 
provided via e-mail, the website, survey, phone calls, and written 
notes in the drop box.  We appreciate this individual feedback and 
input as it will allow us to create additional public outreach questions 
while focusing on the ideas provided by all of you! 

All of this information will be thoughtfully considered and 
incorporated as we develop our next steps for moving forward.  
Thank you for all of your feedback.



PUBLIC OUTREACH MEETING #1
April 2020

6.  IN YOUR OPINION, ARE TWO VEHICULAR TRAVEL LANES IN EACH DIRECTION 
NECESSARY ALONG EL MAR DRIVE, OR WOULD ONE LANE SUFFICE?

PLEASE MARK THE ITEMS BELOW THAT ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO YOU:

1.  WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

2.  WHAT DO YOU DISLIKE ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE? 

3. WHAT ARE THE TOP 3 IMPROVEMENTS YOU WOULD LIKE TO SEE ON EL MAR 
DRIVE?
  1. ____________________________________________________
 2. ____________________________________________________
 3. ____________________________________________________

4. ARE YOU INTERESTED IN INCORPORATING SIGNAGE RELATED TO FITNESS (SUCH 
AS MILE MARKERS) AND / OR SUSTAINABILITY?

5. WHAT IS YOUR PRIMARY ACTIVITY ON EL MAR DRIVE?
  DRIVING CAR TO RESIDENCE / HOME (NO OTHER USE)
  WALKING / RUNNING
  BIKING / ROLLER BLADING
  DOG WALKING
  PEOPLE WATCHING
  OTHER________________________________________________

SAFER PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS
SUSTAINABILITY
DESIGNATED DOG RELIEF AREAS
ADDITIONAL SITE FURNITURE 
DESIGN FOR 24 / 7 USE; 
SERVICE TRUCKS, MORNING 
WALKS, SPECIAL EVENT PARKING

WIDER SIDEWALKS
IMPROVED BIKE CIRCULATION
LANDSCAPE ENHANCEMENTS
IMPROVED LIGHTING
PLAN FOR UNDERGROUND UTILITIES
DRAINAGE IMPROVEMENTS

what’s 
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
es

tio
n

1

1) That it is the core of the town.

2) Great length for walkers/joggers, beautiful vistas at the portals & parks. 

3) I also like the row of trees down the center which provide shade

2

1) Access to downtown LBTS; 

2) Less traveled than A1A; 

3) Access to beaches;

4) Nice to walk and ride bikes, skateboards
3 Ease of getting from one side of town to the other (bypassing A1A traffic).
4 Pedestrian friendly and looking at the beach.
5 Closeness to the water and away from A1A traffic.

6
1) Wide open spaces with 80 feet

2) Right of way and 25 ft setbacks
7 It’s beauty, ability to walk easily, friendly atmosphere, quaintness.
8 Its walkable and not much traffic.

9
1) Intimate friendly street.

2) A lovely hometown feel for our lovely hometown

10

1) It's quiet

2) Small town atmosphere

3) Walkable to downtown restaurants.

11
1) Ocean side promenade

2) No traffic

12

1) It is charming

2) Low key 

3) Provides a view of the ocean

13

1) Its walkability

2) Shade

3) View of the ocean

4) Dog friendly

14

1) We love to walk from one end to the other in the morning and evening.  

2) We appreciate that it's length is one mile and love the different feel of the architecture, parks, businesses. 

3) Seeing the ocean and feeling the breeze from the portals makes it perfect.
15 Able  to walk close to beach to restaurants on Commercial Boulevard
16 It’s a great walking area, a nice respite from the busy A1A
17 Simple landscaping and grass....
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18

1) Close to the ocean

2) Nice place to walk and bike without a lot of cars

3) The restrooms are clean.
19 Walkability, quaint, space for biking, space for walking dogs
20 How wide El Mar Drive is

21

1) The quiet, calm feel. 

2) The lush landscaping. 

3) I love the dim lighting.  

4) I'd hate to see it lit up like a city street.
22 Quaint
23 The quaintness.

24

1) I like it exactly the way it is. 

2) I especially like the two lanes on each side of El Mar. 

3) I like the palm trees in the middle of El Mar for several reason.   

4) It just has this relaxing, calm and ahhhhh “I’m here” feeling.
25 It feels like an insulated, safe, small town, village street.
26 Walking and biking and ease of access to the beach

27

1) Low traffic; 

2) Trees & green space.

3) Sidewalk tables at the cafes. 

4) Weekend music in the street
28 The way it is.
29 The square with adirondack chairs  dog friendly
30 less crowded route than a1a
31 Quiet
32 Scenic views

33

1) Quiet; 

2) Attractive; 

3) Enjoyable to walk; 

4) Enjoyable to drive (to avoid A1A -esp corner at Commercial)

34

1) Proximity to Ocean. 

2) Not too busy (cars). 

3) East of A1A. 

4) Wide median
35 Median with trees and landscaping
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
es

tio
n

36

1) Its "boulevard" appearance--wide street, landscaped median, slower traffic and sidewalks  -dog stations  

2) It encourages walking and strolling  

3) Pleasant alternative to accessing the shops at Sea Ranch without the frenetic pace or alternate traffic jams on A1A  
two lanes permit passage when there are delivery/service vehicles

37 proximity to beach and pocket park
38 The ability to walk at all times of day.  The green space.  The lack of traffic
39 The slow vehicle speed
40 That is close to the beach
41 The serene quiet, please don't change a thing
42 It is very pleasant and safe to drive and walk.

43
1) Great place for walking. 

2) Love shops, restaurants, park.
44 Simple, clean and open (no too tall buildings)

45 Its a "one of a kind" peaceful, beautiful street along the ocean where you can walk or bike and not have the noise of A
yet walk to everything.

46 The restaurants and street parties
47 Less traffic than A1A
48 Nice street

49 It's location to reflect town aesthetics (as needed, trees, shrubs, etc.), and provide close beach activities like walking, 
jogging, bike riding and still maintaining vehicle thru ways

50 Quaint, small town feel

51
1) Everything. 

2) Bands playing,people having fun the chairs by the ocean the benches,the small home town feeling

52

1) I have an end unit at the 4050 N Ocean and am able to see all the way down El Mar.  

2) I love the trees and grassy areas.  

3) I love to walk daily along El Mar from one end to the other, take a stroll around the village.   

4) It feels safe.
53 Quiet
54 It’s quiet, easy to walk and clean.
55 TREES AND PEACEFUL, BREEZY AREA.

56

1) It is a quiet place, low traffic/low speed limit

2) Easy going, and;  

3) Pedestrian friendly.
57 Walking accessibility during the day Entertainment, shops, restaurants at night
58 The Charm of this beautiful little town!!
59 Being able to bike and walk
60 That it is quiet and maintains the "sleepy town" image that we all love about Lauderdale by the Sea.
61 The restaurants and shops and the ability to walk and run along the beach
62 Quiet street
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63

1) No high rises & iconic small business motels/inns. 

2) Quaint! And not much drive-thu traffic. 

3) It's a great place to do my daily consitutional & enjoy unobstructed views of water. 

4) Very relaxing!
64 Quite and peaceful

65

1) Walking

2) El Mar Café, Shops, Benches  

3) Shade trees
66 Quiet street to walk along
67 The palm trees in the boulevard landscape.
68 Facebook
69 The walkability, the foliage and the "passing parade".
70 The ocean view
71 Walking
72 It has fewer cars and is more scenic than A1A
73 The small town feel the street gives the town.

75
1) Seeing the water

2) Small parks
76 It’s a nice safe road to cycle on near the ocean and I usually stop in downtown LBTS.
77 It is friendly and low key.
78 It’s close to shopping and restaurants.
79 Good for walking

80

1) Walking

2) The adorable hotels

3) The ocean along the route.

81

1) It’s quaint; 

2) Very scenic; 

3) Private enough to be easily closed off for concerts and events; 

4) Feels safe and one of our favorite routes for walking. 

5) Also love El Prado park with its comfortable, pastel seating!
82 I feel it’s well groomed and safe
83 It’s hometown and quaint...it’s home and low lighting that shines where your feet are and not in your eyes...it’s cozy!!
84 The ability to go for a walk with less traffic.
85 Great place to walk
86 It's quiet
87 Relaxed safe...very little traffic
88 Always feel safe.
89 The brick sidewalks are beautiful, the rest are lacking.
90 Multi-use roadway - in the sense that it is open to bikes and runners and cars.
91 The landscaping. Access to the beach.
92 My job. My regulars who come to enjoy breakfast and the beautiful view. The workers. The great people.
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
es

tio
n

93 Center divider. Grassy areas
94 Palm trees n island in middle
95 Beach proximity

96

1) Not to much traffic. 

2) Love the palm trees in the islands that separate the sides. 

3) Also a little area at the end. Make it an exercise park

97
1) Slow driving, not a lot of traffic. 

2) We like it just the way it is.
98 Lack of Traffic
99 Ocean view

100
1) Neighborhood feel; 

2) People talking, greeting each other
101 Just the way it is

102
1) PROXIMITY TO BEACH;

2) ALTERNATE TRAFFIC ROUTE TO AVOID OCEAN BLVD
103 Pedestrian friendly
104 The small town feel.

105
1) Little traffic. 

2) Walk ability and quaint vibe.
106 Walkability to downtown LBTS & connecting to Galt ocean drive.
107 Boutique hotels and motels

108

1) Walking and driving close to water. 

2) Its picturesque. 

3) Dogs
109 Love it. Leave it alone.
110 Everything

111
1) Well landscaped, and;  

2) A lovely street for a walk

112
1) The greenway - landscaping in the middle of El Mar Drive.  

2) The welcoming parks with their landscaping and their chairs.
113 Proximity
114 It’s quiet, clean & no real tall buildings!
115 All the trees.
116 The walkability

117
1) I love the friendly feel and being able to walk on it safely. 

2) Lots of green space.
118 The mostly even pavement for walking.
119 Generally quiet and away from the business of Ocean Drive
120 Trees and landscaping
121 Peacefulness ... love one way each side

122
1) We like the view of the ocean and the parks with benches and chairs. 

2) We also like how clean it always is.
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123 Being able to walk and its peaceful and safe.
124 It is people friendly and a quiet alternative to walking, running or biking on A1A.
125 Walking on a fun scenic street
126 The beauty of it
127 Center trees
128 Quiet little roadway
129 Many bars and restaurants close together

130

1) Walk-ability

2) Bike-ability

3) Minimal car traffic.
131 It is quiet on the north end where I live and I can easily walk downtown for the fun

132

1) El Mar is very quaint

2) It is comfortable and safe to to walk and to bicycle. Actually it is peaceful and comfortable for all daily activities,wea
during the day or early evening.

133 Not too much traffic and gardens on the middle of the road
134 Beautiful road to walk and enjoy the scenery close to home.

135

1) Little traffic

2) Sidewalks

3) Cute old florida hotels

4) Quiet

136
1) Less traffic and quiet.  

2) The median is nice.

137

1) Views

2) Small town feel. 

3) Old florida feel with the small independent hotel/motels.
138 Off the main A1A

139
1) It's small town feel 

2) Walk-ability.
140 View of ocean

141
1) I like that it’s busy but not too busy. 

2) It’s still family friendly.

142

1) Everything in one place restaurants, bars, happy hour, safe, beaches, the community

2) Not crowded or commercialized

3) The quiet street with beautiful condos on the water.

143

1) I like how cute it and residential feels. 

2) I would hate it if they took out the middle island. 

3) I would hate it if they added more lanes
144 Close to the beach
145 It’s quiet and beauty
146 A great place to walk near the beach without the A1A crowds
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
es
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147 Grassy area, walkability, low buildings, center business area
148 Quiet
149
150 The beach vibe
151 Quaint
152 Vlllge pump all the restaurants you can walk to
153 Close to beach.

154
1) Quiet

2) Limited motor vehicle traffic
155 A good place to walk, away from heavy traffic and good access to restaurants and shops on Commercial
156 Its location - near ocean, restaurants and shopping.
157 I feel it is fine the way it is now.   It is very accessible for our town and visitors.
158 Permanent residents use
159 Serenity, quietness

160
1) I like it because it looks like a country town 

2) Also because there are no buildings too high to block the view and the sun

161

1) Square on Commercial

2) Tree lined street

3) Newer building architecture  

4) Local businesses

162
1) Tranquility

2) Vehicle traffic is light and mostly low speed.
163 The east side of El Mar Drive in front of Oriana which is one lane is very quaint with the trees in front and in the mediu
164 It gives me glimpses of the water when I walk the drive.

165
1) I like the walkability of the street. 

2) I like that the buildings are low.
166 The restaurants and median
167 It is a great street to walk because there is little traffic and a good opportunity to view the beach.
168 The scenic median and quiet vibe between the Ocean and   Ocean Blvd.

169
1) The walk ability,  and;  

2) The Old Florida style

170

1) Low rise development.

2) Pedestrian activity.

3) Low traffic.

4) Ocean Vistas.

5) Green space.

6) People watching
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171

1) Pedestrian and bike friendly.

2) Low speed limits. 

3) Great excess to the beach.
172 Dog walk area

173
1) The long uninterrupted stretch of road. 

2) The wide streets.

174
1) Small businesses

2) Local friendly
175 Accessibility to both north and south A1A avoiding commercial intersection
176 It's walkable
177 Less traffic!

178
1) It's a quiet street right off the beach that you can walk, run or bike safely.  

2) It has 2 wonderful parks along the drive.

179

1) Mixed use with residence and small motels/hotels. 

2) Bicycles and pedestrian use. 

Still seems like small beach town vs another packed south Florida big city.

180
1) No traffic. 

2) Open you can walk and run and bike safely
181 The median
182 It is quiet and has trees and grass

183
1) Its a quieter street to walk to the center of town than A1A.  

2) Not alot of traffic to dodge.

184
1) A beautiful  street for a walk.

2)  It does not have much traffic and it has views of the ocean.
185 Location

186
1) The center of town, it's done nicely, but as you go north/south on the sidewalks, you leave that aesthetic atmospher

2) Would like to see more "beachy" decor/plantings.
187 Quieter and less traffic than A1A

188 Height restrictions and the small local neighborhood feel that has been the most endearing part of this community for
long as I can remember.

189 Located next to the beach, it is an ideal location for walking.
190 Walkable without all the traffic

191

1) Wide streets

2) Setback low rise condos

3) Less traffic, easy walking versus A1A.
192 Proximity to beach and downtown area.
193 It’s a less traveled, prettier walk into the center on town as compared with A1A.
194 Accessible for walker, cyclists and automobiles.
195 No tall buildings
196 commute.
197 Very attractive, pedestrian friendly
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
es

tio
n

198 The grass median and trees.
199 Less traffic and more enjoyable to walk than Ocean Blvd.
200 Less vehicular traffic.
201 Walking on the drive
202 The median with shade trees
203 The low rise art deco buildings that remain.
204 Walking and biking

205
1) It's beautiful and quiet. 

2) I hope you will please keep it green and natural-looking and quiet.
206 The walkway and scenery.

207
1) The fact that it maintains the charm ,low key atmosphere of LBTS when it was a quaint small village. 

2) I also like the median with the trees and landscaping as they are
208 The experience of walking, running, etc. next to the sea in a relax way and without the overwhelming cast of large bui

209

1) Close to the ocean

2) Beautiful scenery, and; 

3) I feel safe there
210 I like the small town charm and it’s natural beauty with a stunning ocean view
211 The sidewalks and improved landscaping that was part of the new condo construction

212
1) I like that it’s quiet. 

2) It’s a nice block to walk to get away from traffic.
213 Alternative to A1A and scenic drive

214
1) Green

2) Peaceful drive along ocean
215 It’s quaintness

216
1) El Mar has always been a beautiful street, the median well maintained and attractive.  

2) Enjoy the ocean views at each portal.
217 Small hometown feel
218 Trees, island in street

219 Beautiful boulevard parallelling the beach with minimal vehicular traffic great for pedestrian walks in a small town with
zoning that do not permit overbuilding and height.

220 The location is ideal.
221 its proximity to the ocean
222 It's simple and quaint
223 Good mixture of relative calmness and life.

224

1) Quaint

2) Quiet 'beachy" street

3) Ocean views and small parks.

4) Also the fact that there are no high rises.

225

1) Beauty

2) Quaint

3) Walkable
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226
1) It is a very quiet street, and;  

2) It affords me ocean views

227
1) Resident Parking spots at El Prado Park. 

2) General access to beach and restaurants from parking locations
228 Test
229 Walking along it.

230

1) We walk El Mar to the square allot. 

2) It's away from the noise and cars on A1A.  

3) The small motels are fun to see and talk to folks who might be outside.
231 Walking (away from A1A traffic).
232 Walk ability
233 All the restaurants at the corner.
234 Manicured vegetation
235 We like El Mar the way it is - it is self contained and a short street that doesn't run into other streets
236 The way it is.
237 The Lawn Strip in the middle should not be changed or narrowed.
238 Connection to the ocean while avoiding the traffic on A1A
239 Palm trees and flowers
240 Walking everywhere. Beach
241 History and proximity to the ocean

242
1) Access to the beach and local businesses. 

2) I also enjoy its scenic beauty when I cycle.

243
1) Ability to walk dog safely, and; 

2) Sreet provides access to beach at multiple points.
244 It’s small beach town vibe

245
1) Ocean views, and;  

2) Large sidewalks Delineate we'll Original LBTS
246 keep it quant

247
1) We walk our dogs and see many of our friends doing the same each morning in a welcoming, scenic atmosphere; 

2) Then have coffee on the Pier or in the Pavilion.
248 Scenic walking and running
249 Everything just the way it is.

250

1) Privacy, 

2) Not as much traffic as A1A and we can see, feel and hear the ocean.  

3) You can walk in either direction and have a meal or drink(for us).

251

1) I walk every AM.  When I walk South from my condo I use El Mar to get away from the traffic on A1A.  I walk to the ve
south end of El Mar.  In the evenings I walk or bike to town for HH and music.  

2) I would like to feel safer
252 That it doesn’t get backed up with traffic as A1A
253 What I like most about El Mar drive is its off the beaten path a nice quiet safe neighborhood.
254 That there are no large high rise condos and the parks.
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
es

tio
n

255

1) Proximity to the ocean

2) Landscaping

3) Limited traffic
256 The beach environment and places
257 IT IS FINE AS IS

258

1) The green belt down the middle that provides shade and beauty. (Not to mention a place for dogs). 

2) The quaint atmosphere. 

3) Not a sea of concrete.
259 Convenient and peaceful walkway to Commercial Dr. restaurants and stores.
260 The landscaped median
261 Hearing the birds when I walk the length of it
262 It's small and allows bikes pedestrian as well as auto traffic
263 The square on commercial Blvd.

264

1) I like the fact that I could pass by some of my neighbors on a quiet walk. 

2) I like the fact that it's along the water and fairly safe to walk. 

3) I like the fact that it's a quaint little appearance of the town, and; 

4) It's a way to avoid A1A as a new owner in the town it's a perk to be able to walk to those restaurants that we suppor
265 The center grassy area with palms and flowery bushes
266 I like the center of it with trees
267 Very pretty with two lanes and Island in the middle
268 Mid century looking hotels

269

1) Low rise buildings

2) Floridian architecture 

3) Town square improvements made on El Mar Dr & Commercial.
270 Light traffic on the street
271 Nice, quiet, friendly, slow, quaint...
272 Beach views and landscaping (where there is landscaping).
273 Walking for exercise

274 We find it a safe, low traffic street for us to walk having some areas with lovely trees, well kept buildings and beautiful 
flowering plants

275
1) It’s a walkable street with somewhat low traffic, and; 

2) Beautiful natural beach views

276
1) The beautiful landscaping, and; 

2) The minimal traffic that allows bikers and pedestrians opportunity for a pleasant experience.
277 The beauty
278 Being able to walk everywhere.

279
1) Walkability

2) Very little traffic north of Commercial.

280
1) The feeling of community. 

2) Sidewalk cafes and public seating
281 Is friendly walking and easy entrances to the beach
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282
1) Mature palms/trees

2) Beach/ocean vistas.
283 No high rises.
284 Center of street looks nice and is well maintained.

285

1) It is busy enough without being too busy.  

2) It leads to Commercial Blvd which is a social, interactive, fun place to be.  North leads to quiet calm and comfortable
accommodations.  

3) It is considerate of pets.. a place not only to enjoy walking own your own but with your best friend, your pet. We are
grateful for the convenience of the pet relief area with disposable bags and garbage bins.

286 The drive!!
287 Location and street convenience off A1A closer to the beach

288

1) Scenic 

2) Beautiful area 

3) Safe place to walk and enjoy
289 Able to walk with less traffice
290 It’s walkability
291 Unique “homelike” feeling.
292 Access to town on a quiet street

293
1) Low traffic

2) Great to walk dogs
294 Quaint street with a neighborhood feel!

295
1) Tree lined center verge with

2) Off-street parking

296
1) Walkability

2) Open

297
1) Walkability, and; 

2) Scenic bike route.

298
1) It is quiet and less traveled than A1A, allowing for a peaceful area to stroll, bike and enjoy. 

2) It just needs to be more aesthetically pleasing.

299
1) It's close to the ocean. 

2) Shady in the morning.
300 Beautiful place to walk or drive.
301 Walking

302

1) Peaceful

2) Usually clean

3) Friendly people. 

4) Easy to walk your dog or child
303 Nice island that is landscaped well
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1 WHAT DO YOU LIKE MOST 
ABOUT EL MAR DRIVE?

SURVEY DATA REPORT: ORIGINAL COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

qu
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304

1) Palm trees

2) Mom and pop hotels. 

3) Great bars and restaurants.  

4) Friday night concerts.

305
1) Fairly low traffic area

2) Good for walking
306 The trees, grass and foliage in the central reservation

307
1) Cleanliness

2) Chairs

308

1) Ocean views.  

2) Relaxing atmosphere. 

3) Prado park.  

4) Green median.  

5) Relatively exercise friendly

309

1) Reasonably Quiet street

2) Palm trees, and;  

3) Walking areas.
310 Limited traffic
311 Tourists spending money and enjoying their visit.

312

1) The community feel.  

2) We walk the full 'loop' at least once per day as we live on El Mar and have a dog. 

3) We like the small town, safe feel and knowing so many people along the way.

313

1) The area to walk and run in the mornings safely with little traffic. 

2) Safe to walk my dog. 

3) I love the farmers market on weekend and yoga!

314
1) It can be a stunning center piece road. 

2) I like more trees/gardens/flowers on the center strip

315

1) We all enjoy a relaxing walk and the fresh air. 

2) Feeling safe and seeing friends and neighbors.  

3) A good break in the day in early morning and evening
316 That it's street to the ocean and every now and then you can see the ocean through the portals or Anglin's square.
317 Boulevard and few stops signs.

318 Beautiful beachside street; the middle tree lined median is the best part.  I wish it were more of a promenade than a tr
through-way.

319 The calm and quiet of this corridor, as opposed to Ocean Drive, makes it my go-to walking route.

320 The newly designed colorful chairs & benches, fish designed bicycle parking, and freshly laid pavers in front of the pie
park areas are great!

321 Not much.
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322
1) Lots of greenery  

2) Quiet Bikers & Walkers
323 How quiet it is.

324
1) Nice slow pace, rather than A1A.  

2) Whether walking, biking or driving it feels small town in the midst of congestion.
325 Median landscaping is nice.
326 Local stores
327 The lack of substantial auto traffic north of the downtown area.

328
1) I love the center green strip with beautiful bushes, trees and flowers.  

2) I love having a quiet beautiful street with ocean views and access to the beach through portals at each cross street

329

1) Slow moving , off the beaten path street. 

2) Access to parks, the beach and restaurants.  

3) The charm of small beachside motels.
330 QUIET STREET
331 Quaint beach feel

332

1) I like that there are no hi-rise buildings, portals are beautifully treed & maintained. 

2) I like that there is still a small town feel to the area and that noise & business is congregated on Commercial. 

3) As a resident on El Mar, I have never seen the sidewalks congested- only on Friday band nights.

333
1) Relatively quiet street. 

2) Beautifully tree lined.
334 Walkability - I love LBTS
335 The walkway and scenery.

336 Closeness to the water with the lovely breeze & open feeling make it a very special area with the central chairs & won
pelican sculpture.

337 It’s walkability.

338
1) Peace, quiet and not a lot of traffic. 

2) We walk alot on that street.

339
1) The walk to Pelican Square from The Caribe` is pleasant walk along quaint hotels

2) Also enjoy looking out my window at El Mar frequently to see joggers, bikers, walkers, love it!
340 I love just the way it is!
341 The green space with larg(er) trees in the middle of the Drive; the walkability.
342 Nicer street to get to and from Commercial Blvd. Ocean Drive traffic is too fast and scary.
343 The ability to walk without heavy automobile traffic
344 Green space
345 Love the area!
346 Less traveled, peek-a-boo views of the beach via portals and El Prado Park
347 Colorful ness and plants
348 2 Lanes of Traffic.
349 I like being able to walk my dog down to the pier and the restaurants near Commercial via Pine Street.

350

1) Access to beach and views of beach between properties

2) Love to walk entire length. 

3) Quiet and not much normal daily traffic
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351 Quiet street to walk espec 6 in the morning.

352
1) The boutique hotels.

2) Obviously the new 'downtown’ on commercial is wonderful

353
1) Less traffic than A1A; 

2) Split by the islands (for dog relief) instead of 2-way traffic
354 Divided roadway with green space in the middle

355
1) Tree lined street with median 

2) Quiet with very little  vehicular traffic

356 The newly designed colorful chairs & benches, fish designed bicycle parking, and freshly laid pavers in front of the pie
park areas are great!

357

1) Restaurants

2) Night-life

3) Block parties
358 The landscaped center boulevard

359

1) Very small 

2) Friendly 

3) A quant little town.
360 It’s quiet to walk down to and from pier

361
1) Quaint

2) Quiet street

362
1) Plenty of access to the beach.

2) Well maintained

363
1) The view 

2) Walking
364 Quaint and relaxing.

365

1) Relatively safe 

2) Walkability  

3) Dog relief areas
366 Relaxed atmosphere- family-friendly
367 It is a great loop to walk and exercise.
368 It’s beauty and center island
369 Landscape median

370

1) Walkability  

2) Reduced traffic for noise and enjoyment  

3) Wide open spaces  

4) Beach access and parks feels like a home town.
371 Proximity to restaurants, shopping

372
1) The quietness 

2) Resort design of small, low rise motels/hotels
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373 Its connection to the ocean and to the downtown commercial area
374 Little vehicular traffic, noise and dust...

375
1) Having a stretch to walk with little car traffic.  

2) Sitting areas at portals are nice too.

376
1) Next to ocean, and; 

2) Less car traffic
377 Quiet pedestrian friendly - for the most part.

378
1) Proximity to the beach. 

2) Boutique buildings

379

1) The old florida look and feel of the neighborhood.  

2) Pedestrian traffic keeps cars moving slowly.  

3) Area is perfect
380 It’s not A1A....I get the ocean breeze and a few unobstructed views of the beach

381
1) Quiet, and;  

2) Safe.
382 Proximity to beach and ocean.
383 The beauty of the street next to the sea and the beach, with its central lane with trees and green areas

384

1) It’s cozy with a good vibe.  

2) Bright, airy with shade.  

3) The old style hotels, beach portals and green grass.  

4) The people walking, talking and biking.

385

1) Closeness to the beach. 

2) Sea vistas. 

3) Landscaped median.
386 The grassy tree lined median.

387

1) Whether walking, biking, or driving - it gets me off of A1A.  
  
2) It is the best example of a multi-use road I have ever encountered.    

3) It's a pleasant walk to the Commercial Plaza area shops and restaurants
388 The way it is.

389
1) It is not over crowded.  

2) You need to maintain small town atmosphere.
390 I love the landscaping on the median

391
1) El Mar is a quiet and safe street to access Anglin Square and its surrounding attractions. 

2) It also grants convenient beach access.

392

1) Nice walkable area 

2) Nice beach access portals 

3) Great landscaping'
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393
1) The portals to the beach. 

2) Nice place to sit and be able to see the ocean.
394 Proximity to the ocean.   El Prado Park.
395 My local hang out
396 Better sidewalks

397 A nicely landscaped lane just west of the beach with an occasional view of the ocean to go from north to the center of
LBTS without venturing onto Ocean Drive/A1A.

398

1) Exercise

2) Walking to restaurants

3) Little traffic

4) Home town feel
399 It’s always neat and clean.
400 Easy walking small town feel with easy access to the Beach for all.
401 Walkability for residents.

402
1) Interesting walk. 

2) Connects to major points of interest (beach, downtown)

403
How beautifully landscaped as it is & has been the several years when this was done to be used like it is by many of o
town residents & visitors in season , Mile long makes a nice distance for walking , jogging & cycling etc. counter clock
mostly in the early AM over the years .

404

1) LOW RISE BUILDINGS

2) PEDESTRIANS 

3) LITTLE CAR TRAFFIC 

4) BAND NITE

5) DINING OPTIONS

6) SUNDAY MARKET

405 El Mar provides residents as well as visitors parking , direct beach access as well as casual dining within walking dista

406
1) Walkability and; 

2) Friendly people

407

1) Views right next to the ocean. 

2) Calming

3) Secure.

408

1) That it is next to the beach and;  

2) Has lighter traffic than A1A  

3) Doesn't have high rises - small town feel
409 Taking walks to town.

410

1) The visual appearance of the center median

2) The appeal for walking, jogging, and; 

3) Cycling and slower vehicular traffic.
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411 Nice quaint walking area
412 The occasional ocean views.
413 Walkable
414 The beach

415
1) The way it is now with treed median and minimal traffic north of Commercial. 

2) Great for waking and practically no bike traffic
416 Charm of buildings & flora
417 Beach view at Commercial

418
1) The boulevard

2) Walk-ability

419

1) The eclectic beauty/ambiance. 

2) The feel of old Florida mixed with new Florida. 

3) The vibrance and bustle.

420
1) Nice place to walk any time of the day. 

2) Feel safe

421

1) Great area to walk, bike ride and walk pets while looking at our beautiful beach and ocean.  

2) Easy access to our local restaurants, shops and hotels. 

3) Much less traffic and noise than being on A1A..
422 THE SMALL TOWN FEEL
423 People out walking and enjoying LBTS!
424 It's our favorite walking venue, we live in Sea Ranch Club A and we walk the full length of El Mar
425 Side walks are wide

426
1) Walkability and bikeability.  

2) Dog freindly.
427

428

1) Quiet tree-lined street with; 

2) Lots of people exercising and;  

3) Walking dogs
429 My local hang out
430 Nice walk to the pier from Sea ranch

431

1) The old FLORIDA look 

2) Eclectic

3) Unassuming without the “everything is new and designed for the style of the week.
432 Old fashioned motels, palm trees
433 Lovely walk to the square

434
1) Lack of constant traffic

2) Ability to walk and enjoy the peacefulness of a small beach town.

435

1) Views of the ocean 

2) Less traffic 

3) Convenient for walking, biking and running.
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436
1) Lack of traffic and; 

2) Calm feeling
437 Walkability
438 Not a lot of cars
439 is near the Driftwood and the ocean
440 It's the quiet, peaceful passageway that is totally separate of Rt 1.
442 Walking
443 The trees and sidewalk right south of El Prado Park

444

1) That’s it’s a very pretty walkway to the pier. 

2) I love the center greenery

3) Brick side walks.

445
1) Quaintness

2) Landscaping,
446 Accessibility!  Love being able to walk to beach, restaurants and stores
447 It is a quiet walk, until you get to commercial.

448

1) The green spaces, 

2) Easy to follow walkability, and;  

3) General safety
449 Space for a biker to bike on and places to park our bike.
450 I live on El Mar and wish it would be geared towards a more pedestrian, bike, and dog walking road.

451
1) Love the wide sidewalks and; 

2) The landscaping.

452

1) I walk the length of El Mar Drive frequently during the high season and I love the cleanliness 

2) Friendly people and; 

3) Of course the sheer beauty of the ocean, palm trees, flowers and sounds of this very serene walkway!
453 We like to walk El Mar instead of A1A. Less traffic.

454
1) Everything needed is in walking distance and; 

2) It’s beautiful.

455
1) That mostly local traffic uses road. 

2)  That it is not a main road with lots of traffic.
456 Safe and entertaining
457 Walking ability
458 The beach view

459
1) The close proximity to the beach

2) Dining options and nightlife and great resorts

460
1) Sense of fun and;  

2) The Walkablity
461 Low traffic
462 Walking
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463

1) Views of the beach and close to the beach. 

2) Living on A1A, El Mar is an easy access to the town square; 

3) It also has less traffic typically than Commercial.
464 The green boulevard between north and south-bound traffic.
465 Being able to walk around town and mingle with each other.
466 Abundance of landscaping down the center
467 Walkable median area on the south end

468

1) I like the proximity to the ocean

2) The charm of the businesses and; 

3) The center island of palm trees and grass

469

1) Small town feel

2) Walk-ability

3) Branding

470
1) It’s away from the A1A traffic and;  

2) Close to the beach
471 The shops
472 Accessibility to walking to restaurants and beaches

473
1) Neighborhood feel

2) A pleasant place to walk with views of the beach.

474
1) Less traffic

2) Safer to walk and bike ride

475

1) The lush landscape of the median.  

2) The fact that it appears very upscale.  

3) Feeling of removal
476 It’s quiet and quaint
477 Beach views while walking, parks fronting the beach.
479 Closeness to the beach

480

1) It parallels the ocean

2) It's quite and slow paced. 

3) Pretty safe for walking and biking.
481 Walkability
482 Nothing right now.
483 Less traffic than a1a
484 NICE AREA TO WALK AND ACCESS THE BEACH
485 Walkability.

486
1) The medium strips in the center of El Mar look great! 

2) Maintenance and cleanliness of El Mar is always kept up.  Kudos to the town.

487
1) It’s just like our town small, quaint, with lots of life. 

2) Love the medium. Which should have canopy trees.
488 The median gardens
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489
1) It is right by the ocean but laid back and lazy. 

2) Not too much congestion or traffic.
490 Easy access for shopping.

491

1) Commercial Street area. 

2) I like to walk everyday on El Mar Drive. 

3) I like the market on the Sunday. 

4) I like the smaller boutique hotels.
492 It’s pretty. Looks like Florida.
493 Level walking and light traffic.

494
1) Walkability

2) Quiet most of the time

495
1) The quaintness

2) Much slower & quiet traffic

496

1) It runs parallel to the beach and;  

2) Has 2 one-way sides with grass and;  

3) Trees up the middle

497

1) Walkability. 

2) Friendly atmosphere 

3) Kid friendly
498 Beauty

499

1) Low traffic. 

2) Along the ocean. 

3) No high-rises. 

4) Creates a friendly neighbourhood atmosphere.

500
1) The greenery 

2) Not as congested

501
1) Little traffic 

2) Safer to walk down or cross.

502
1) Landscape and; 

2) The smaller hotels

503
1) I like that it is two lanes.  

2) This allows of easy walking and biking.

504

1) It is a very nice place to go for a walk.    

2) Beautiful views of the ocean.   

3) Short distance to commercial/Aruba's area for the evening.
505 Views of the Ocean.
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506
1) Walking and biking friendly

2)Street events, live music, and pedestrian friendly bars and restaurants
507 Walkability

508
1) Easily walkable and; 

2) Nicely landscaped.
509 That I can walk from my parents house to LBTS shops and restaurants.

510

1) The island and trees in the middle. 

2) Quiet 

3) Walkable
511 Hometown atmosphere

512

1) The improvements made several years ago near the restaurants 

2) New palm trees, 

3) Traffic flow 

4) As well as the lighting and improvements for Plunge.  

5) And of course the restaurants and Friday night music.
513 To see the ocean from a sidewalk

514
1) Low density buildings and; 

2) Access to beach

515

1) The median and greenery with palm trees and landscaping are inviting and aesthetically pleasing.  Tourists gravitate
this quaint area.  

2) It is attractive to dog- walkers (of which there are many) as well.

516

1) Walkability  

2) Shaded areas   

3) Green space

517
1) I like it the way it is. 

2)  To me the problem is the lack of respect for the rules from walkers, runners, cyclists.
518 That there are sidewalks.

519
1) The median with the trees and greenery. 

2) Convenient for walking and biking.very unique street. That’s why I bought here.

520
1) I like the lawn area in the middle and the overall look of the street. 

2) Favorite street to walk on.
521 The small town look with a single lane for cars and the center island with palm trees
522 Great for walking

523

1) Quiet

2) Fairly peaceful walk 

3) Not the noisy smelly traffic which is on A1A
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524

1) Quite

2) Safe street with;  

3) No commercial stores

525
1) It is a beautiful place to walk and drive. 

2) I feel safe.
526 Green space in median
527 It’s scenic-ness.
528 Views to the ocean.
529 Ability to walk leisurely and see people the town center and the beach.
530 The space where the people are able to sit in those colored chairs by the village pump!
531 The times it shuts down in town for concerts and events.

532
1) Proximity to the beach and; 

2) Walkability.

533
1) Little traffic. 

2) Ocean view when you get pas buildings.
534 Being able to walk, run, skate, bike while seeing the ocean

535
1) That we can walk with our dog along the Town

2) It also give us access to the stores, restaurants and El Prado Park.
536 Less congested for year round home owners driving to and from work.
537 It is where I walk my dog everyday

538

1) Parks

2) Light traffic

3) Beach access
539 It's slow motion; great to walk.
540 Views

541
1) Appearance

2) Flow
542 The fact that you can avoid heavy and commercial traffic for walking and biking.

543
1) The fact we can walk it, it is practically on the beach

2) It provides restaurants, shops, etc all good things that make LBTS a great community.
544 U don’t need a car.
545 Trees and walkways

546

1) Walking to dinner. 

2) The nightlife. 

3) The “family town” feel. 

4) Exercise walking.
547 We like to walk and bike on it...
548 Safe for walking and biking
549 Nice road to walk on...
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550
1) I love the quaint feel to the street. 

2) I love that there are no large, tall buildings on it This is is the street that makes LBTS special
551 This quaint street is the heart of LBTS. We walk it constantly from the south to the north, the whole way.

552
1) The low rise buildings 

2) Relatively quiet traffic

553
1) Low vehicular volume and; 

2) The multiple access points to the beach
554 Some of the landscaping.
555 That you can walk, as in rest of LBTS center

556

1) Visibility of the sea between structures

2) Cycling lanes and; 

3) Green median spaces!

557
1) Quiet

2) Proximity to the Ocean

558
1) We like to walk it....

2) It’s not as busy as A1A...

559
1) Less traffic congestion to get to commercial blvd and; 

2) It has more of an old beach feel to it than A1A
560 Your interest in improving the area
561 The attractive center median.
562 Walking near the ocean
563 Scenic vistas.

564
1) The direct link to/from the Village center without the traffic of A1A. 

2) The green median in the middle is attractive.

565

1) Place to walk that's quieter (in terms of noise and traffic levels)

2) Views of the ocean (wish there were more, but this is where you go to see the ocean)

3) Access to restaurants

4) Places to stop along the way
566 Proximity to beach

567
1) Space...the open air feel with;  

2) Easy flow of traffic with two vehicular lanes each direction while still being able to accommodate walkers, bikers, et
568 The asthetics of a walkable/exercise area right next to the ocean

569
1) Walkable

2) You can see and smell the Ocean from El Mar.  Champs Elysee (outside restaurants and boutique hotels)

570

1) Reduced traffic

2) Walkability

3) Next to the ocean
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571

1) Clean

2) Safe

3) Wholesome "beach town" feel.
572 How beautiful it could be!

573
1) Proximity to beach and ocean  

2) Also quiet and not too much traffic since I am a runner

574

1) Walkability

2) Ocean view

3) Small city feel 

4) Boutique feel
575 The park area.

576

1) The little parks and public seeting areas

2) The cleanliness and;  

3) Nice views to the ocean.
577 Low traffic

578

1) Limited traffic (compared to Ocean Dr)

2) Great for walking/exercising

3) Easy walk to pier/restaurants at Commercial

4) Unique hotels
579 Love the ability to walk/run/bike safely

580

1) It wasn't given away! 

2) LBTS Main St. easy safe pedestrian, bicycle golf cart access to downtown. 

3) Enjoy seeing people out walking
581 Center/boulevard like landscape

582

1) Glimpses of the ocean

2)  The old Florida feel

3) The parks
583 open area to bike, walk and run

584

1) Glimpses of the ocean

2) The park, and;  

3) The Old-Florida feel of the boutique hotels and condos
585 Proximity to the beach and the associated views.
586 Picturesque roadway.
587 Greenways with trees

588
1) Less traffic and; 

2) Great for exercise
589 I like most the intersection at commercial Blvd with its common areas and synergies with the restaurants and shops ar
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590 Close to the ocean

591
1) Closeness to the beach and;  

2) Less traffic

592

1) It's walkability 

2) Beach access  

3) The landscaped portions of the median  

4) The eclectic mix of low rise hotels and condominiums
593 Walkability

594

1) This little seaside pocket feels somewhat transporting T

2) Tucked away from the bustle of A-1-A and greater Ft. Lauderdale. 

3) It's a nice stretch for exercising and strolling, especially the breaks where you can glimpse the ocean and;  

4) Mix of old and new Florida

595

1) EL Mar Drive is unique to our town and vastly utilized from east to west and north to south for daily uses throughout
day and seasons! 

2) It keeps a low key LBTS Town look rather than a copy of our neighboring cities!
596 Location

597
1) It is a pedestrian walk way to the Square  

2) I like how street are blocked off for weekend

598

1) Visually very appealing. 

2) Wide side walks and park areas are nice.  

3) New motel/hotels are attractive.
599 Vegetación and trees

600

1) The view of the ocean

2) A slower pace and;  

3) Lower traffic than on A1A

601
1) It's the heart and sole of LBTS and what makes it special. 

2) Please don't mess with it!

602
1) The only nice portion is outside of the Ociana building.  

2) Otherwise, there is not much nice about the drive.
603 Little traffic and easy access to the beach

604
1) Nice open area to walk with little to no vehicle traffic. 

2) Very quiet.
605 The areas where there is a center median that has beautiful landscaping.
606 Proximity to ocean.
607 Proximity to ocean

608
1) The grassy islands with lovely palm trees that are seen up and down El Mar Dr.  

2) That makes El Mar unique, picturesque and highly desirable.
609 I love how the medians have grass and palm trees. It adds nice color and nature to the area.
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610 I love the grass and palm trees in the traffic islands!
611 Tall palm trees and grass down the middle of the street!

612

1) What I like most about Elmardrive is the uniqueness of the street. 

2) There are quaint hotels with mid-century architecture. 

3) Open spaces with vistas to the sea and places to peopTewat^'rda'x" and enjoy the sites.

613

1) Esplanade

2) Grass + Trees

3) Great for Walking

614

1) The quietness

2) Low Traffic

3) Ability to walk and glance out at the sunrise each morning. 

615

1) I like everything

2) It's beautiful. 

3) It doesn't need a thing. 

4) Keep it Quaint. 

616
1) The activity and energy

2) Walkers, Bicyclists, Restaurants, hotel guests. The Visitors!!
617 It's a big spacious 2 lane Blvd. 
618 It has 2 lanes on either side of a wide beautiful median. The one lane portion is a traffic nightmare, that leads to road r

619
1) Lack of Traffic

2) Lack of Trees
620 It is a quiet "Old Florida" Style Street with Ocean views. 
621 I like the full Palm Trees. Please do not cut off healthy fronds. They provide privacy and look beautiful. 
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1 Broken dangerous sidewalks,   Do not like sidewalks that have grass beside street, waste of space
2 Paid parking spaces and the abandoned hotel on the south end
3 Many vehicles don’t obey the speed limit. Bicycles don’t obey traffic rules.
4 Lack of sidewalks in some parts of it.
5 Bad condition of asphelt swales
6 Lack of adequate lighting .. particularly at south end.
7 traffic/cars

8 vehicles that speed unnecessarily which can make ElMar Drive unsafe, to vehicles but most especially 
pedestrians

9 The cement utility poles stuck in the middle of the sidewalk!!!, the narrow sidewalks, the drainage grates in 
middle of the bike path, two lanes for traffic

10 Sidewalks, no shade, lighting
11 Loud Motorcycles, narrow sidewalks, lack of lighting
12 too dark for walking early in the morning or in the evening.

13
problems: too much auto traffic, poor drainage, horrible unsightly concrete utility poles IN THE MIDDLE OF 
SIDEWALK, not enough rest areas, lack of safe lighting at night, bottleneck sidewalk at the SE corner of Pra
Park, no shade anymore at datura or hibiscus portals

14 The deserted hotel at the end, something needs to do be done with that project
15 bumpy, narrow sidewalks
16 uneven and small sidewalks in places, no real bike lane and little to no shade for long stretches.
17 sidewalks could use an update
18 Sidewalks are not uniform and the telephone poles obstruct walking in certain areas

19 The people walking in the road. Trying to figure out what lane cars are really in when pulling out onto the s
or crossing the street.

20 lighting
21 Nothing.

22 If anything, the lighting. I dislike the fact that I’m New Year’s Eve, the grill uses El Mar as a parking lot. Then
intoxicated people get in their cars with SO many people walking on El Mar.

23 The south end with the abandoned old holiday inn building makes that end of the street feel more dismal a
gives the perception of being unsafe.

24 Sidewalks monotonous wide enough, no bike lanes
25 Broken sidewalks ; cars backing out over sidewalks
26 I like all.
27 Traffic
28 nothing comes to mind
29 Traffic
30 Sidewalks are inconsistent and often too small
31 Small and unsightly sidewalks
32 uneven sidewalks and people using roadway to walk
33 -inadequate lighting between Palm and Commercial  -narrow, uneven sidewalks

34 The uneven sidwalks, dog waste in the green space that is not picked up,electric utility light poles  should 
replaced with underground utilities Parking on ElMar Drive should be eliminated

35 South end
36 Not that many nice restaurants or parking
37 Sidewalks need repairs
38 Nothing - perfect as it is.
39 Inconsistent sidewalk material. Sidewalks narrow.  Rotary/roundabout at Commercial for cars should be elim
40 nothing

41 The ugly telephone poles and parts that aren't kept up.  There are two many cabbage palms in the center a
not enough shade trees.

42 The parking
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45 no dislikes
46 There are some dark spots at night.  More lights are needed
47 I really can't think of anything. Well getting rid of the older hotels. Takes away a lot

48
I am very upset by the condition of some of the vacant buildings, especially on the south side of the village
the owners can't do any thing about them, teat them down and put in grass until it is solved.   The old Holid
and I think it is called Seaward  which has at least 5 buildings.

49 Development
50 Nothing
51 UNEVEN SIDEWALKS

52 Sometimes there are drivers (I assume from out of town) that don’t realize pedestrians should have priority.
gardening and walk ways need cosmetic improvements.

53 Lack of compliance with cleaning up after their pets
54 Not enough room for all the walkers. No designated bike lane

55 That the south end is abandoned and an eyesore al though I am aware of all the work and planning that is 
done there.

56 Lack of parking, the traffic gets a little crazy at the roundabout
57 Holiday Inn mess

58
Two lanes in each direction are too wide. Given the number of residents who use it as a "track" for daily ex
& that there is light car traffic, it should be cut down to one lane in each direction, with 2 lanes for walkers, 
joggers, cyclists, et. Al.

59 Those non palm trees that are too large and over grown. That the town does not trim or maintain.
60 Nothing
61 cars speeding, ignoring stop signs at Washingtonia
62 The blinding FPL lights that pollute the night sky.
63 To park near it price is very high and ticketmade is very agressive
64 Could be more lighting at night.
65 Too many cars speeding
66 Uneven side walks
67 People walking in the middle of the street like it's a big sidewalk with a total disregard for vehicle traffic
68 The people that feel it’s ok to walk down the middle if it.
69 Malls in the middle useless
70 The vacant hotel building on the south side.
71 Nothing, really. Sidewalks, perhaps, tho it's not a big deal.
72 Lighting is dim?
73 Inconsistency. Unnecessary to have 4 lanes. Width of road could be better utilized.
74 Nothing
75 We only walk the northern half of it but really have no complaints.

76 At night it’s so dark especially near Palmer Ave. needs lights. I wish there was a bench once in a while in th
grassy center area where dogs use.

77 The big white street and parking lot  lights in areas And the lights from the condos shining on the beach an
the air and sky like light pollution instead of down and non-white.

78 The white empty building.
79 no lighting at night
80 Irregular walkways, needs more trees
81 Needs more walkway on both sides...consistent lighting
82 Delivery trucks blocking the roads
83 People walking in the traffic lanes! They believe that they are cars!

84 Multi-use roadway - in the sense that cars and bikes are competing for the same space.  And the two lanes
way encourage cars to go faster than they should.

85 Narrow sidewalks. Delivery trucks at various restaurants. Lighting in some areas.
86 The people who litter and bums
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87 Should have better lighting
88 Parking and delivery vehicle restrictions
89 traffic/parking
90 Sidewalks to narrow
91 Nothing,    Fine the way it us
92 Vacant buildings and not enough lighting
93 No shade trees
94 too much traffic, cars speeding
95 Nothing
96 LACK OF HANDICAP PARKING (MOTORCYCLISTS CAN WALK 1 MORE BLOCK).
97 Power lines should be buried
98 The growing development losing that small town feel.
99 Parking

100 No bike paths, would like to have a larger area for pedestrians/bicycles to commute safely to and from 
downtown and the surrounding area.

101 Walkability
102 Dogs pooping  on grass and owners Not cleaning up.
103 No parking
104 Nothing really, except a couple properties south of Commercial.

105

The safety issue posed by bikers and walkers who disregard that the road is for vehicular traffic. The unsaf
condition, insufficient lighting, and unattractive location at the Palm Avenue (northern) end of the roadway w
traffic is not directed properly, leading inter alia to vehicles crashing through the gate at the driveway and i
the wall leading into Sea Ranch C (4900 N Ocean Blvd.)

106 Median  landscaping
107 Uneven sidewalks... dangerous when walking!  Too dark , also... need more lighting!
108 light poles in middle  of sidewalk  uneven sidewalk  entertainment needs to be more spread out
109 Greedy developers

110 The traffic congestion at the circle ( in non isolation times), and those that don't, or won't, follow the rules w
govern it.  Also, the endless loops done by the loud motorcycles.

111 Poor drainage after a period of rain.
112 Very poor lighting and sometimes dangerous sidewalks
113 Sidewalks awful

114 In some places the sidewalk is uneven/broken and the lighting is very poor in the evening. When it is dark, 
usually walk back Commercial and don’t like it because it is so busy.

115 The crazy noise late at night from aruba...so we always st as y at the plunge now.

116 If I have to run around people or bike it is not even just outside the sidewalk and bike path. It also needs lig
at night during turtle season.

117 Having to walk in the street on the NE end of El Mar
118 Lighting at night
119 Way to many peds in roadway not using sidewalks.
120 Not enough parking during the season
121 Should be restricted to only cars staying, dining or parking at establishments.    No cruise thru
122 Cars speeding

123 I love El Mar Dr. I hope your new changes are subtle  and not major changes.. We that use El Mar frequentl
often as a destination spot love it the way it is.

124 parking at the corner of Commercial and El Mar
125 Some of the buildings need improvements.
126 Nothing
127 Not enough lights at night
128 dark walking at night.
129 Uneven walkways , trees and branches hanging too low , they need to be trimmed
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130 outsiders using it as a cut through, speeding, and running stop signs.
131 Drainage
132 The one end is very run down.
133 The empty buildings.
134 It needs more lighting.
135 curb appeal
136 Uneven sidewalks
137 Car traffic is prioritized over people. El Mar needs safe paths for walking and exercise

138 Traffic often tries to shortcut 1A especially during rush hour. Too many bicycles that don't need traffic rules.
you're going to tide your bike like you're competing in the Tour de France ... stay on 1A.

139 small uneven sidewalks, no bicycle lane
140 Dark at night in certain spots
141 Dogs going into restaurants
142 Condominiums and motels.
143 Not much.  I would be concerned if vehicular traffic increased.
144 It's not pedestrian friendly in many stretches.

145 Parking on the road and side of the streets is dangerous.   There should be NO parking along Elmar  Drive.
desire is to make it more inviting and safer for the pedestrians and bikers. Parking should be away from thi

146 spending more of our money for tourists
147 would like to connect better with A1A
148 Many dogs on the beach. A lot of tables and people in bars where pedestrians would walk
149 Inconsistent street scaping, Parking encroaching the side walks, Constant large delivery trucks, poor lightin
150 It needs more green space. Also, some of the beach access points are not very pretty.

151 The back out parking in front of the hotels/motels.   However, there is nothing that can be done about that.
what it is.

152 bad side walks, lack of shade
153 The sidewalk ends in front of some of the motels that have parking in front of their buildings
154 no sidewalk in the median
155 The sidewalks are dangerous. The walking areas are not wide enough.
156 the uneven sidewalks and streets (lack of uniformity)

157 We need better lighting to protect yhe citizens.  We losy one our own to death because you seemed to car
more about Turtles than citizens!!!

158 Small/broken sidewalks.  Decrepit  swales.  Two unnecessary vehicle lanes.  No decorative lighting.  
Underutilized median.  Haphazard landscaping design. Lack of pedestrian respect by vehicles.

159 Median not wide enough. Better sidewalks. Utilities should be underground.
160 Sidewalks

161
Poor lighting- don t feel safe walking home at night. Sidewalks are in poor condition, light poles in middle o
sidewalks. Service trucks block the road making it dangerous to walk/bike because cars need to get aroun
them

162 Nothing. Maybe no trucks
163 Uneven surface people not using sidewalks
164 Drivers that don't obey speed limits. Bicycles on sidewalks.
165 The abandoned hotel on Palm Ave.
166 Bit uneven sidewalks, lack of shade throughout the whole block,
168 Small sidewalks
169 The sidewalks

170 Bike paths are useless since they are mainly the drainage ditches, so cyclists use all parts of roadway 
indiscriminately. Some pedestrian crosswalks mid block hard for drivers to see.

171 sidewalks could be improved -lighting on the south end
172 The sidewalks are very close to the street and not in the best of repair.
174 Sidewalks are narrow and bumpy, trip hazards, light poles in the way.
176 Commercial traffic and the on street loading and unloading in the area of the restaurants.
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177 Lack of drainage and sidewalks in need of repair.
178 Sidewalks are in really bad shape and narrow

179 Not enough shade near sidewalks, bikes on the sidewalks, or bicyclists who do not stop at intersections, th
overhead cement poles, s/b underground.

180 Electrical poles
181 The sidewalks.
182 Some of the street corners have visibility issues.

184 Darkness and parking are huge obstacles for smooth  Traffic. we need to move from point A to B kinda fast
parking on that street please , very important

185 Evenings toodark
186 Lack of defined bike or walking/jogging areas.
187 Uneven sidewalks, could we make it a non smoking area?
188 Darkness at night.
189 Uneven pavement
191 It is dark at night.
192 cars and driveways
193 Big trucks going by.
194 Traffic
195 no complaints

196 The inconsistency across the different properties that you find in it. Some new and well cared, some old an
without limited maintenance.

197 Dark areas
198 Some truck/dumpster traffic can be loud and unexpected at times
199 Narrow sidewalks, power lines.
200 The sidewalks are not even and narrow.
201 Inadequate pedestrian and bicycle paths
202 people jaywalking in the street
203 Too much traffic
204 The sidewalks, irregular, and the rows of parked cars that you have to check for when walking.   ,
205 walkability - used heavily but sidewalks/right of ways for pedestrians need improvement
206 Cars

207 individuals that use it as a dog or dogs walk and dog park and many times not picking up and cleaning beh
their pets

208 The run down condition and need for enhancement.
209 uneven and obstructed sidewalks
210 people walking in the street
211 Poor lighting at night and narrow walkway in some areas.

212 Don't like the parking in front of small hotels, condos. I'm a walker and I am always nervous about people 
backing up without looking. Don't like abandoned hotel building at south end of town.

213

Even in this virus environment there are so many bikes, runners, walkers, some in the road when you are tr
to navigate you car.  Today there were 4 bikes abreast in one lane and on my return home there were two 
runners in the left lane when I was trying to make a u-turn to return to my condo.  Sidewalks are narrow and
electric poles make them smaller.  Uneven sidewalks/concrete.  Bike riders do not follow traffic safety, stop
signs, etc.

214 Too many trees that obstruct views
215 lack of parking locations
216 Test
217 Poor drainage, disrepair of roads and sidewalks in places.
218 sidewalks are in need of an update
219 Sidewalks are too small.  Need to widen and bury the power lines.
220 Speeders
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221 Needs wider sidewalks and better lighting. Landskaping needs upgrading. Vacant buildings need to be 
demolished and replaced with boutique hotels or upscale condos.

222 Traffic

223 We dislike the tree height in middle of island.  They block our view of the ocean now.  When we moved her
they were below us and peaceful scenery.

224 Lack of police surveillance.  My friend was murdered there.
225 The sidewalks need to be repaired in places.

226 Hodge-Podge look. Lack of consistency in landscape, walkways, lack of shade.  Abandoned or shuttered 
buildings and lots that seem to be for sale but would make wonderful open park spaces for the community

227 to much cars
228 So much traffic and speeders sometimes. Not enough space for walkers and bicycle

229
Some of the beach entrances are disgusting particularly Palm Avenue. It's dirty. Poorly landscaped. Poorly 
maintained. It's a hangout for cigar smokers, drug adddicts (I have found syringes on the beach there) and 
homeless.

230 Lack of defined cycle areas.
231 Inconsistent street lighting, poor sidewalks, A1A traffic uses street as a cut through.
232 Too much Traffic
233 Motorcycles and noise   Cross- roads should be down to a minimum
234 no more high rises

235 The sidewalk situation is dangerous, as are the numerous parked delivery trucks blocking our vision and ta
up way too much room!

236 Sidewalks get jammed up and so pedestrians walk in the road
237 nothing

238 Wish that there was more space that is open to better see, feel, hear  the ocean/beach.  Feels unsafe after 
pm.

239 Not enough shade,  poor lighting at nite when I walk back from town, shared sidewalks and the pependicu
hotel parking.   Cars back out without looking

240 When it gets backed up with traffic. I like more of a neighborhood feeling more pedestrian less cars.
241 There really not anything to dislike about El Mar Drive

242 That this is no upscale dining (i.e. Beach House and Oceanic in Pompano). This is a huge downside. Also, s
of the decor is not very stylish (looks like Nickelodeon vs. a nice beachfront town).

243 Sidewalks are too narrow in spots. Bikers vs walkers. I think there needs to be more separation between th
groups. It is starting to look shabby. Especially ElPrado park. The grass and grounds are looking run down.

244 Lack of parking, especially for employees.
245 NOTHING
246 Sidewalks, they aren’t wide enough and they are a mess.
247 Large delivery vehicles (realize this can't be helped).
248 speeding automobiles
249 There is no need for 2 lanes of traffic.  Cars drive south and turn right from the left lane near the old ramad
250 Nothing
251 South of commercial Blvd, there is not much happening.
252 The fact that someone would want to take it away and change the flare of where I bought

253 The coldness of cement at north end heading toward Palm Ave. Also only need one lane of traffic flow. Ma
other lane for parking. Want beach friendly then need parking along with another public bathrooms at both

254 Sidewalks. They are uneven in some areas not good illumination.
255 Nothing wrong
256 Not enough sidewalk space

257 Tall trees in median blocks ocean view, sidewalks are behind parked cars, vacant buildings & lack of consis
on how properties/parking lots & beach lots are cared for.

258 1. The road needs to be repaved.  2. Pedestrian crossings need better street lights and flashing warning lig
El Prado Park/El Mar similar to the crossing at Pine/Ocean.
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259 That traffic lane that was “accidentally” stolen by that relatively new Condo south of Commercial.
260 Narrow sidewalks and no shade for most of the stretch.
261 Cars drive to fast. Lower speed limit. Need speed humps or more stop signs.

262

we have noticed occasional inconveniences along the entire length of ElMar Drive such as large puddles/p
drainage, telephone poles obstructing the sidewalk, garbage dumpsters near sidewalk, hotel guests and 
residents parked cars too close to sidewalk and overall narrowness of sidewalks on both sides of the stree
One vehicular travel lane in each direction would possibly provide space for wider sidewalks, better stormw
runoff drainage and overall convenience for pedestrians.

263 It’s not really pedestrian friendly or safe. It’s dark and empty and there’s not much to see or do other than t
beach

264 Pedestrians waling in the street rather than sidewalks.
265 The three hour parking for residents
266 Sidewalks are not wide enough.
267 Cars park on the sidewalks. Don’t recall a clear bike path. Delivery trucks struggle through the circle.
268 sidewalk  congestion on the weekends.  center traffic
269 Cars in some cases go to fast mostly on 2 lane areas
270 Broken and inconsistent sidewalks.
271 Old boarded up properties are a disgrace
272 Sidewalks are uneven and too narrow in some spots.
273 South El Mar needs improvement.. appears old and ran down.
274 Nothing ‘
275 traffic and safety

276
The fact that everyone 'does there own thing' and there is no enforcement. It would be much better if 
pedestrians and do-walkers followed the proper direction and stayed on sidewalk, where provided. Racing
cyclist should be banned or enforce the stop sign running and they will stay on A1A.

277 needs more shade  small sidewalkes with cars that back out over the pedestrian walks
278 It’s lack of shade
279 inconsistency of walkways
280 Lack of shade, people throw their trash in median(alcohol bottles, food)
281 Wider sidewalks. Feels like there is too much car/people interaction. Perhaps dangerous.
282 Random walking of Pedestrians and dog walkers, crazy bicyclists.

283 Need wider sidewalks, has gotten too trafficked, which makes it dangerous to walk in the street with cars a
speed of cars.

284 not enough walking space

285 It is unattractive, limited sidewalks, poor landscaping and lighting, no sense of being part of the downtown,
rather a side street off the strip, completely under utilized.

286 Walkways are too small. Not enough lightning. No benches or chairs.
287 Everything but you likely can make improvements.
288 speeding cars

289 Some of the weekends can get messy.  Some sketchy people hang out by beach entrances. Sidewalks are
narrow and hard to pass by people without going into the street.

290 4 lanes of traffic
291 The old Holiday Inn is an eyesore as well as the hotel to the south of the public bathrooms.
292 Narrow, uneven sidewalks causing tripping hazards.
293 The lack of pedestrian access in the central reservation
294 Not enough seating

295
Old hotel property on south end.  Too many “cruisers” driving too fast especially on weekends.  Deteriorati
sidewalks and curbside.  Running in street (due to unavailable or unsafe exercise space) can be like playing
chicken with cars

296 The eye sore of buildings that should be torn down. Unsafe areas and removal long overdue.
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297 Sidewalks are not wide. Asphalt is breaking down. Lacking drainage. Nothing is consistent. Above ground w
Four lanes are not needed. No landscaping.

298 I avoid going there. Too many people, which is good - just not for me.

299 Speeders.  It can be dangerous at times.  It's also getting too busy during peak months. We are very conce
about over-development for a small town

300 Not that much space to walk and run with my dog. Most people end up in the street since there are two lan
301 No curbs, no level consistent width sidewalks, no bike paths

302 sidewalks need repairs.  At night is too dark  There is a bunch of buildings that are empty and boarded .  Th
conducive to crime

303

It's not in the least bit pedestrian friendly.  The sidewalks are broken, uneven and at times, reduced to the p
where you might walk into a cement pilaster if you don't pay attention.  There's a constant risk that a car pa
in front of a hotel or condo can back into you.  I used to go running often along El Mar Drive but stopped go
over several close calls with cars and one angry person on a bicycle yelling profanities at me because I wa
running in the street rather on the very broken and narrow sidewalk in the vicinity of the Southern Seas mo
I'm always hesitant to take my young children on a bike ride along El Mar Drive because of the constant da
of cars backing into you and the fact that motorists seems to value driving on El Mar Drive rather than give 
precedence to pedestrians and cyclists.  I've always thought it was a shame that El Mar Drive is not more 
pedestrian friendly.  I've been living in this town for 8 years and every year I think this might be the year tha
least the sidewalks might be redone but nothing ever happens.

304 Sidewalks are too narrow and no bike path for most of the length.
305 The median is decorative or just a place for dogs' to plop.  Could be so much more!

306 Too much asphalt hardscape and inconsistency is all hardscape forms.  More green/landscaping is called f
capture rain run-off.

307 Areas that haven’t been updated to take on the new look of Lauderdale by the Sea are a dislike for me.

308

I think the whole town is full of tacky stuff on every  corner.  Signs and art work that makes me wonder  who
responsible.  This town had all the resources and location to be another classy Delray Beach with   elemen
Coastal Design - instead we have a town  that has turned into a tacky beach town full of one rowdy beer jo
after another.

309 Nothing
310 Dogs everywhere

311 Currently a mix of different, conflicting designs.    I is sometime a pain to drive el mar with all the walkers on
street.  these are not pro walkers,  They should keep to the sidewalks,

312
Two-lanes of traffic north and south is wasteful.  Not enough sidewalk space.  No adequate bike lanes.  
Speeding cars on the straight-away.  Crossing the street to the median for dog relief is not safe.  Not enoug
lighting in the evening (needs to be turtle friendly though)  Not enough dog water stations  Not enough sha

313 Traffic
314 The congestion during tourist season.
315 Right now there are a large number of abandoned, dilapidated properties that spoil the ambiance.
316 limited sidewalks, no designated bike lane, needs more larger shade trees.
317 NOTHING REALLY
318 Limited seating

319

I do have concern regarding pet owners who don’t pick up their pets waste either on the sidewalk or medi
know because I have stepped in it repeatedly during my daily am run. I do not want to see the quaintness i
area disappear. If it’s not broke- don’t fix it. Ask the residents not the visitors as this is our town. The only th
dislike about ElMar is the old Holiday Inn site- it’s about time to act- take over property sell for taxes & have
condos built on property. I don’t like idea if bathrooms at El Prada portal. The public bathroom is within wal
distance. Lastly there is nothing wrong with the beachside vacant lots- I prefer green space not concrete sp

320 Better job on landscape maintenance.

321 Delivery trucks that idle on the street for what seems like forever - this creates blind spots for people trying
cross the street.  Not sure if that could be fixed if the road goes to one lane in each direction - see #6
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322 Traffic
323 when cars go too fast & make it dangerous to get around.
324 Some of the smaller motels look shabby
325 Nothing its a noce charming walk for us .

326 When I look across the street and my view is of roof and pool of old Holiday Inn, like a big ugly plop at the 
beautiful El Mar, total eye sore!

327 No changes are needed except maybe some landscape improvements.

328 The pedestrians cutting through parking spots instead of using sidewalks on south side. Major hazard. Som
is going to get hurt.

329 Poor lighting at night. People actually use phone flashlights to see when walking. Broken, uneven pavemen
new utility poles block walkways.

330 People not using crosswalks and treating the street as a sidewalk.

331 since the new telephone poles side walks are constricted    also the parking for the small  hotels is dangero
pedestrians

332 As an owner at villas by the sea ,the week- end trafic is problematic when we have to take the car to do ou

333 Certainly not enough lighting on end by old holiday inn. Frequently visit the Seward and have called about 
lighting. Humans are important as the turtles and you can’t see people walking at night.

334 Pedestrians walk in roadway contrary to law.  Power poles intruding into sidewalk.
335 Parking
336 How they put the parking spaces in front of the new toilets and it impedes traffic.

337 The traffic. Cars speed on El Mar frequently and it is unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. It is particularly uns
for the visiting tourists who do not know that drivers will be speeding.

338 Needs updating!!
339 would like bigger (wider) sidewalks

340 Access to green space requires pedestrians to walk along the roadway where there is no sidewalk.  Green
space is not arranged to promote/encourage an organized flow of entry and exit.

341 Not much
342 Areas that haven’t been updated to take on the new look of Lauderdale by the Sea are a dislike for me.
343 Narrow sidewalks, terrible lighting

344 Uneven sidewalks, cars parked at hotels that have to back up through the sidewalks that endanger pedest
poor drainage. Valet drivers going through the alley going to and from Aruba also endangering pedestrians

345 The parking meters, they annoyed me since they were brought in.. our taxes are high enough. I thank god 
within walking distance but my family is not.

346 It is very unsafe for pedestrians and dog walking and for drivers
347 No shade when out for a walk
348 Cars don’t respect the bicycles and roll through the stop signs.
349 narrow sidewalks    backing out onto the street
350 Sidewalks and lighting.
351 It is quite dark at night and sidewalks are uneven
352 Occasional speeders
353 Speeding cars; people paying attention to phone and not where they are driving
354 Sidewalks and drainage. Cars driving to fast !
355 Inconsistent sidewalks a condo parking
356 Need wider sidewalks
357 Traffic and lack of guest parking
358 Commercial thoroughfare

359 Very poor lighting along the northern side  Narrow uneven sidewalks  Vehicle parking along the sidewalks 
forces pedestrians onto the road (including police cars!)  Loud motorcycles cruising up and down

360 Undeveloped decrepit lots , small sidewalks in some areas.
361 car traffic
362 Could use a few speed bumps for speeders.
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297 Sidewalks are not wide. Asphalt is breaking down. Lacking drainage. Nothing is consistent. Above ground w
Four lanes are not needed. No landscaping.

298 I avoid going there. Too many people, which is good - just not for me.

299 Speeders.  It can be dangerous at times.  It's also getting too busy during peak months. We are very conce
about over-development for a small town

300 Not that much space to walk and run with my dog. Most people end up in the street since there are two lan
301 No curbs, no level consistent width sidewalks, no bike paths

302 sidewalks need repairs.  At night is too dark  There is a bunch of buildings that are empty and boarded .  Th
conducive to crime

303

It's not in the least bit pedestrian friendly.  The sidewalks are broken, uneven and at times, reduced to the p
where you might walk into a cement pilaster if you don't pay attention.  There's a constant risk that a car pa
in front of a hotel or condo can back into you.  I used to go running often along El Mar Drive but stopped go
over several close calls with cars and one angry person on a bicycle yelling profanities at me because I wa
running in the street rather on the very broken and narrow sidewalk in the vicinity of the Southern Seas mo
I'm always hesitant to take my young children on a bike ride along El Mar Drive because of the constant da
of cars backing into you and the fact that motorists seems to value driving on El Mar Drive rather than give 
precedence to pedestrians and cyclists.  I've always thought it was a shame that El Mar Drive is not more 
pedestrian friendly.  I've been living in this town for 8 years and every year I think this might be the year tha
least the sidewalks might be redone but nothing ever happens.

304 Sidewalks are too narrow and no bike path for most of the length.
305 The median is decorative or just a place for dogs' to plop.  Could be so much more!

306 Too much asphalt hardscape and inconsistency is all hardscape forms.  More green/landscaping is called f
capture rain run-off.

307 Areas that haven’t been updated to take on the new look of Lauderdale by the Sea are a dislike for me.

308

I think the whole town is full of tacky stuff on every  corner.  Signs and art work that makes me wonder  who
responsible.  This town had all the resources and location to be another classy Delray Beach with   elemen
Coastal Design - instead we have a town  that has turned into a tacky beach town full of one rowdy beer jo
after another.

309 Nothing
310 Dogs everywhere

311 Currently a mix of different, conflicting designs.    I is sometime a pain to drive el mar with all the walkers on
street.  these are not pro walkers,  They should keep to the sidewalks,

312
Two-lanes of traffic north and south is wasteful.  Not enough sidewalk space.  No adequate bike lanes.  
Speeding cars on the straight-away.  Crossing the street to the median for dog relief is not safe.  Not enoug
lighting in the evening (needs to be turtle friendly though)  Not enough dog water stations  Not enough sha

313 Traffic
314 The congestion during tourist season.
315 Right now there are a large number of abandoned, dilapidated properties that spoil the ambiance.
316 limited sidewalks, no designated bike lane, needs more larger shade trees.
317 NOTHING REALLY
318 Limited seating

319

I do have concern regarding pet owners who don’t pick up their pets waste either on the sidewalk or medi
know because I have stepped in it repeatedly during my daily am run. I do not want to see the quaintness i
area disappear. If it’s not broke- don’t fix it. Ask the residents not the visitors as this is our town. The only th
dislike about ElMar is the old Holiday Inn site- it’s about time to act- take over property sell for taxes & have
condos built on property. I don’t like idea if bathrooms at El Prada portal. The public bathroom is within wal
distance. Lastly there is nothing wrong with the beachside vacant lots- I prefer green space not concrete sp

320 Better job on landscape maintenance.

321 Delivery trucks that idle on the street for what seems like forever - this creates blind spots for people trying
cross the street.  Not sure if that could be fixed if the road goes to one lane in each direction - see #6
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322 Traffic
323 when cars go too fast & make it dangerous to get around.
324 Some of the smaller motels look shabby
325 Nothing its a noce charming walk for us .

326 When I look across the street and my view is of roof and pool of old Holiday Inn, like a big ugly plop at the 
beautiful El Mar, total eye sore!

327 No changes are needed except maybe some landscape improvements.

328 The pedestrians cutting through parking spots instead of using sidewalks on south side. Major hazard. Som
is going to get hurt.

329 Poor lighting at night. People actually use phone flashlights to see when walking. Broken, uneven pavemen
new utility poles block walkways.

330 People not using crosswalks and treating the street as a sidewalk.

331 since the new telephone poles side walks are constricted    also the parking for the small  hotels is dangero
pedestrians

332 As an owner at villas by the sea ,the week- end trafic is problematic when we have to take the car to do ou

333 Certainly not enough lighting on end by old holiday inn. Frequently visit the Seward and have called about 
lighting. Humans are important as the turtles and you can’t see people walking at night.

334 Pedestrians walk in roadway contrary to law.  Power poles intruding into sidewalk.
335 Parking
336 How they put the parking spaces in front of the new toilets and it impedes traffic.

337 The traffic. Cars speed on El Mar frequently and it is unsafe for pedestrians and cyclists. It is particularly uns
for the visiting tourists who do not know that drivers will be speeding.

338 Needs updating!!
339 would like bigger (wider) sidewalks

340 Access to green space requires pedestrians to walk along the roadway where there is no sidewalk.  Green
space is not arranged to promote/encourage an organized flow of entry and exit.

341 Not much
342 Areas that haven’t been updated to take on the new look of Lauderdale by the Sea are a dislike for me.
343 Narrow sidewalks, terrible lighting

344 Uneven sidewalks, cars parked at hotels that have to back up through the sidewalks that endanger pedest
poor drainage. Valet drivers going through the alley going to and from Aruba also endangering pedestrians

345 The parking meters, they annoyed me since they were brought in.. our taxes are high enough. I thank god 
within walking distance but my family is not.

346 It is very unsafe for pedestrians and dog walking and for drivers
347 No shade when out for a walk
348 Cars don’t respect the bicycles and roll through the stop signs.
349 narrow sidewalks    backing out onto the street
350 Sidewalks and lighting.
351 It is quite dark at night and sidewalks are uneven
352 Occasional speeders
353 Speeding cars; people paying attention to phone and not where they are driving
354 Sidewalks and drainage. Cars driving to fast !
355 Inconsistent sidewalks a condo parking
356 Need wider sidewalks
357 Traffic and lack of guest parking
358 Commercial thoroughfare

359 Very poor lighting along the northern side  Narrow uneven sidewalks  Vehicle parking along the sidewalks 
forces pedestrians onto the road (including police cars!)  Loud motorcycles cruising up and down

360 Undeveloped decrepit lots , small sidewalks in some areas.
361 car traffic
362 Could use a few speed bumps for speeders.
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363
No uniformity. Roads and sidewalks cracked and completely UNBALANCED. Very dangerous to walk on ce
sidewalks. Very easy to walk into a hydro pole if you are not paying attention.Water puddles everywhere w
rains. If it weren't for the Beach Front, very difficult to justify taxes

364 Nothing..
365 Dog poop

366 In some of the turnarounds the shrubs obstruct the view when driving. Also, some of the areas are very dar
night.

367 Not an inviting pathway. Sidewalks are too narrow.
368 Nothing to dislike, looks perfect
369 People walking and biking in the middle of the road.
370 Cars backing out of angled parking.puddles after rain
371 Don’t like that it is 4 lanes. It’s not a highway

372

- The lighting is dangerous at night or early morning.  There are many parts of El Mar that are so poorly ligh
that you cannot see someone in the roadway until you are right on top of them.    - The street and sidewalk
uneven and full of cracks.    - Because of the above, everyone is in the roadway - walkers, joggers, bicyclist
drivers - making it dangerous for everyone.

373 The poor lighting at both ends of the street.
374 Lack of continuity.  There is not enough access to the beach.
375 no walkway on the median. Must walk in the street to enjoy
376 I dislike the old, run-down buildings and the broken sidewalks.

377 Too many parking spaces near the center square. The broken down boarded up motels that have been the
past 12 or more years.

378 Would be nice to have a better designated bike path and more resident spots.
379 The buildings blocking the view.   Cars.
380 Parking congestion

381 Bike lane should be totally eliminated.   Bikes are more hazardous than autos.   Riders NEVER observe traff
laws.

382 Lighting is extremely poor and makes early morning and evening walking dangerous; sidewalks are in bad 
and poles are placed mid-sidewalk.

383 Not a flat street. Diesel appalling from idling trucks and traffic!!! Outside dining and exercise is really not he
with these factors! Would support area more, esp for dinner without it. Uneven sidewalks. Above ground w

384 The building next to the caribe is a eyesore. Unoccupied
385 Narrow sidewalks in some areas and in poor condition. The old Holiday inn site.
386 broken sidewalks, speeding cars, the abandoned hotel at the end of EL Mar and Palm dr
387 Constant driveways interrupt sidewalk. Narrow sidewalk makes for a less safe and enjoyable walk.
388 Not much to dislike here so wondering why a major expensive redesign is being proposed now .

389 BLIGHT , HOLIDAY INN . UNFINISHED PROJECTS ACROSS FROM ORIANA . 4 CAR LANES , FEW HOMELE
FEW RUN DOWN PROPERTIES

390 We have been permanent residents for almost 50 years and absolutely love El Mar .
391 Run down properties South of Commercial to Lauderdale Surf and Yacht Club.  They are an eye sore.

392
Some areas are inaccessible for power wheelchairs or electric scooters due to street lamp posts, broken ce
or no adequate curve cut. I emphasize power wheelchair, because our needs are different than those of m
wheelchair users.

393 tiny sidewalks  parking of small hotels is on top of the tiny sidewalks
394 Poor lighting, dirty sidewalks.
395 The narrow sidewalks, many areas that are not level.  Very dark at night. Too many trees in center median.
396 do definite delineation between sidewalk and street, lighting near commercial is good but ebbs as you go 
397 The lack of ocean views!
398 The old boarded up hotel at the south end of El Mat.
399 The traffic bottleneck at commercial
400 No dis likes
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401 Navigating traffic
402 Pedestrians walking on the street
403 Narrow Sidewalks, Vehicles Parked over sidewalks
404 Narrow sidewalks; lack of landscaping in some areas
405 Maybe have more lighting at night.

406 Not enough shaded area's, lighting is dim to protect the turtles; but too dark to protect humans.  Cars drive
fast, sidewalks are uneven, drainage needs improvement and overall looks a bit dated and weathered.

407 CARS

408
Traffic too fast, broken sidewalks and too dark at night. When vehicles make a u-turn in front of the 
Driftwood/High Noon to head back toward Commercial, they floor board it without looking for pedestrians 
crossing the street. Have had several close calls even though  I am aware of the situation.

409 The Sidewalks are along parking, too narrow and often not shaded. So most walkers walk in the street.
410 Congestion of the traffic
411 Potholes.  Not enough restrooms on the north end.
412 Speeding cars, small sidewalks
413 Parking congestion
414 The street and grass area north of Washingtonia  look a little rough and unmanaged.
415 Sidewalks
416 Cars!  The derelict hotels.
417 Lack of lighting, un level sidewalks and street.
418 Uneven sidewalk, street, pavements, poles in middle of sidewalk, parking on sidewalk, poor drainage
419 side walks and lack of bike lane and storm drains  deep holes.

420 Cement utility poles, overhead utility wiring...in some spots and not others...need a solution to remove and 
underground.

421 Crappy sidewalks
422 the corner of El Mar and Commercial  is too crowded, and people could get run over.  Maybe a stoplight?
423 Vehicles making unsafe u-turns and speeding.

424
The street needs to be repaired and the sidewalks are uneven. You need to walk with your head down bec
it is easy to trip because of uneven   Sidewalk. After it has rained there is too much standing water along th
streets so the drainage needs improvement too.

425 North of El Prado Park

426
Over head wires.  Outdated lamppost.   Possibly do double sided lamppost down the middle and repair sid
walked. But definitely bury the electrical wires. Such an eye sore. We need the brick side wall the entire len
Even we’re the curb cuts are. Limit big truck usage. If possible

427 Where sidewalks connect, there are bumps, dips, and holes that need to be repaired to make walking easi
Too many more drivers. Speeding(Aruba valet)

428 It’s too dark at night, some sidewalks need to be widened and repaired.  The delivery trucks are very noisy
early in the morning.  They are loud and wake me every day!

429 Some of the construction in prime real estate is old and dated

430 When pedestrians walk in the street or there isn’t enough greenery- giving a harsh un appealing look( like 
around the boutique hotels north of washingtonia

431 visual inorganization of the building esthetics.

432 For a tertiary road it’s larger than the secondary road A1A. Cars, trucks and the like speed by. I myself have
almost been hit 4 times while walking my dog.

433 Nothing

434

Some of the sidewalks are in desperate need of repair, especially on the ocean side. This is quite a hazard
the elderly folks that I often see walking on El Mar Drive. Also I am at the North End across from the Tides I
and I often see cars driving the wrong way when they take a left from Washingtonia. Definitely need some 
OneWay Directional signs.

436 Traffic on A1A.
437 Water sits on road, dark at night
438 Sometimes cars can’t see people especially around the turn-arounds
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439 Racing cars
440 Some sections too dark
441 Could use more lighting during the evening.

442

The lack of restaurant options compared to hotel. While hotels are good for tourism, restaurants serve tour
and residents. Instead residents of LBTS often after to leave LBTS for food. This takes money out of our 
community and puts it into neighboring economies. The current situation is a good example of the importa
other business supporting our economy. While all businesses are hurting, hotels and travel businesses are 
hurting the most

443 Sidewalk width at south end too narrow
444 Narrow sidewalks

445
Narrow sidewalks, overhead power lines are usually a resting place for birds meaning lots of bird poop whe
running/walking. It can be difficult to travel along as the bike lanes are uneven, sidewalks are narrow, and i
some areas along El Mar there is lots of vehicular traffic.

446 Narrow sidewalks and broken concrete/paving.
447 Sidewalks need some improvement.
448 narrow cracked mismatched sidewalks
449 The athletics of the surrounding buildings and condition on sidewalks on the south end
450 The sidewalk and road is uneven, broken cement, easy to trip.
451 Loud cars, horns, etc
452 No restrooms anywhere
453 From commercial and A1A should be only pedestrian, no car traffic
454 Streets are not very wide

455 The dilapidated, vacant hotel at the southern end of El Mar is an eyesore.Too much traffic and pedestrian 
overflow from bars at the intersection of Commercial Blvd.

456 The potential for giant hotels to be built.
457 Nothing
458 Dark, sidewalks are uneven
459 Need free parking for guests
461 Not enough parking
462 Uneven design, needs update

463 Side walks are a mess - dangerous. Not enough lighting at night.  Street is also in bad shape. Ugly hydro po
everywhere.

464 Poor sidewalks, no bike lane, no crosswalks, poor lighting at night
465 ALL OF THE ITEMS POINTED OUT IN THE PROJECT BOARDS
466 Narrow sidewalks in certain areas.

467

There is an excessive amount of idling delivery trucks every morning in the square - environmentally, truck
should shut off after five minutes. Idling contributes to pollution.  It is very noisy especially around 7 am. Als
music is terribly loud after 10 pm. Bars should be required to close their doors after ten for neighbors - the 
decimal of the music should be measured every night and monitored. Residents are having trouble sleepin
the bass of music disrupting the square after ten - eleven pm. Which i believe is a reasonable time. Could A
Square be patrolled by a police officer every morning and late evening for those who violate excessive idli
and loud music? They could be issued fines that would help the town fiscally.

468 Not enough greener. Benches with coverage.
469 Some of the sidewalks need fixing
470 speed of the traffic. it’s ver dangerous
471 No shade, poor lighting at night. Sidewalks are in disrepair. Median is unusable except for additional parkin
472 Could use more lighting. We never rent a car and do plenty of walking
473 The rundown building on the south east side of El Mar drive is terribly ugly.
474 Delivery trucks
475 bumpy small sidewalks
476 Too much traffic and driving to fast
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477 Not enough lightening
478 Nothing really - some of the sidewalks are a bit uneven
479 Noise
480 Too dark
481 Narrow sidewalks. Uneven sidewalks.
482 the utility lines
483 Sidewalks aren't wide enough, no designated bike lanes. Not enough shade to walk under, too dark at nigh

484 Trash that is thrown on sidewalk. Litter enforcement should be stepped up. Also dislike that the lawn is not 
maintained in the empty lots and the hotel on palm and Delmar has been an eyesore for years.

485 The poor drainage when there is a hard rain.

486

The sidewalks are in terrible conditions.  In some cases dangerous.   The high friction surface is far beyond
useful life.  Drainage grates are also poorly installed and creating dangerously large vertical deviations in th
walkway/roadway.  in general the roadway/drainage/safety features are functionally obsolete (with the exce
of some pedestrian crosswalk features).

487 People walking in the street instead of the sidewalks.

488 Bad sidewalks, the eye sores on the west side of El Mar just south of Commercial and at the south end of E
and speeding vehicles.

489 sidewalks
490 Lighting, drainage and uneven pavement.
491 Lack of lighting at night for safety purposes.
492 Drainage, lighting poor, trip hazards
493 Poor lighting

494 The sides of the road that are all cracked that look horrible and the lack of lighting and palm trees on the 
southern section past the pier area. The condition of the abandoned property at the southern end.

495 Traffic
496 Lack of parking
497 Portals can be noisy at night.
498 Cement  Smokers  Loud cars/motorcycle engines

499 People don't use the sidewalk. There's enough space for people to walk or run, but they are careless and d
use the sidewalk. Cyclists need to respect the rules of the road.

500 Sidewalks to narrow,   No shade &   Inadequate lighting in the evening makes it unsafe to walk.
501 Portals are noisy at night.
502 More lighting at night even during turtle nesting season. Safety!
503 The town's attempt to add more parking there making the site congested and unsafe.
504 Narrow sidewalks
505 Abandoned huge hotel on south end, pretty ugly and, especially at night, a little scary.
506 Nothing to dislike
508 People walking in the street - walkways are inadequate (or ignored by pedestrians)
509 Too many lanes! It needs more space for recreation and less space for parking or driving.
510 Lack of pedestrian sidewalk for running.
511 Traffic moving faster each day. Slow it down.
512 Lack of parking
513 two lanes of traffic each way, sidewalks are narrow and little shade.
514 Two lane traffic each way.
515 Tall buildings blocking ocean view.
516 Need to separate auto traffic from greenways for walking and exercising
517 The traffic, the delivery trucks parked in the middle and some cyclists that don’t respect traffic laws.
518 People use the road as a walking path and how dangerous it is for them and their pet. Very dangerous.
519 Cars drive too fast
520 Broken roads
521 The road asphalt needs resurfacing; repairs on the sidewalks would be good too.
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522 Condition of road and sidewalks
523 Lack of boundaries (cars vs. bike vs. pedestrians
524 Poor lighting at night which can lead to an increase in crime.
526 sidewalks need to be made bigger
527 truck traffic
528 The vacant buildings. The delivery trucks parked on it.
529 Sidewalks and lightning
530 Too much commercial and non resident traffic
531 Sidewalks and lightning
532 The sidewalk ends in some places

533 On other ends the sidewalks leave much to be desired. They are cracked, narrow and dirty. They need mo
foliage, maintenance and upkeep. It ason hands down needs to be better light.

534 Traffic delays around the circle especially when people are trying to park/pull out
535 broken sidewalks. Inadequate bike lanes.
536 Need better bike paths. The run down old Holiday Inn and taped off old motels just south of public restroom
537 South end old Holiday Inn structure is a blight to the area... horrendous!
538 Lack of parking for delivery and commercial vendors
539 The sidewalks and lighting
540 No bike lanes
542 Ugly sidwalks
543 Only it’s closure with the music fests.
544 Too much traffic from Commercial Blvd north on El Mar

545 Sidewalks in too many areas not wide enough for two walkers much less anyone passing by. Way too dark
south end to feel good about walking at night.

546

narrow sidewalks, much more space for cars than pedestrians and bikes (but doesn't seem necessary to ha
many car lanes), feels unsafe walking behind parked cars the whole way (especially unnerving with childre
lack of shade in many parts, wish there were more opportunities to see the ocean, the median is nice but it
where you walk, so seems a little wasted, wish there was a bike lane, wish there was more landscaping and
shade in general and also around the beach portals, wish the beach portals had a few more stations for rin
feet

547 Traffic

548
Sidewalks in older areas in bad shape. They are perfect for this project in front of Villas by the Sea Condos
of Commercial Blvd on both east/west sides of El Mar.  Also dislike the talk about always narrowing the roa
which from two to one lane when wider sidewalks can be accomplished without doing so.

549 that people walk in all 4 lanes, usually against traffic, they don't yield to bicyclists , its like the wild west with
enforcement or direction, so folks just do what they like

550 No Lighting  No drainage  Potholes  Lane for delivery trucks

552
It's an "environmental obstacle course"!    Not environmentally friendly!  Traffic, trucks, vehicle emissions, 
motorized street sweepers, etc. are toxic and detrimental to a pedestrian friendly experience for residents 
visitors alike.   Daily walks are like entering an "environmental obstacle course".

553 How awful it looks in areas.  Pot holes, cracked side walks
554 Lots of service trucks and vehicles sometimes.
555 Lighting is missing. Security after dark is questionable.
556 Parking

557 The short strip to and from the central plaza on Comm. Blvd. Usually dirty.  The old hotel on the corner with
Ave.

558 Narrow side walks
559 Consider cleaning up/paving sidewalks, poor lighting at night for pedestrians
561 too dark at night the old Holiday Inn

562 uneven side walks, poor lighting, no dedicated bike lanes separated from vehicular traffic, property parking
butting against sidewalks
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563 Narrow sidewalks, delivery trucks on El amar and Comercial, lack of shade in Summer.
564 cracked sidewalks. poor lighting. lack of landscaping
565 Narrow sidewalks and delivery trucks parked at El Mar and Commercial

566 Traffic. Narrow Sidewalks.  The fact that the hotels on El Mar seem to dictate any changes, improvements o
landscaping over the wishes of other residents

567 South of Hibiscus is a drag strip with excessive noise.
568 Narrow sidewalks and lack of shade in some sections
569 Not big enough sidewalks
570 I dislike most the lack of golf cart parking
571 North of Commercial the power poles in the middle of the sidewalk.
572 North of Commercial it is void of trees

573

Very narrow sidewalks. The majority of traffic on El Mar is or should be pedestrian, yet the majority of space
dedicated to cars  Utility poles on the sidewalks are a hazard and limit pedestrian movement  The back in 
parking is a hazard and detracts from the street's charm  Four lanes is excessive for the amount of traffic an
severely limits more pedestrian friendly uses  Lack of street furniture  Lack of shade  Lack of crosswalks / s
signs are a hazard

574 1. crowd outside 101 Ocean  2. smokers  3. motorcycles

575
A lack of shade on account of the low-rise buildings (which is the charm!) does make it quite hot across all 
seasons. Wondering if a mister or some nicely-designed water fountains (similar to Oriana) sprinkled throug
might make it feel a little less heavy.

576 The hodgepodge of the removed trees to the north and south ends relocated by a former town manager w
Minto landscaped the center portions and the lack of lighting and the need to tie in to the downtown plaza

577 Uneven concrete
578 the traffic and cars  cruising up and down as a cut thru, and on week , its a bust thru fare
579 Parking is a challenge.  It’s dark at night when walking from bars and restaurants.
580 Speeding of vehicles

581 Foot traffic in the middle of the road where cars operate. I live and drive on this street almost daily and hav
continually weave around the joggers, dog walkers and tourists that don’t really ever use the sidewalks

582 Nothing.
583 See answer to #1
584 Lack of continuity of median Park from Palm Ave to Pine Ave
585 The water that collects on the sides after a rain event. The inconsistency of the look of the entire El Mar Dri
586 The section at the South part of the town. It's ugly and a terrible representation of our beautiful town.
587 Traffic / speeding / passing
588 Cars speeding, homeless population
589 I like everything about El Mar.  It is exactly as it should be.

590 the unevenness of the side walks. It's very clunky and there's dips and chips everywhere that make me ner
with the amount of elderly people walking around.

591 sidewalk and road conditions; poorly placed power poles; above ground wires; lack of bike lane.

592

What I dislike most about El Mar Drive is the lack of safety' from every standpoint, walking, hiking, and drivi
Everyone is in danger along Elmar. The walkers want to walk in'the street because the sidewalks and swale
dangerous and uneven. Bikers take over the street and cars have to maneuver around everyone. Dog walk
want to stay close to the grass and it becomes a zig zag of obstacles and every participate is trying to avoid
traffic or the dangerous sidewalk

593 Broken Sidewalks & Swales. No designated or safe walking areas. Speeding vehicles
594 I like El Mar Drive - Nothing wrong with it. Keep it quaint
595 Poor Sidewalks (uneven)
596 Drainage
597 The 1 Lane portion creates traffic pinch points! Bad Idea! 1 Lane is absolutely insufficient during the busy se
598 When it becomes one lane, is dangerous. People walk in the road a lot, drivers get impatient, we need 2 la
599 Lack of shade
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1 Great new sidewalks with curbs 
like in front of Villas by the Sea Pet areas with shade

Make median thinner with trees still 
which would allow for wider 
sidewalks/safer backout parking

2 More scenic median Repave roads and sidewalks Remove paid parking spaces on 
south end

3 New Pavement & Sidewalks More Public Parking on the South 
Side of Town Plan for underground utilities

4 Sidewalks wider so that it’s easier 
to walk

Enforcement of traffic rules for 
bicyclist.

Underground electric lines and 
telephone lines which would allow 
for removal of poles.

5 Lighting Wider sidewalks

6
Did out and redo asphelt from 
concrete sidewalk to white lines, 
regrade to achieve proper drainage

Seating in the medium at a couple 
of places

Creat chicanes and traffic calming 
to change from straight lines to 
forcing the traffic to maneuver 
slowly

7 Lighting Implement underground utilities, 
poles electric Drainage

8 More space for walking better plantings in the center island one lane of traffic and add a bike 
lane.

9 drainage new sidewalks drainage

10 Get rid of the ugly cement utility 
poles

Widden the sidewalks by narrowing 
car lanes to one

Move bike path to edge of center 
island

11 Lighting Uniform look Wider sidewalks

12 Underground electric and cable 
lines wider sidewalks better lighting

13 Underground utilities, no light 
poles, like downtown

Better lighting in the early morning 
and evening wider sidewalks

14 UNDERGROUND UTILITIES REMOVE THE GROTESQUE 
CONCRETE POLES

one lane traffic with tons of speed 
bumps - make driving on el mar the 
last thing anyone wants to have to 
do

15 Underground utilities Wider sidewalks Improved lighting
16 More shade trees Wider sidewalks
17 wider sidewalks
18 Limit car traffic wider sidewalks bike lanes
19 sidewalks repaired more doggie space
20 uniform sidewalks addition landscaping cohesive plan

21
Trim the landscaping more 
regularly (help with people in the 
street)?

22 wider sidewalks to keep people off 
the street lighting

23 More lighting Some shrubbery and flowers.
24 Lighting N/A N/A

25

Address the abandoned Holiday 
Inn building.  Demo it and get a 
developer in there to upgrade that 
area.

One lane for vehicular traffic to 
allow for bike lane and walkers Landscape improvements

26 Wider side walks Bike lanes More landscaping

27 Wide sidewalks that are in good 
condition One lane of traffic going each way More trees

28 Leave it as is. Leave it as is. Leave it as is.
29 better lights more artwork
30 better clarity for bike lanes more shade
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31 Make it two lanes of traffic one cars 
one for pedestrians Tear down old Holiday inn

32 Walking Landscaping Better crosswalk / light controls
33 Wider sidewalks on ocean side Electrical supports on ocean side

34 Wider sidewalks More Landscaping More visually appealing 
crosswalk/intersections

35 landscaping of green space lighting sidewalk improvement

36 lighting sidewalks more usable median with less 
landscape

37 better pedestrian walkways  ( 
separation also of bike paths) more public parks enhancement and uniformity of 

hardscape and street trees
38 Underground utilities. Repaired wider sidewalks More green space  - Shade
39 Get the holiday inn situation  solved Sidewalks wider
40
41 Sidewalks need repairs Nothing Nothing

42 Sidewalk repairs to existing 
sidewalks Improved lighting More parking areas

43 Round about for cars @Commercial 
is disaster

Sidewalks:  wider, consistent 
material

44 leave it as is maintain the swale

45 underground electric!!!!!!!!
"see the stars" solar lighting both 
for sidewalks & accent lighting for 
island

smart landscaping that is well 
thought out

46 Parking

47 visual appealing area for foot traffic 
and related activities

lighting and landscape, if utilities 
are not fully underground, consider

keep required route for one lane 
each way, noting some trucks may 
need to use

48 Better lighting Speed reducing, speed bumps-
humps

Wider side walks or a center walk 
in the center grass area

49 clean up the vacant property expand sidewalks keep as much grass as possible
50 Nothing Don't mess with something good Expell Anyone named Clay

51 Leave the same Leave the same A few benches added to rest while 
walking.

52 EVEN SIDEWALKS MORE SHADE MORE LIGHTING

53 Beach portal at Datura, needs a 
gazebo, benches, landscape improve crosswalks improve green zones

54 Additional parking during the 
winter season Improved lighting

55 Pedestrian walk Bike walk More trees

56
keppe trees trimmed and low cut 
not to block the beautiful view of 
the ocean

lighting in certain areas Keeping EL MAr and El Prado clear 
of people lotering after hours

57 Holiday Inn Development

58 It is lovely! More palm trees? Can't 
have enough!

Razing of the horrific former 
Holiday Inn, an eyesore I must deal 
with daily!

Replace it with a low-key resort like 
Plunge that will not bring in lots of 
beach traffic. Prob condos are best. 
I would gladly help contribute to 
the demolition of said property. & 
won't cause a strain on local 
infrastructure.  Probably condos 
would be best!

59 Trim those large trees Knock down the abandoned 
properties

Bring back the craft shows and 
different special events that use to 
take place.

60 Shaded walking throughout More variety of foods, ie Chinese, 
more healthy options Hop on hop off back
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61 create a Dutch Woonerf street more trees or plants next to the 
sidewalk

62 Put diffusers or shields on FPL 
lights.

Plant more hedges in center 
landscape.

Put oneway traffic signs up to keep 
newcomers from driving the wrong 
way.

63 make pedesterain friendly-NOT 
exclusive but paint green slow traffic cheeper parking

64 More turtle friendly lighting Nothing, I like it as is.

65 Pet friendly beach Movies in the park on Saturday Make island between north and 
south lanes, park like with chairs

66 Sidewalks Drainage Lighting

67 Wider sidewalks for pedestrians
Reduce areas with two lanes of 
traffic to one going in the same 
direction

Redevelopment of old Holiday Inn 
property (it's an eye sore)

68

Pedestrian crosswalk signs could 
be moved for better visibility. In 
front of El Prado, the first is fine but 
the second is almost invisible.

BSO enforce these jay walking in 
the morning.

Signs that median lane street 
parking is permitted for deliveries. 
At least the entire town thinks it is. 
If in fact it is, place signs so people 
know not to park on the curb side.

69 Knock down holiday inn make a 
park Bigger sideways

70 Fitness stops More trees and landscaping More sitting areas at 
Washingtonian Portal

71 Lots of seasonal congestion at the 
intersection w/ Commercial.

It's lovely as it is, but, if course 
more plantings would be nice

72 Lighting Leave it alone Leave it alone
73 Consistency More shade More cross walks
74 None None None

75 Bathroom at El Prado park Wider sidewalks, more pedestrian-
friendly Additional seating areas or benches

76 More lighting Benches you can sit and rest on. Knock down that abandon rat 
infested hotel they can’t sell

77 More Mellow sea turtle lighting at 
city center with parking lot at pier

More hometown and beachside 
decor

More sea turtle friendly lighting all 
over

78 More lighting Cleaning up the south end.

79 more lights closed hotel --re opened or town 
down

80 More shade trees Better walkways Exercise equipment
81 More sidewalk Better lighting
82 More seating Underground utilities More flowers
83 Sidewalks improved Swales made deeper Center left as it is

84
Separated bike lane, using 
plantings to demarcate it from the 
street.

Reduce car lanes to one each way 
to calm traffic. More off-road parking.

85 Larger sidewalks Run/bike lanes Better lighting.
86
87 Better lighting Better crosswalks ( paint ) Longer green light for walkers

88 Revitalize abandoned buildings Fix sidewalks along abandoned 
buildings Widen sidewalks for pedestrians

89 no cars golf cart parking pedestrian only

90 Wider sidewalks Better lighting at the South end Make South end little park an 
exercise park with stations

91 None None None
92 Lighting Landscaping/pavers More  Residential permit parking
93 More walker/biker friendly Wider sidewalks Shade trees
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94 larger sidewalks more vegetation places to sit in small groups
95 None None None
96 H'CAP PKG DEFINED CROSSWALKS REPAVING AND CURBING

97 Bury power lines Make bike lanes colored Lights closer to ground so you can 
see during turtle season

98
Fix up the smaller places and their 
parking lots that need to be 
renovated.

Continue to beautify the street with 
landscaping/flowers

Continue to have beautiful signs 
posted, unique to LBTS.

99 Wider sidewalks Fewer cars More benches

100 Designated bike path/greenway Larger pedestrian walkways
More safety precautions for 
pedestrians / limit motorist thruway 
completely at el mar & Commercial

101 Improved walkability Safer while minimizing ambient 
lighting Wider sidewalks

102 Easier beach access Fitness equipment
103 More scuba shops Parking A park
104 Street lights Tropical plants

105 Lighting enhancement Sidewalks/paving irregularities/pet 
relief areas

Improvement of the conditions of 
the parks

106 Less auto traffic Better landscaping Improved pedestrian areas
107 Redo sidewalks More lights & benches More palm trees
108 more benches more trash bins
109 Improved and wider sidewalks Bike lanes Enforced speed limit

110 Better turtle lighting.  It doesn't 
need to be so dark at night.

Something done to relieve the 
circle car congestion. Sidewalk improvemens.

111 Drainage Lighting Empty recycle bins left out for a 
period of time.

112 increased lighting safer sidewalks I don't want it turned into a 
pedestrian mall

113 do something with old hotel 
property porta potty at portals

114 Better sidewalks More shrubs and flowers Upkeep on some buildings better

115 Lighting Maybe a few random benches in 
case you need to rest? Fix the broken sidewalk

116 Some people dont pick up after 
there dog.

Maybe they can clean beach a little 
better like many years ago...the 
seaweed was bad this year the 3 
weeks I was there.

No 3rd

117 Wider even sidewalks Bike lanes Security turtle friendly lighting 
during turtle season

118 More lighting Benches Wider sidewalk

119 Intersection of Commercial and El 
Mar Lighting Wider sidewalks

120 Designated bike lane wider and repaired sidewalks better lighting
121 More parking Fix lighting for sea turtles Have music outside all year long
122 Coffee Shoppe Bike parking 1 indoor only loud young music spot

123 Only one lane for cars Pedestrian friendly sidewalks Benches for people to rest during 
walk to commercial

124 Art work installed in the center 
islands along the drive

some of the sidewalks do need 
repaired and Many hotel have 
closed on the south end. It would 
be great to get some businesses 
there.

"no big changes" PLEASE very user 
friendly currently

125 get rid of the parking on the main 
corner more street lighting
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126 Keep it wide Keep it safe. Keep it beautiful for all to enjoy
127 Leave it alone
128 Lighting Telephone poles Flowers
129 sidewalks
130 Better lighting Wider walkways More green space

131 try and reduce cut through traffic better traffic monitoring by BSO

lane against median restricted to 
walkers, special event parking, 
open to traffic only certain 
occasions.

132 Drainage No medium in the middle and no 
furniture there Sidewalks

133 More shops

134 No pets in restaurants Follow through with entertainment 
as posted on Facebook

Additional bathrooms at the 
opposite end of El Mar Drive

135 Lighting Lighting Lighting
136 curb appeal Pedestrian and bike friendly more businesses

137 Get rid of the old Holiday Inn Do something with the vacant lot 
on the northern edge

138 Safe paths for walking, running, 
biking, and inline skating

Encourage local traffic only - one 
lane in each direction

Install lush landscaping and better 
lighting

139 Improve drainage Utilities should be put underground Better shade especially in center 
area

140 more restauants more shopping
141 bike lanes fix sidewalks safety lighting
142 Sidewalks Sidewalk dining Parking

143 Could put a walk way in the middle More night lighting On each side 
and middle Know dogs

144 Wider side walks Wider bike lanes One lane traffic in each direction.

145 NO over the street hotel or condo 
developments

Some pavement and parking 
enhancements near beach 
entrances and restaurants

Limit new condominium and hotel 
development

146 Pedestrian Friendly Enhanced natural plants and green 
space Areas to enjoy the ocean views

147 Zero parking on the street Wider sidewalks Resting benches
148 a workaround thru the traffic in town a workaround thru the traffic in town a workaround thru the traffic in town
149 landscaping lighting

150
Not allowing dogs on the beach 
and fining people who break the 
law

Reduce traffic to a minimum or, if 
possible, have no automotive 
vehicles

educate the public not to throw 
garbage on the beach especially 
during holidays when many tourists 
from other parts come to the beach

151 Consistent and safe walking side 
walks

Consistent cross walks at all 
intersections.

Consistent street scaping and 
lighting

152

Improve beach access points - 
equipment rinse like Datura and a 
very simple shade structure (like 
Datura used to have)

Put small green spaces (like 
Washingtonia) south of Commercial 
Blvd

Discourage and calm automobile 
traffic. Add drop-off and pick up 
areas for scuba divers.

153 Take care of the drainage proplem 
on El Mar Drive.

Replace all the sidewalks, and new 
lighting. New landscaping in the mediums.

154 sidewalks, road improvement more parking either demo or re-purposing of 
vacant buildings

155 Enhanced sidewalks with colored 
designs

Lighting could be better but should 
not impact turtle safety More plan trees

156 pedestrian friedly median better sidewalks on the east and 
west side landscaping
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157

Move over the driving lanes, 
remove the existing walkways and 
create one wide sidewalk in the 
center of the street

At least make the sidewalks safe 
for walkers and joggers

Ad a bench or two in the center 
once the walkway is moved to the 
center and widened.

158 consistent and even roads and 
sidewalks less vehicular traffic more trees for shading would be a 

welcomed addition
159 Lighting Lighting add about 1 foot to each side walk.

160 8 foot sidewalks

Median and two adjoining inside 
lanes transformed into a linear 
pedestrian park and bulbouts at 
intersections to prevent vehicles 
from driving within lane.

Trees situated along the 8 foot 
sidewalks wherever possible to 
add shade and greenspace.

161 Utilities underground. Wider median. Better sidewalks.

162 Sidewalk improvements Park area along beach near Palm 
Ave which is currently fenced off. Tear down old Holiday Inn

163 Lighting Sidewalk repair General landscaping improvements
164 Walking Dog friendly Supprt small businesses
165 More public bathrooms Fix road surfaces Designated bike or walking paths

166 Sidewalks need to be 
repaired/replaced in several spots.

Roadway needs to be repaved in 
places.

167 wider, even sidewalks more shade along the route better drainage

168 Up scale pedestrian walk ways Shared space for bicycle riders Needs to look like topical Florida, 
do not over do the concrete

169 Make it more pedestrian

170 Quaint lighting Nicer sidewalks /painted bike lane Additional nice landscaping by 
sidewalks

171 Separate bikes and cars Wider sidewalks Better lighting (down lights) for 
nighttime walking.

172 sidewalks lighting for safety street repaved

173 walkway in the median strip 
through the trees.

174 wider side walk

175 Continuity the entire length Improvements to sidewalk 
aesthetics

Consistency in chairs, porticos, 
walkways/paths in ocean access 
areas.

176 Dedicated bike lane More lightning

177 A consistent street tree plan that 
does not include of palms

Shaded pedestrian use areas to 
coincide with median tree plantings Burying of all overhead wires

178 Drainage improvements that 
actually work. New and wider sidewalks. Resident Parking indentation closer 

to downtown.
179 Bigger and nicer sidewalks More trees Areas to park bicycles

180 Better sidewalks, maybe add shade 
trees. Less Bicycles on the weekend Less restaurant tables on the 

sidewalks.
181 Uniform Sidewalks Get rid of electric poles Don't encourage bikes
182 Sidewalks Bike Lane Cross walks
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183
Street corners - removing low 
bushes for cars to see people and 
other cars around the corners.

Street corners - Do not block 
East/West visibility with taller, 
bushier palm trees and bushes. 
Some of the current bushes blocks 
the view of the ocean from corner 
balconies and drivers headed east.  
 The taller palm trees work better in 
the middle of the street where 
buildings already block the view for 
west side of Elmar buildings. When 
placing trees, avoid spaces 
between the East Side structures. 
A view of the ocean is a gift that 
should be protected whenever 
possible.

184 More Light No more landscaping Less parking area if one lane traffic, 
0 parking please.

185 Improve liighting Dog owners pick up after dogs Remove overhead wires
186 Wider sidewalks Bike lane Lighting
187 New and wider sidewalks Improved landscape

188 Leveled and wider and well marked 
walking and biking surfaces. More lighting Emergency phones

189 Beautification along the drive Some seating along the way More foliage plantings

190 Widen median Add walking path Remove as few palm trees as 
possible to accommodate path

191 More lighting

192 improved walking without worrying 
about cars backing out bike lanes...no walkers there telephone lines underground

193 I like it the way it is.
194 Wider sidewalks Places to sit Landscaping

196 Removal of negative elements to 
the experience

Progressive increase of 
consistency and standards. Increase of vegetation

197 Dog park or beach Lighting Wider sidewalks
198 Lighting Crosswalks Wider sidewalks

199 bury the power lines improve sidewalks and storm 
drainage

tear down the old hotel at the 
south end.  JUST BOMB IT

200 Widen, replace the sidewalks Put the utilities underground Lighting

201 Improved lighting better layout of bike and 
pedestrian paths parallel parking along route

202
wider sidewalks for pedestrians on 
both sides of the street, not central 
sidewalk

adequate lighting even in turtle 
season water run off after storms

203 A dedicated pedestrian lane next 
to the median crosswalks wider sidewalks

204 walkways aestethics - signage and 
landscaping improved & consistent lighting

205 Traffic flow Parking-dangerous walking Better dividers between street and 
cars at Commercial

206
widen the sidewalks to no less than 
8 feet, similar to east and west of El 
Prado.

eliminate power poles, everything 
underground

minimal vehicular, pedestrian 
friendly landscape similar to east 
and west of Villas by the Sea.

207 Landscaping Sidewalks Lighting

208 new, wider sidewalks more attractive beach access south 
of Anglin Square more trees

209 Lighting wider sidewalk drainage
210 Lightning Walkway
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211 wider sidewalks or safer walking 
space

a common look and feel to all 
public areas less potholes

212 More lighting wider sidewalks

213 Removal of trees that are not palm 
trees Wider sidewalks

A designated poop area for dogs 
so they would stop relieving 
themselves on our property

214 more parking Landscaping lighting
215 Test Test Test
216 Fix drainage Dedicated bike lanes Wider sidewalks

217 sidewalks better drainage for storm water run 
off

218 Bury power lines widen the sidewalks

Condemn the old Holiday Inn and 
adjacent beachfront property.  
Either make it a park with parking 
on the A1A side or do similar while 
the city waits for an appropriate 
buyer to develop the property as 
low rise condos.

219 Speed bumps Speed enforcement
220 Demolish vacant buildings. Improved sidewalks Better lighting
221 Limit traffic to local and deliveries Widened sidewalks Manicured vegetation

222 trim height of trees in middle of 
island sidewalk need to be repaired furniture at El Mar and Commercial 

block walkers
223 Police protection. Neighbor watch cars. Fix existing sidewalks.

224 Signage to get cars and 
motorcycles to slow down.

225 One lane of traffic in each direction.

Create a wide pedestrian 
promenade down the center with 
landscaping (including shade) 
separating the promenade from the 
lanes of traffic. Add benches and 
chair and lighting to the 
promenade.  This would allow the 
community to enjoy the promenade 
without being interrupted by traffic 
going in and out of the numerous 
driveways along El Mar.

Following the idea outlined in the 
second improvement, create safe 
crosswalks at G2 and G3 
gateway/intersections for east and 
west access as well as for crossing 
east/west gateway streets to allow 
strolls along the promenade 
north/south.

226 oneway el mar more green nice illumination at night
227 Walking lane Seperate Biking lane separate Dog poop area

228 Palm Avenue beach entrance Hibiscus Avenue beach entrance
Development of available 
commercial properties that are 
currently abandoned

229 Wider sidewalks One lane traffic in each direction Good street lighting
230 Less traffic Pedestrian friendly Bike friendly

231 Colorful and smelling plants Ways to limit motor vehicles, like a 
one way street only

Borders limiting bike path from 
running pedestrians over

233 Sidewalks widened and improved Try to move or bury the utility poles 
for a visual and safety improvement.

Make some other arrangements for 
the delivery trucks- smaller trucks,

234 Wider sidewalks Speed bumps Better policing of homeless 
population at palm avenue

235 leave as is

236 More lights Bathroom by Washington Ave (in 
that park)

A place to have a meal and drink in 
South end.

237
A pedestrian walkway maybe 
where the center median now 
exists  Like a promenade

Improved lighting
More shade over pedestrian 
wakway and several more bike 
racks
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238 Pedestrian walk, in and around 
circle, no cars Parking garage Clean up of pier and abandoned 

motels

239 Clear safe bike lanes Ample sidewalk space make it a 
complete pedestrian walkway. No traffic allowed.

240 Upscale dining options (i.e. Beach 
House and Oceanic in Pompano)

More sophisticated decor (more 
rustic modern subtle beachy vibe 
vs. excessive colors)

Sustainability initiatives

241 Wider sidewalks-walker friendly More limited vehicle traffic
Better upkeep of beach entrance 
areas, eg., Washingtonia entrance, 
El Prado entrances.

242 Pet friendly areas Fitness area Concession for the beach
243 NOTHING NOTHING NOTHING
244 Sidewalks!!!! No messing with the green space

245 Repair walkways, perhaps widen 
them Better and more parking options Better lighting

246 walkways on both sides of the 
median pavers on existing sidewalks change two lane to one lane

247

Improved sidewalks.  Re think them 
being on the outside of the street 
and consider moving them next to 
the trees and greenery

Move to one lane of traffic Create a dedicated bike lane that is 
not next to pedestrians

248 Better sidewalks More lighting Keep.it quaint
249 South of commercial Blvd updates More of a boardwalk feel

250 Keep it one lane Reflecting lights on crosswalks

Improvements at the end of El Mar 
that do not include cutting it off to 
make a u-turn Amy wanted me to 
feel that blank space. Part of my life

251 More trees and bushes in center. One lane each side traffic  other for 
parking

Tear down I sore old holiday inn. 
Make park

252 Sidewalks Lighting Shady trees
253 No public parking on street

254 Make medians interactive, well lit & 
new walk area

Incentivize building owners to 
make improvements (example: 
leverage bulk discount for outdoor 
furniture, materials matching 
landscape & appeal)

Allow snacks & drink carts/trucks at 
all beach entrances

255 Repave the street Lighting Pedestrian friendly crossing at El 
Prado/El Mar

256 Get rid of Holiday Inn carcass.
257 Wider sidewalks More landscaping Only one lane each way

258 Level sidewalks make consistent 
throughout town

Walking lane towards center in 
each direction

One car lane each direction - lower 
speed limit

259 wider sidewalks
less obstructions such as 
dumpsters, telephone poles and 
parked cars

better stormwater drainage

260 Pedestrian friendly Become town must see Became central for the community 
with a focus on el prado park

261 Expanded walkways Improved lighting Renovations of some of the 
blighted motels

262 Lights , wider sidewalks, seating, 
and much more landscaping

263 Wider sidewalks for walking, 
separating walkers from traffic

More of the lighting along Elmar 
Drive.

Tear down the old hotel. It is a real 
eyesore for Lauderdale by the Sea

264
Widened sidewalkS or bike lanes 
but keep the two car lanes each 
way if possible.

Nicer greenery/florals in center of 
street

More benches to sit along the way 
as you walk from one end of the 
street to the other
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265 wider sidewalks with   no on street 
parking in center

a walking mall  in center on the 
weekends

266 Larger/wider walking areas Get rid of the 2 lain roads where 
posible

Parks and beach ares need to be 
re-lanscaped, maintained, 
groomed, lighed as they are places 
for the homeless and criminals 
Shelter or high

267 Pedestrian paths Landscaping Limit vehicle traffic

268
Old boarded up properties should 
be torn town and developers 
should be incentivized to rebuild

Better lighting in the very dark area Wider sidewalks where currently 
narrow

269 sidewalks should be widened using 
better material

eliminate dilapidated properties 
south of Commercial

better drainage on whole length of 
street

270 improve lanscasping appeal less cars on driveways that intrude 
onto street.

271 One lane More speed bumps
272 Traffic and safety Landscape and Lighting Underground utilities

273 Proper enforcement of laws = no 
cost increase better lighting closure of pavilion 'horseshoe'

274 walkways without cars pulling out shade improved lighting
275 Shade Sidewalk uniformity

276

A few simple sporadic benches 
along the way with a simple shade 
or covering.  It’s often too hot to 
walk

Misters. (Not Mr) on some of the 
corners.

Lower / elimination of Pier fees 
particularly for residents.

277 smooth transitions for walkways less traffic more landscaping
278 Plant larger shade trees Wider pedestrian lanes

279 Little dark sometimes... Better 
lights?

Maybe better drainage for 
puddles/rain

Better traffic/people management 
at circle at Commercial and El Mar.

280 Fix lighting at east side by 
Washingtonian.

Keep Pedestrians on sidewalks off 
of road

Fix Curbs and make walkway wider 
on beach side only.

281 Lighting Drainage Speed Bumps for traffic
282 nice walking/biking path greenery lights

283 Paver walkways and designated 
bike path

Parks, landscaping and 
beautification

Enhanced seating, lighting and 
signage

284
Close the EAST lanes and use it to 
widen the walkway and add 
bikelane

Use the WEST lanes, one in each 
direction only

improve lightning and add benches 
and chairs

285 None known None known None known
286 bury utilities improve drainage side walk improvement

287
More security at night to protect 
people who walk with their family 
or dogs.

More trees planted for shade. More 
flowers for visual appeal.

More trash cans or dog poop bags 
along the walk.

288 consistent landscaping/ 
underground utilities - beauty two lanes of traffic reduce the parking lots except for 

very close to commercial
289 Fix Holiday Inn !

290
One lane of traffic in each direction 
with less congestion in the square 
area.

Wider sidewalks Cushioned walking path

291 A safe excersise/dog walking  path More landscaping Increased lighting
292 More seating New brick pavers with logo Shade

293 Remove a lane and create exercise 
space for walkers or runners

Widen sidewalks and rebuild 
deteriorating curbside

Consistent lighting.  Too many dark 
spots for evening or early morning 
exercise

294 Hotel at end of street I think it was 
formerly a holiday inn

The hotel that’s all boarded up with 
plueood
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295 Make it consistent with widened 
Oriana sidewalk Bury wires Landscape

297 Better Speed Control of Vehichles Underground utilities Better/safer lighting during turtle 
season

298 More sidewalk in the median 
maybe to walk in grass with my dog expand grass area Make that south end a little Nicer

299 bike path curbs flat width consistent sidewalks

300 improving sidewalks and streets better lighting and unerground 
utities

Do something about the boarded 
buildings. Safety first

301 Make it more pedestrian/cycling 
friendly overall.

Make it safer for pedestrians and 
cyclists to walk without getting hit 
by a car backing out of parking 
spaces.

Make it clear that El Mar Drive is 
not open to through traffic, joy 
riders and speeders.  The road 
should be primarily for pedestrians 
with motel guests having access to 
their motels.

302 Dedicated bike lane Sidewalks even and wider

303 Wider sidewalks Put a walkway along that median 
maybe?

Get rid of that drainage lane thingy 
on the east side (or make it a bike 
lane); and I'm going to add a fourth 
one - bigger beach views from the 
public access points!

304 Consistency in sidewalks / 
hardscape

More greenspace and trees (be rid 
of excess asphalt)

Improved traffic lanes (narrower 
w/turn lanes)

305 Splash pad play area at el Prado 
Park More pet release areas More Landscape

306

Some decent restaurants, NO 
MORE BEER JOINTS - put some 
effort into better job of selecting 
future restaurants.

stop Friday night get down - it is 
attracting the wrong crowd. 
Encourage restaurants to provide 
their music.

Trees and Landscape along the 
walkway to enhance outdoor 
seating.

307 Lighting at night No walking in the street No dogs

308

Keep "walkers" out of traffic and on 
tne sidewalk where they 
belong.Cite those walking in the 
street for obstructing traffic.

Low Sidewalk lighting similar to A1A Unified hardscapes and signage.

309 Pedestrian-only street (1/2 for 
pedestrians, 1/2 for cars) Wider sidewalks Better lighting

310 More local stores Fountains Internet

311 Eliminate vehicle traffic in the 
downtown area.

Substantially widen and improve 
pedestrian walk ways.

Require older buildings be 
modernized.

312 Attractive properties; no 
abandoned old hotels. Better sidewalks

313 Updated sidewalks / pavers
Streetscape improvements / Shade 
trees, palm trees and flowering 
shubs

bike lane installation

314 WIDER SIDEWALKS
ENHQNCE INTERSECTIONS TO 
QACCOMODATE MORE 
PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC

315 Keeping it a beach town look & not 
commercializing it More seating for eating & relaxing Pretty lighting the whole stretch of 

El Mar

316 Refresh existing landscaping, 
including upgrading existing curbs Speed limit enforcement Better attention to maintaining the 

existing plantings etc
317 Better sidewalks Enforcement of speed limits
318 Wider sidewalks Places to sit Landscaping

319 Possible more seating along El Mar. Sculptures such as along 
Commercial Blvd by local artistists.

Photos of early history of area, 
Fitness stations along the way.
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320
Uniform sidewalks in front of 
hotels, motels. Some are cracked 
and difficult to walk on.

Benches on El Mar Better lighting

321
Dedicate two lanes of the road for 
biking ,walking jogging, dog 
walking etc

Improve sidewalks.We see too 
many people tripping on elevated 
slabs of the sidewalk

You can mark off mile markers by 
either writing/marking  them on the 
road or sidewalk

322 To see Holiday Inn removed asap! Replace with grass and fence like 
the Caprice

Little more wider walk way so you 
are not walking in street

323 Landscape improvements only

324

Strict pedestrian control on only 
sidewalks, down the grass median 
or crosswalks. Way too many 
people walk through the parking 
spots and create a significant 
hazard.  Living right next to the 
square, I've seen a huge amount of 
pedestrians putting themselves in 
harms way by crossing this way. 
Cars cannot see them and they 
dart out, or worse, push their baby 
stroller out into traffic.I avoid this 
area if at all possible because it is 
so frequent and I don't want to hit 
anyone.

Inconsistent sidewalks and lighting, 
not uniform

having a U-turn on the south side 
just across from Oriana driveway; 
to use during special events such 
as band night to ease the traffic 
through the square that just want to 
turn around.

325 Lighting Smooth wider walkways Nicer/improved landscaping
326 Pedistrian Traffic Control Pedistrian Traffic Control Pedistrian Traffic Control

327 safe wide walkways street lights that match the ones in 
front of Villas By The Sea

328 More landscape in front of the 
building Put stop sign at El prado Ex : Remove half a parking spot 

every 5 spots to put green
329 More lighting More lighting Better drainage of rain water

330 Secure pedestrian walkway to 
prevent walking in the roadway Larger sidewalks Enhanced pedestrian lighting

331 Parking Improvement to building frontage Old holiday inn

332 Change El Mar to one lane traffic Widen center grass island for dog 
walkers and pedestrians

Enforce speed limit, install speed 
monitors

333 sidewalk updated  all the way 
down maybe with nice pavers

334
Sidewalks could be wider but do 
not want to see the center 
landscape gone.

Drainage

335 Landscaping Widening of walking area Lighting
336 wider sidewalks

337 Pedestrian routing/guidance an 
and to the central island Seating in the central island Improved landscaping in the 

central island

338 Even cobble-stoned sidewalks with 
curbs Fountains Benches and floral pots (Love 

Worth Ave in Palm Beach)

339 Splash pad play area at el Prado 
Park More pet release areas More Landscape

340 More lighting Widen sidewalks Upgrade/renovate rundown 
hotels/condos

341 Repaving. Better lighting. Freshen up landscaping.
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342
The white old hotel at the end of 
ElMar , either knock it down or 
something

No parking at all on Elmer drive, 
use parking lots , it is destroying 
the beautiful view in walking, also 
on Commercial near 101 and 
Vincents, move the parking so 
when sitting outside, so  we enjoy 
the view and not hear horns blow

Keep it the same

343 Better pedestrian areas ( wide 
enough) Better and safer animal areas More trees over pedestrian and 

animal areas for shade

344 Shade trees Useful median with benches or 
other places to rest Designated dog park

345 Speed bumps. Wider bike/walking path Make it one lane.
346 wider sidewalks

347 Sidewalks a "little" bit wider in 
places. A bit more night lighting. Keep it quiet and relaxing. Aaah, 

you're here.

348 Better Lighting Better sidewalks for the entire 
distance

349 More lighting Wider bike lanes Wider sidewalks

350 Figure a way to slow traffic Clearly marked crosswalks
Tropical landscaping in the median 
(the medians are a really nice 
feature for this road)

351 Sidewalk improved Drainage Independent biking and walking 
lanes

352 Keep pedestrian friendly Inconsistent sidewalks

Need for vendors and movers, 
delivery for condos need space. 
Otherwise traffic could be handled 
with 1 lane.

353 wider sidewalks benches for sitting along the road bike lanes

355 Better lighting for the safety of 
pedestrians

Beautification of both sides of El 
Mar South to North ends Cleanliness

356 New wider sidewalks Enhanced street lighting Vehicle noise mitigation
357 pier to be reopened and complete less cars better walking lanes

358
Eliminate decrepit buildings, 
replace with parks or residential 
buildings

Uniform sidewalks all along the 
street Bike path

359 Wider sidewalks Splash pad for young children Added doggie trash can and bags 
in middle (elprado)

360 No vehicle traffic Saturday and 
Sunday improved landscaping wider side walks

361 Improved sidewalks Remove power poles from 
sidewalks - if possible

A couple speed bumps to hinder 
speeders.

362 Sidewalks and Roads Streetscape that is manicured 
uniform

Better quality merchants in town 
square

363

364 Sidewalk replacement with 
rubberized-like track surface

One sidewalk replaced with 
rubberized track like surface Same as above

365 Safe walking and biking paths Brighter consistent night lighting
Upgrade parks and ocean 
accesses to all look consistent with 
downtown

366 Uniform streetscaping connecting 
to Commercial Uniform landscaping Uniform lighting

367 Wires underground And repair 
sidewalks Solar lighting (turtle friendly)

Addition of salt tolerant palms 
different varieties such as from the 
genus’s psuedophoenix, coco 
thrinax and thrinax.

368 More pedestrian versus car friendly. Better drainage. More shade.
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369 One northbound and one 
southbound lane Wider side walks

A parklike setting with exercise 
stations and water sprinklers 
shooting up like by the pompano 
pier

370 Repave the sidewalks and roadway Install lighting sufficient to safely 
walk or bike in the dark.

Create clear lanes for walkers, 
bicyclists, and cars

371 Better lighting Better drainage Better sidewalks

372 More of a boardwalk effect 
maintaining small town feel Better lighting Parking

373 Walk way in the middle of the 
median

better sidewalks on the east and 
west side dog friendliness maintained

374
Bigger, wider, and well-maintained 
sidewalks not blocked by concrete 
utility polls

Concealed high-power utility lines Clean and refreshed beach portals

375 demolish the old boarded up hotels 
on the south end 1

demolish the old boarded up hotels 
on the south end 2

install a drainage system for the 
street that works

376 Landscaping Power lines buried Develop the old holiday inn or 
knock it down

377 Make it more walkable. Stop traffic flow.

378 Addition of cool shops Don’t need anymore ice cream 
shops Don’t charge to walk on the Pier

379 No bike lane Pet relief area Designated smoking area
380 Adequate lighting Safe, even, unobstructed sidewalks Designated bicycle lane
381 flat roads flat sidewalks electrical wires underground
382 Lighting

383 Side walks and drainage Find a way to make use of old hotel 
sites Underground utilities if possible

384 Go down to one lane each way for 
traffic and one for pedestrians

widen and fix all the sidewalks and 
walkways

tear down the hotel at the end of El 
Mar & Palm Dr

385 Wider sidewalks Fewer driveway interruptions One lane in each direction
386 leave it as is

387 ONE LANE TRAFFIC EA. SIDE WITH 
SIGNAGE

SMOOTH PEDESTRIAN WALK , 
SEPARATE FROM BIKES

ENCOURAGE UPGRADING ON 
BOTIQUE MOTELS

388 Enhanced landscaping More pavers Even blacktop and fewer potholes

389 Tear down defunct properties like 
the old Holiday Inn. Smoother pavement on sidewalks Bury power lines

390 Better wheelchair accessibility. Better sidewalks Keep turtle friendly lighting

391 better pedestrian walkways
make it look cuter like the 
downtown area (Commercial pier 
area)

Give us something to walk or ride 
there for - markets, events, etc

392 Lights Cleaner walks Seating in medians

393 Defined areas for pedestrians and 
joggers Wider sidewalks Functional lighting.

394 better sidewalk/street walkability add a bike path better use of enter median
395 More view better sidewalks- wider more even speed control for cars

396 Sidewalk repair Drainage Fix up south end of El ?Mar by the 
boarded up hotel.

397 More parking More beach access paths
399 Wider sidewalks more Aesthetic street conditions Better signage

400 Trees on side of sidewalk for 
walking shade Trucks off the road in morning Hide the restrooms

401 Make sidewalks wider/safer Additional lighting purchase property across from BVR 
for a park

402 Wider sidewalks Better lighting at night
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404 Sidewalks and installing speed 
bumps Lighting Shaded areas

405 SAFETY FOR PEDESTRIAN AREA FOR CIVIC EVENTS KEEP NATURAL SURROUNDINGS
406 Better lighting at night Sidewalks improved and widened Better drainage

407
Make it more pedestrian friendly, 
remove onelane of traffic both 
north and south

Convert the lanes on the inside 
(Next to the center) to walk and 
Bike only

Plant more shade trees down the 
center parkway

408 I don't see the need for any 
improvements really

409 Wider walk/bike ways. Book loan kiosks/Exercise features. Benches or chairs along the way.
411 less traffic wider sidewalks more green space

412 Addition of cool shops Don’t need anymore ice cream 
shops Don’t charge to walk on the Pier

413

Paving needs to be maintained 
better.  My Mom tripped over some 
broken paving and had to have 
stitches to the side of her brow

414 Maintain the grass areas better Don’t tear down the existing 
buildings

Improve look and width of the 
sidewalks

415 Widen sidewalks Improve lighting Handicapped Parking

416 Better lighting

Fun fact boards.  Like “Did you 
know”, incorporating different facts 
of the area, history, enivonment 
tips etc

Less vehicular traffic to and from 
the square

417 lighting fix holes sidewalks and street center island walking and seating
418 Emphasize of the ocean Focus on beautifying walking area Focus on non motorized throughput
419 pedestrian frendly walkways bike paths improved storm drains

420 Underground wiring the length of 
El Mar

Wider, consistent sidewalks the 
length of El Mar Bike lane the length of El Mar

421 Wider combined sidewalks Bike lanes Better lighting

422 Enforce speed limits.  Some people 
drive like crazy there.

puddles are large near the middle 
of the road.  Is drainage bad?

GPS is wrong.  Driftwood's address 
is El Mar, but GPS needs to be on 
A1A (Ocean Drive).

423 Less vehicle traffic Open up to bike traffic and runners
424 Wider sidewalk Bike lane Only one lane of traffic
425 Sidewalk Street Drainage

426 More trees, vegetation and bushes Even the road
Maybe some ornamental knee 
walls along the sidewalks and/or 
bike lane.

427 Underground wires Center lamp post. Additional brick sidewalks
428 Speed bumps or traffic calmers Holes along sidewalks

429 Trucks not idling and being so 
noisy early in the morming Better lighting wider sidewalks

430 More shade trees Prettier gardens

431 Consistent materials for same look 
overall

Consciousness of our beach and 
the sea turtles(not over lit)

Sidewalks and greenery like those 
by villas by the sea

432 bike lane building esthetics cleaningness of el mar drive

433 Make it a one lane road going 
north-south and vice versa Within the grass area Fix sidewalks

435
Repair sidewalks and areas that 
have broken/narrow sidewalk 
surfaces

OneWay Directional signs 
especially at Washintonia and 
ElMar crossing

Wider sidewalks where boutique 
hotels have cars park that 
sometimes hang over sidewalks

436 Bigger sidewalk between sea 
ranch and the pier Lighting.

Cheaper parking. Grace period for 
bring a few minutes late to the 
meter.
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437 More lighting Wider sidewalks More entertainment
438 Drainage Lighting New sidewalks
439 Fitness signage mile markers Designated run/walk lane Designated biking lane
440 Improved lighting Speed control No bikes on sidewalks
441 Wider sidewalks More lighting
442 More lighting Drainage

443 More things to do.  All there is to 
do is walk or eat. Better traffic flow Open container district

444 Sidewalk width Landscaping
445 Wider sidewalks
446 Wider sidewalks Undergrounded power lines Repaved roadway and bike lane

447 wider sidewalks more shade better traffic flow at intersection of 
Commercial Blvd.

448 Better sidewalks. More crosswalks. More lighting

449 one large traffic lane each way large sidewalk with curb drainage 
bike lane take care of current landscaping

450 Better walkways Walkable median/paths on both 
north and south

Do something productive with the 
old hotel property at the south end

451 Resurface road and walkway Resurface road and widen walkway Widen walkway and make road 2 
lane instead of 4 lanes.

452 Wider sidewalks Less cars less noise
453 Walking space Safer crossing roads Plants and vegetation
454 Pedestrian only walk way

455 Prettier and Wider streets for 
walking

Bathroom at Washingtonian beach 
portal

More beach parking south is 
commercial

456
Create an attractive entrance at the 
southern end. Demolish the 
eyesore, abandoned hotel

Create a plaza for overflow crowds 
at intersection of Commercial and 
El Mar

Widen sidewalks especially on east 
side of El Mar

457 Better pedestrian sidewalks or bike 
lanes Better landscaping Nicer breezeways to the beach

458 More Lighting New sidewalks Better drainage
460 Wider sidewalks Better lighting
461 More parking Bathrooms at Washingtonia portal Paved
462 Update landscape Update sidewalks Update lighting

463 wider sidewalks dedicated bike lane Interesting and sustainable 
landscaping

464 Re-do side walks  and  road with 
interlock New lighting.

Nice landscaping on the islands - 
with no DOGS allowed. Right now 
there is dog poop everywhere.

465 Improved sidewalks Improved lighting Clear crosswalks
466 WIDER UNCLUTTERED SIDWALKS AS MUCH SHADE AS POSSIBLE IMPROVED BEACH GATEWAYS

467 Utility wires overhead are an 
eyesore.  Rectify Wider sidewalks Bike path

468 Noise In  the square - am and pm 
should be monitored

Lighting is very bad. Very cautious 
walking home at night

Sidewalks need to be expanded. 
Every morning people are out 
walking, running, riding bicycles 
and it would be nice to have the 
extra space on the sidewalk to 
move out of people’s way.

469 Landscaping, canopy trees Speed bumps Cross walks
470 Sidewalks fixed Better lighting
471 sidewalk along the median traffic calming sidewalk along the median
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472

Keep it lazy and laid back. Deter 
traffic. Lots of over development 
coming from north and south of us. 
El Mar will become a cut through 
just like Washingtonia/Seagrape

More shade more pedestrian 
friendly Don't overthink it

473 More lighting Slower pace of traffic More benches for sitting

474 fix the building at south end of El 
Mar Drive

475 Have trucks stop idling or limit 
idling times. Too noisy.

476 Wider sidewalks more chairs to rest

477 Speed bumps like on other streets 
in town Wider sidewalks Single lanes of traffic

478 Wider sidewalks for walking Better lighting north of Commercial 
Blvd.

No commercial trucks allowed 
other than delivery trucks

479 New sidewalks New drainage in some places

480
Don’t allow trucks to idle so long on 
El Mar Drive. They are so noisy and 
pollute the air

481 Lighting Bike path
482 Improved sidewalks.
483 landscape sidewalks utility lines
484 Wider sidewalks Designated bike lane More lighting

485 Better drainage Better lighting on the north side of 
El Mar Drive Better sidewalks.

486 New high friction course on 
roadway New sidewalks inporve the median landscaping, to 

possibly include pedestrian areas.
487 Lighting Landscaping Holiday Inn Property developed
488 Repair the sidewalks Slow down vehicles Add a bike or pedestrian lane
489 consistent sidewalks bike lanes landscape
490 Uneven pavement Drainage Lighting
491 Improved lighting at night
492 Fix sidewalks, make wider Fix drainage Improved lighting

493 Improved lighting at Washingtonia 
Ave Crosswalks at Washingtonia Clearly marked traffic lanes

494 better landscaping - south of 
Commercial

better lighting and road sides - 
south of Commercial

do something with abandoned 
property south end

495 lighting Traffic reduced
496 Additional landscaping Better lighting

497 People tend to speed, perhaps add 
a couple pedestrian crosswalks

Add more dog poop collection bins 
on the median.

498 Green walk ability Shade Pedestrian/bike friendly

499 Signage improvement Fines for those who don't respect 
the rules

Beach access paths need to be 
clean, the sand trucks only clean 
the beaches but not the entrance 
roads and they are full of trash.

500 More Street Lighting Shaded walkways Wider Sidewalks

501 Slow down traffic. People drive too 
fast Add more dog disposal sites

502 Lighting

503 Single lane for cars with the newer 
parking spots removed.

Wider center island with tropical 
landscaping.

Wider walking areas with new 
surfacing.

504 Wider sidewalk Better lighting

505 The large abandoned hotel taken 
down.

Protection for pedestrians. Cars 
back out over the narrow sidewalk

Better lighting on southern part of 
the street
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506 designated areas to walk, bike and 
drive

appearance of the exterior of some 
properties better lighting

507 widen existing walkways
508 Real protected multi use bike lanes More shade Remove parking and a lane
509 Pedestrian sidewalk Bike lanes Open views to the ocean

510 Designated bike lanes Maintaining grassy areas for dogs Upgrade other portal entry Warsaw 
to reflect Prada look and feel

512 Wider pedestrian walking More Shade No more two lanes each direction!

513 One lane each way
Wider median with walking / 
jogging path - rubberized court 
material

More shade if you widen median 
and sidewalks

514 Tear down buildings that block 
view of ocean. Wider sidewalks. More beach access.

515 greenways and sidewalks for 
walkers and bikes; repave El Mar

consistent sidewalks along entire 
path improve landscaping

516 Wider side walks Less commercial traffic Fitness Park

517
Wider sidewalks for pedestrians. 
Signs for people not to walk in the 
road. No bicycles.

More landscaping. Orchids on 
trees. Community Herb Harden.

Poop bag areas and attractive 
signs asking that people pick up 
after their pets.

518 Keep it dog friendly Reduce the speed limit No more concrete and more 
greenery and 🌳🌳

519 Road repair Wider bike lanes

520 Resurface road Repair sidewalks DO NOT start funneling all kinds of 
automobiles & bikes through it.

521 Sidewalk repairs and enlargement Clean up south end Planing in town right of way on the 
E&W sides

522 Curbs (sides and around median 
areas) wider, nicer sidewalks flashers at cross walks

523 lighting wider sidewalks landscaping improvements
524 Wider side walks Better lighter Better landscaping
525 Sidewalks No smoking
526 mores trees and landscaping prettier sidewalks/walkways less parking
527 Vacant buildings rebuilt Uniform sidewalks More landscaping for shade
528 Sidewalks Lightning Tropical plants....palms and such
529 Improved unobtrusive lighting Widen sidewalks No parking
530 Sidewalks Lightning Plantings
531 Improved sidewalks More palm trees Street sculptures
532 Greenery Sidewalk improvement Lighting

533 Central delivery area for 
businesses so no idling/blocking rd Widen sidewalk & improve drainage Place fitness equipment at El Prado 

like Pompano has
534 larger bike lanes larger sidewalks more and better landscaping
535 Deserted buildings raised. Bike paths
536 wider sidewalks less vehicular traffic

537 Improved bike lane markings and 
signage

Decorative sidewalk lighting 
stanchions LED digitally lighted stop signs

538 Wider Sidewalks Bike Lane Shade Trees
539 Sidewalks Lightning Ambiance
540 create a bike lane

541 The sidewalks need to be to be 
fixed if dips and ruts Repave Elmar Paint lines on street

542 Attractive wide sidewalks Eliminate the Ugly abandoned hotel Less signage
543 Consistently Wider sidewalks Enhanced vegetation Attractive lighting
544 More trees Wider sidewalks Crosswalks defined more readily

545 Wider sidewalks. More lighting. Possibly making utility poles not 
impeding sidewalk areas.
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546
Sidewalks not directly behind 
parked cars (would be safer and 
also more attractive)

More room for pedestrians and 
bikes, less emphasis on cars 
(would like this to be considered 
primarily a walk and ride zone than 
a street for traffic)

More shade and landscaping (not 
just palm trees, but a variety of 
trees that provide more shade)

547 Make it pedestrian and bike friendly Same As above Same as above

548 Widened sidewalks without 
eliminating any traffic lanes Landscaping Lighting

549 reduce down to one lane for cars 
each way

designating the remaining lanes for 
pedestrian activity, maybe with 
some pavers/ eye catching that 
blends with LBTS current designs

signage or direction for the 
pedestrians to follow

550 Lighting Potholes Drainage

552 A wide, flat, walking path - from 
Pine to Palm.

Reduce or eliminate trucks, street 
sweepers, diesel fumes.

One lane traffic only - Palm to Pine?  
 Total redesign.

553 pot holes sidewalks better landscaping, bike area

554 Running lane Lighting at night
More beachfront cafes with dining 
right on beach. Similar to Sandy 
Shoes years back

555 Lighting Wide consistent upscale sidewalks Low level commercial signs

556 Improved but turtle compliant 
lighting Better cross walks Environmental improvements

558 shade trees. better walking paths or sidewalks lighting.

559 Increased/updated lighting design Improve concrete/paver sidewalks
If incorporate signage, make it 
small and not detract from natural 
beauty

560

More defined fitness/walking areas.  
 Maybe only have one side of road 
for cars and other side converted 
to pedestrian area.

Less traffic to allow for more local 
walking/running/biking Landscaping/sign improvements

561 Turn Holiday Inn into greenspace street lights better side walks

562 wider, consistent, even sidewalks bike paths removed from vehicular 
traffic improved lighting

563 More shade trees for pedestrians, Green spaces for people and dogs Wider sidewalks
564 sidewalks lighting landscape

565 Wider and more beautiful sidewalks Green space for dogs with waste 
disposal stations

A cohesive design that 
incorporates art

566 Reduce driving lanes to 1 lane in 
each direction Widen Sidewalks, paths, walkways Install bike lane

567 Better drainage Lightning Old Holiday Inn torn down.
568 Wider sidewalks More sharde More flowering shrubs
569 Widen sidewalks Improve landscape Add some exercise areas

570
Add golf cart parking, preferably 
free golf cart parking to 
accommodate local residents

Add exercise equipment and biking 
lanes to encourage healthy lifestyle 
in the local community.

Add more common areas space 
and seating to encourage visitation

571 Bury the power lines Re pave the current sidewalk No more imporvements needed
572 Greenspace Pedestrian walkway Dog area

573 reduction of traffic lanes with wider 
barrier free sidewalks

consistent landscaping with visual 
connection to the beach at the 
portals

street furniture and shade elements

574 turn Holiday Inn into a pasture forbid smoking forbid motorcycles
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575
Landscaping (Sea Oats planted in 
for sale / abandoned lots, 
Bougainvelleas)

More Palm Trees (Wherever 
possible)

Roundabout - The dedicated 
bronze pelican is a nice statue, but 
if plants were be added to the 
base, or some colorways that 
wouldn't detract from the piece and 
would make it flow/fit more 
seamlessly into the bright 
pedestrian plaza and seating just 
East. It feels a little mismatched as 
is right in that spot, and believe it 
could live better closer to the pier 
or in the rotunda near the beach. 
Maybe even placing it somewhere 
people could pose with it/take 
photos, as that current location 
does not work given traffic?

576 .Trees-landscaping/drainage . Lighting - tie in to plazas 2 full Lanes /walkability
577 Better walking More golf cart parking

578 more lighting on street, more 
lighting  at night signs to stop beach litterng bettersidewalk

579 More public bike options Enhanced lighting at night for 
pedestrian safety

580 Cars speed control by police Safe bicycles paths More trees for shade

581 Clear lanes for bikes and 
pedestrians and autos Underground electrical cables Improvements similar to those 

recently added to Anglin Square
582 Improve the lighting with more LEDs

583 The entire median should be filled 
with shade trees.

Wherever possible trees should be 
planted along the sidewalks

Replace the current sidewalks with 
something nicer

584 Better pedestrian space Dedicated bike lanes Seating in median park areas

585 Removal of the Holiday Inn building Repaving to remove standing water 
and add new drainage

Consistent turtle lighting all the way 
down and portal entry lighting 
signage

586
The old holiday inn at the South 
end of town to come down and this 
area of El Mar Drive to be beautified

Improve the landscaping in the 
median on the South side of town Bike path

587 One lane the whole way Bike lane Truck / temp parking lane
588 Lights Drainage Traffic control

589 Residents can walk and enjoy the 
peaceful islands. Residents can walk their pets. The grassy islands offer shade, 

which is desperately needed.
590 fixing the sidewalks

591 More landscaping on green islands 
between streets PARKING bike lanes

592 Making the street safe for all 
drivers, walkers, and bicyclists Drainage Lighting

593 Sewers/Drainage Get Ride of Holiday Inn & do 
something with it easterly Uneven Sidewalks

594 Smooth Sidewalks No bricks in the road for pedestrian 
crossing (so easy to trip on)

Improved landscape and increased 
view of the ocean from the street

595 I do not think we need anything Keep our town quaint something 
from the past

Live here 13 years & its getting too 
commercial. Keep it like something 
from the "past" PlEASE! Quaint!!

596 Wider, Safer Sidewalks 1 Traffic lane, mixed-use (walking, 
emergency vehicles, event parking)

Buried power lines (east side); 
Traffic circles @ intersections

597 2 lanes end to end There should be enough room for 
walking, bikes, & cars
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GENERAL COMMENTS 
SUBMITTED BY E-MAIL, WEBSITE 
AND SURVEY ON EL MAR DRIVE

COMMENTS FOR 
DESIGN TEAM

COMMENTS FOR 
DESIGN TEAM & TOWN

GENERAL 
COMMENTS 

COMMENTS FOR 
TOWN 

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

e-mail (Town of LBTS)

This email is to comment about the improvement of El Mar design. I love that area. Doing 
anything to improve the safety when someone bicycles is great. 

I realize that the city likely cannot do anything about this but what I miss the most is the old  
Citrus store that was selling fresh oranges, grapefruits, fresh juices, Florida souvenirs, Key 
lime pie and cake, jam. It brought an atmosphere of Florida to the area. Any chance the city 
could encourage someone to open one again in the area.

e-mail (Town of LBTS)

We had a drunk driver fly into our south entrance and crash into our wall at 2:30am in 
February.
 
Luckily no one was out in this area at that time.
  
There are no speed bumps, no real cross walk with flashing lights, it’s a dead turn with no 
arrows showing to turn, no baller system to stop cars. We have two park benches and no 
lighting.
 
To my understanding we had this happen 4 times, at night, within 3 years that destroy a tree 
of ours. We had additional accidents in the past, at trailer hit us too.
 
I Met  with the police and mayor  on speeding and sent a notice to our resident to obey the 
25mph speed limit.

e-mail (Town of LBTS)

I plan on filling out the survey.  I also request a meeting with the Town Engineer to discuss 
El Mar Drive.  I consider myself very knowledgeable about the topic of El Mar Drive and 
have been a quality of life activist for El Mar for decades.  Because of my first-hand 
experience I would like to compare my perspective with the expertise, criteria, options and 
limitations our Town Engineer may be able to suggest..
 
I suggest a morning "walk-about" beginning at Town Hall between 7:30 and 8:00 am 
continuing with a short 2 block El Mar walk to observe how people utilize El Mar for 
pedestrian activity.  
 
Together we can revision El Mar Drive into the areas' premiere beachfront attraction it has 
always been meant to be.
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TOWN 
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How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

e-mail Not possible to print 2nd page of survey. Please correct.

phone

1.) She wanted to make sure that the current team was aware of the previous efforts to 
move the design project forward and the proposed designs that resulted from these efforts.  
AND wanted us to be prepared for some negative feed back from the El Mar corridor 
because they have "been there/done that" so many times previously without the project 
being completed.

2.) She reiterated the following - most important aspects to the group was - lighting, 
drainage and better sidewalks without eliminating a lane of traffic.

3.) She asked that during the presentation, we remember to not only address residents of 
the town, but hoteliers and businesses as the redevelopment of El Mar Drive will directly 
impact them.

e-mail
Please remember to keep the alleyway open on both sides and space for 
the trash truck to cross over from 101 into Aruba,pump, high noon alleyway
also, valet cars go out the alleyway on to Elmar

e-mail

Just a note to ask you to include enough trash cans near the beach entryways.  Maybe 
shaped like a turtle and/or hungry pelican with information about protecting turtles during 
nesting season and/or also about the importance of keeping plastics and trash out of the 
ocean.  

Maybe it will make it fun for kids to “feed the pelican” with their trash.

website - general 
comment

The term sustainability is used a couple of times in the El Mar Drive Questionnaire. 

I do not understand the meaning of the word or its implications to the design of the 
roadway. Would you please explain and give examples? 
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COMMENTS FOR 
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TOWN 

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

website - general 
comment

Your first presentation and this website being up and running right out of the gate is a 
welcome improvement over the many previous incarnations of this project!

Please continue to monitor the real daily uses of El Mar Drive in order to offer us what I 
believe many residents and stakeholders are looking for with a beautification of the 
materials and landscape/safety/ drainage project and not an over the top checklist that 
changes it to become indistinguishable from other cities similar type projects.

website - general 
comment

I am taxpayer in Lauderdale By the Sea

Please keep me informed on how my tax is being spent

website - general 
comment

Hi I know this is an awkward time but is there anything my sons can do to help out with 
anything from home. They are doing online school currently, but would like them to feel 
connected to their community and help out. 

e-mail

i saw this glass and water art on the west side of Rt 1 in downtown ft lauderdale and thought 
it would be beautiful in anglin square  
it would be less dark and industrial looking than the metal sculpture that's on the big 
granite? base in the square.  it could also be lit in a more current way - maybe color 
changing fiber optic lights.

e-mail

We live in houston and saw these street lights during the christmas season.  they have color 
changing street lights that coordinate with the special holiday trees.  if Lbts is considering 
different types of street lighting, these were unique.

sorry i'm not a very good photographer - if this video isn't viewable, i have others i could 
send
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i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

Survey - Drop Box Pine should be "one way" westbound from A1A. Currently making a left turn northbound is 
really unsafe!

Survey - Drop Box

should be added to bring another element to the area. Sustainability is a give and should 
never be overlooked. Drainage and underground utilities should be incorporated in the 
design. Lighting can be used as wayfaring signs. Fitness markers are not as important as 
the sustainability and safety aspect of the lighting.

5. Primary activity is driving, walking, biking, dog watching, people watching, photography 
and enjoyment.

6. Two lanes are necessary, the town has discussed this for many years. The people want 2 
lanes on both sides, the street can be designed as multiple use lanes. (1) specifically, for 
vehicular traffic and the other for walking biking or additional parking when the town has 
events.

7. All the items are important to me. I have been a resident for over 25 years and walk Elmar 
daily. I would recommend talking to people who live on Elmar and discuss where the access 
points need to be placed. Throughout the years these locations have been modified, some 
for the better some not so. This is important for the hotels and business along this route.

There has been mentioned of delaying the Elmar project. I would ask the commission to 
continue their vision and move forward, this will only help the businesses along the corridor. 
There will be a period of construction and this will be difficult. we owe it to our community to 
move forward. Elmar has always been the hidden gem in our town, let's bring it to  its fullest 
grandeur  and highlight its beauty. Do not miss out on the small details that will connect the 
commercial corridor to the sea. They can seem to be unimportant and invisible, but they are 
extremely vital to this project. LBTS has a personality, our motto is "relax you're here". You 
can create that feeling of ease and restfulness by paying attention to the details, small and 
large.

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

1. What I like most about Elmar drive is the uniqueness of the street. There are quaint hotels 
with mid-century architecture. Open spaces with vistas to the sea and places to people 
watch, relax and enjoy the sites.

2. What I dislike most about Elmar drive is the lack of safety, from every standpoint, walking, 
biking, and driving. Everyone is in danger along Elmar. The walkers want to walk in the 
street because the sidewalks and swales are dangerous and uneven. Bikers take over the 
street and cars have to maneuver around everyone. Dog walkers want to stay close to the 
grass and it becomes a zig zag of obstacles and every participate is trying to avoid the 
traffic or the dangerous sidewalks.

3. Top improvements: a:  making the street safe for all, drivers, walkers and bicyclists.  b: 
drainage c: lighting

4. Signage is an important factor in the streetscape. The town has started great wayfaring 
signs along commercial and should continue to incorporate these along Elmar. Public art 
h ld b dd d t b i th l t t th S t i bilit i i d h ld
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How Received Comment / Issue
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Survey - Drop Box Pine should be "one way" westbound from A1A. Currently making a left turn northbound is 
really unsafe!

Survey - Drop Box

should be added to bring another element to the area. Sustainability is a give and should 
never be overlooked. Drainage and underground utilities should be incorporated in the 
design. Lighting can be used as wayfaring signs. Fitness markers are not as important as 
the sustainability and safety aspect of the lighting.

5. Primary activity is driving, walking, biking, dog watching, people watching, photography 
and enjoyment.

6. Two lanes are necessary, the town has discussed this for many years. The people want 2 
lanes on both sides, the street can be designed as multiple use lanes. (1) specifically, for 
vehicular traffic and the other for walking biking or additional parking when the town has 
events.

7. All the items are important to me. I have been a resident for over 25 years and walk Elmar 
daily. I would recommend talking to people who live on Elmar and discuss where the access 
points need to be placed. Throughout the years these locations have been modified, some 
for the better some not so. This is important for the hotels and business along this route.

There has been mentioned of delaying the Elmar project. I would ask the commission to 
continue their vision and move forward, this will only help the businesses along the corridor. 
There will be a period of construction and this will be difficult. we owe it to our community to 
move forward. Elmar has always been the hidden gem in our town, let's bring it to  its fullest 
grandeur  and highlight its beauty. Do not miss out on the small details that will connect the 
commercial corridor to the sea. They can seem to be unimportant and invisible, but they are 
extremely vital to this project. LBTS has a personality, our motto is "relax you're here". You 
can create that feeling of ease and restfulness by paying attention to the details, small and 
large.

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

Survey - Drop Box Pine should be "one way" westbound from A1A. Currently making a left turn northbound is 
really unsafe!

Survey - Drop Box

should be added to bring another element to the area. Sustainability is a give and should 
never be overlooked. Drainage and underground utilities should be incorporated in the 
design. Lighting can be used as wayfaring signs. Fitness markers are not as important as 
the sustainability and safety aspect of the lighting.

5. Primary activity is driving, walking, biking, dog watching, people watching, photography 
and enjoyment.

6. Two lanes are necessary, the town has discussed this for many years. The people want 2 
lanes on both sides, the street can be designed as multiple use lanes. (1) specifically, for 
vehicular traffic and the other for walking biking or additional parking when the town has 
events.

7. All the items are important to me. I have been a resident for over 25 years and walk Elmar 
daily. I would recommend talking to people who live on Elmar and discuss where the access 
points need to be placed. Throughout the years these locations have been modified, some 
for the better some not so. This is important for the hotels and business along this route.

There has been mentioned of delaying the Elmar project. I would ask the commission to 
continue their vision and move forward, this will only help the businesses along the corridor. 
There will be a period of construction and this will be difficult. we owe it to our community to 
move forward. Elmar has always been the hidden gem in our town, let's bring it to  its fullest 
grandeur  and highlight its beauty. Do not miss out on the small details that will connect the 
commercial corridor to the sea. They can seem to be unimportant and invisible, but they are 
extremely vital to this project. LBTS has a personality, our motto is "relax you're here". You 
can create that feeling of ease and restfulness by paying attention to the details, small and 
large.

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

Survey - Drop Box

In my opinion, the nicest thing about El Mar Drive is that it is a throwback 
to "old Florida" with smaller hotels and motels.which are independently owned, relatively 
small condominiums and apartment buildings, and neighborhc:xxl type resataurants, bars, 
and retail stores at the intersection with Commercial Boulevard. Although bracketed on 
each end by high rise condominiums, El Mar Drive is a breath of fresh air.It should be kept 
that way by both the design plan and town planning comnission and zoning. 

Regarding making -1:L Mar a one lane street, there are many things to take into 
consideration. How will the delivery trucks which take up one lane of the street in the 
morning while delivering food and beverages to the restaurants be accormnodated so 
regular traffic can proceed? Also, during the. day often landscapers park in one lane of El 
Mar while they service numerous properties. When Ocean Boulevard is congested, 
numerous residents and visitors will use El Mar Drive as a means of travelling from one end 
of L-B-T-S to the other via Palm and Pine Avenues. If Ft. Lauderdale replaces the water main 
under Ocean Boulevard, El Mar Drive will be a main detour. 

As for underground utilities, FPL has spent a considerable amount of rroney installing 
hardened utility ,poles in L-B-T-S. With the high water table and rising sea level, will 
underground utilities be feasible in the future? During recent power outages in L-B-T-S have 
overhead power lines been the issue? Plus, what will be the cost to move the power lines 
underground? 

Survey - GC Destroying existing landscape is disgusting.

Survey - GC We have lived on El Mar for 35 years. LBTS has been known for its charm . Let's just keep it 
that way.
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Survey - GC

Following the idea of a wide promenade down the center of El Mar, consider not allowing 
northbound auto lane to "cross" the promenade at Hibiscus or Washingtonia Ave. It is not 
that big of a deal to drive one extra block to "cross" the promenade and would allow longer 
stretches of the promenade without interruptions from auto traffic. East-bound auto traffic 
from A1A could still utilize Hibiscus and Washingtonia Aves to access the southbound side 
of El Mar but could not cross the promenade to the northbound side of El Mar. (Note that 
there may be reasons to implement this idea at different crossroads than Hibiscus and 
Washingtonia but upon first look, these seem like logical choices that would allow two full 
block long sections of uninterrupted promenade while still allowing traffic on cross streets 
north and south of Commercial.)

Survey - GC A lovely place already

Survey - GC
Stop signs in parking area on the ocean. Worry for runners. Police should tickets speeders, 
bikers not stopping, walkers in the road and delivery vehicles...also police should stop 
smokers based on how far from all buildings on el mar -condos, restaurants, etc.

Survey - GC Investigate with FPL to bury above ground utilities. Fix drainage issues.
Survey - GC Limit deliveries to early mornings

Survey - GC Make the sidewalks one-way only- going against the traffic on each side. Better instructional 
signage in the roundabout!

Survey - GC

Concern about the option for designated dog relief areas. This town has put enough 
restrictions on our pups —most of us pick up after our dogs and further restricting where 
they can and cannot go is just ridiculous in an outdoor environment. The discussion around 
our town is that the commission intentionally delayed progress on a dog beach or park 
despite numerous residents advocating for it in the interest of not rocking the boat for 
reelection. Now, with COVID, a dog park or beach has not appeared on the agenda again 
for 4 months and the worry is our govt will continue to sweep under the rug. This option on 
designated pet relief is a silly option to have.

Survey - GC stop wasting our tax dollars on make work projects. lower taxes instead.

Survey - GC We love LBTS and support improvements to our village. We are appreciate the building 
restrictions that make our town unique and special. Thank you for asking for our input.

Survey - GC too much dog poop along the route. Dog owners have to become more accountable

Survey - GC Car traffic, especially Friday nights, too busy and potentially dangerous. Think whole circle 
including surrounding area for pedestrian only
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Survey - GC Parking off of A1A just north of commercial needs to be blocked off from traffic going north.

Survey - GC Is there a committee set up for this, and if so, are you welcoming resident members? I love 
design and would be happy to be a consultant for this project.

Survey - GC
More folks are using the park areas for physical fitness which is great to a point. My condo 
faces El Mar and I don’t want to be able to see weight lifting type activities here. It is a 
pretty, mostly peaceful area for folk to enjoy and I hope it remains that way.

Survey - GC I PAY REAL ESTATE TAX ON TWO LBTS PROPERTIES, NOW WITH NO PARKING REVENUE 
YOU ARE GOING TO RAISE TAXES AGAIN. . LEAVE EL MAR AS IS!!!!!!

Survey - GC Good luck

Survey - GC I live on El Mar. The street lights have too much glare for those of us on the west side of the 
street.

Survey - GC Keep the 2 lanes and keep it quaint

Survey - GC Please do not change the flare of this small town. It's great to have this street along the 
water to

Survey - GC

Please do not change the flare of this small town. It's great to have this street along the 
water to walk to even drive perhaps. We do not need two lanes and we certainly do not 
need a business getting involved with changing the atmosphere and claiming part of the 
street as their own.NO TO THE PROPISED U TURN/ BLOCK AT SOUTH END

Survey - GC Tear down old holiday inn.
Survey - GC This is beautiful town and it is well managed.

Survey - GC Is there a creative way to connect buildings on the westside of El Mar Dr to the beach 
without people having to cross street?

Survey - GC Adding HD security cameras should be considered due to the murder on EMD a few 
months ago

Survey - GC
Landscape in center along El Mar is fine. Not necessary to rip out. Mature trees provide 
shade. I would put walking lane towards center in each direction. Sidewalks should be 
consistent design throughout town

Survey - GC

This project has great potential to give the community a well-thought outdoor space that 
satisfies many needs and wants. It’s also a great opportunity to include and highlight 
educational messaging regarding environmental issues and sustainability, with a focus on 
caring and sustaining or beaches and the marine life that relies on it such as turtles
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Survey - GC Additional police presence to make our area as safe as it used to be. We have a great 
community let’s try to make it even better.

Survey - GC

This does not relate to the El Mar project but consider beautification of Commercial from the 
bridge to the circle at El Mar. this strip of street is so disappointing, once you drive over the 
bridge it should be beautiful landscaping all around and in the center of the driving lanes.
Maybe the city will consider this as your next improvement project. Appreciate the reach to 
homeowners in LBTS for our opinions. Good luck!

Survey - GC Enjoying the improvements, so far
Survey - GC Perhaps more cameras to discourage crime.

Survey - GC We have lived in LBTS for 15 years and love it here. Abandoned buildings and too much 
emphasis on parking instead of pedestrian comfort and safety are concerns.

Survey - GC This street should be a WOW venue in our town

Survey - GC
The Town should educate people via emails and the website and signage regarding proper 
conduct and flow. Later enforcement should be used where necessary to stop people from 
walking into on coming traffic etc

Survey - GC Just love this town and fortunate to be retired here.
Survey - GC better golf cart parking options

Survey - GC
I don’t think we need designated dog relief areas as there are pet waste bins along the 
length of El Mar. El Mar is very pet friendly and I world hate to lose that to just a couple 
areas for pets.

Survey - GC Thanks for asking!

Survey - GC Do not make this a pedestrian promenade north of Commercial. It will only force more traffic 
onto A1A.

Survey - GC
Would love to see El Mar return to a neighborhood recreation area—one lane in each 
direction would support this, with wider sidewalks and a walking path through the median 
for pets, etc.

Survey - GC Make it beautiful and a clear, incorporated EXTENSION of downtown/Commercial Blvd.

Survey - GC Two lanes are needed for service trucks, overflow of walkers, walkers with dogs, and bikes. 
Also need the two lanes as overflow for social distancing for the current virus and the future.

Survey - GC Maybe add a fenced in dog area for dogs to play freely?  
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Survey - GC
Shutdown the square to vehicle traffic in the evening. This would make outside dining more 
enjoyable. To accommodate the handicapped, designate a parking area for them and run a 
“golf cart” type of service to the restaurants.

Survey - GC Anything that could slow down traffic would be good. We don’t mind the service trucks and 
special event parking approach.

Survey - GC The cost to the taxpayers during this rough time. Is this entire project really necessary? We 
could make minor improvements to area with less cost and have similar results.

Survey - GC Provide incentives for building owners to improve their store front facade’s. The whole area 
needs a facelift even after the latest improvements.

Survey - GC
I want it to be a clean, pleasant place for families and tourists to remember to come back to. 
Avoid loud and drunk activity - policing. Upkeep, cleanliness and maintenance is huge - 
avoid shabby and has-been look. Safety is important.

Survey - GC
While we all love improvements, we also don't like to see money (our tax) dollars spent 
frivolously. Especially in these hard times. So please, try to really focus on the main needs 
and not so much on projects that could be seen as superfluous.

Survey - GC Pedestrian crossing could be better people end up just walking in street cause no space.

Survey - GC NEED TWO LANES EACH DIRECTION!!! TOO MANY FECKLESS DRIVERS DRIVE 5 MPH IN 
A LANE

Survey - GC

Please make it happen sooner than later. This past month that we've been on lockdown and 
taking family bike rides on El Mar Drive, I realize how nice it COULD be in it were more 
pedestrian/cyclist friendly. For once we can ride without the danger of being hit by cars and 
getting through the narrow part of the street near Anglin's square. Please also do something 
about the poor lighting during turtle nesting season. We love the turtles but we love people 
too and it's way too dark for people to feel comfortable and safe walking at night.

Survey - GC

The "best" part of this pandemic in the local area is that you can actually walk down El Mar 
with minimal traffic. And people are actually using it for that purpose! I think that shows that 
if El Mar became more pedestrian friendly, we'd use it. For instance, Pompano has this little 
backlane street thing that is super 70s but totally awesome. You can drive a car down it, but 
you feel bad doing so, you know? Something like that would be bad ass here. Also, shout-
out to the park maintenance folks who are keeping those little green spaces clean and 
functional - what a god send during all this chaos!
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Survey - GC

Design team needs to engage and listen to homeowners and business owners. El Mar is 
basically their front yard. Engage them ideally in-person and help them feel ownership in 
this project ... to avoid having them feel it is being forced upon them. I do not live on El Mar, 
but have been part of a similar streetscape improvement project in downtown Charleston, 
SC. I appreciate the pains of the process.

Survey - GC
Take a look a Naples, or Delray Beach, Vero to name a few Coastal beach towns to name a 
few. But first - you need someone other than the people you have now making decorating 
decisions for this town. They need replaced.

Survey - GC My living room & balcony look down on El Mar, plus a view of the ocean - I love it!
Survey - GC Thank you for listening to the residents!
Survey - GC Keep the area safe at all time
Survey - GC Designate as "non-smoking" all outdoor areas adjacent to El Mar.

Survey - GC

I appreciate the way the town landscapes and cares for the median strips. Whereas I 
appreciate the plastic litter bags and disposal cans for dog waste, people often do not pick 
up animal waste. I love the various ways El Prado park is used. The circle in front of the pier 
has too much traffic. We certainly do not want El Mar to serve as a way to relieve traffic on 
A1A. But A1A can be a nightmare. Seems like a holistic traffic plan is needed.

Survey - GC
The small town charm of this street needs to be maintained. updating is good, but adding 
too many extra options, drawing more out of the area visitors would destroy the quiet and 
tranquil nature of the street.

Survey - GC The medium is beautiful. The town should save the money- better used for increasing 
special  events. Keep The Charm in LBTS!

Survey - GC Do not tear down existing trees it takes years for new ones to grow. I want you to take this 
seriously.

Survey - GC should limit landscaping & trucks & equipment to certain hours.

Survey - GC
I think it would be easier to take two car lanes and designate them as only walking ,jogging 
biking etc vs having one lane on each side for cars . bikers, joggers and possibly walkers 
can still get hit by cars when vehicles are in one lane.

Survey - GC My main concern is that big eye sore that takes away all the beauty of El Mar

Survey - GC Lighting at Palm Ave should be done even if the El Mar Improvement Project is not 
approved. It’s dangerously dark at night.
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Survey - GC Control Pedestrians Jaywalking on Commercial and El Mar. Plus double parking along 
commercial.

Survey - GC Really need to keep 2 lanes in each direction to facilitate delivery trucks for the residences, 
businesses and hotels

Survey - GC The old holiday inn is an eye sore!

Survey - GC I was disappointed when you removed the pine trees from Pine Drive and didn't replace 
them with pine trees.

Survey - GC El Mar should remain available for public usage throughout its entirety. No private 
owner/business should be able to close off any section of El Mar.

Survey - GC
two vechicular lanes allow for street parking for special events like Art Festivals or Xmas 
festival in town square, parking only allowed there during those special times. Also grass 
area between lanes should stay with trees.

Survey - GC Would like to understand the objective(s) of this project. We are very happy with El Mar now 
and are concerned with how these changes will be paid (tax increases?).

Survey - GC

Valet drivers speed, cut pedestrians off, and are a danger. They should either be eliminated 
or have as much oversight by police as possible. They should not be allowed to create this 
uncomfortable and frightening situation in our town. NO public restrooms at or near El 
Prado park.

Survey - GC Yes I am at Villas by the Sea I would love the town to give us permission to put beach chairs 
for our use only. I see other buildings that have it.

Survey - GC More taller trees to provide shade while out with dog or walking would be great

Survey - GC I would like to get rid of those ugly trees in the median blocking my view of the ocean and 
replace them with shorter shade trees that are pretty.

Survey - GC What is happening with the large empty building at the southern end? Quick resolution 
would help establish that as another vibrant option for the residents and vacationers.

Survey - GC No tax increase?
Survey - GC Thank you for taking on this big projects and allowing input from residents.

Survey - GC Movers and restaurant vendors stop in the street to unload. Need 2 lanes for traffic to get 
around unloading trucks. 1 lane won’t work.

Survey - GC
El Mar is a unique part of LBTS and preserving the integrity of space and making it more 
user safe/friendly while modernizing is needed. No high rises or encroaching on the people 
spaces the community needs.
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Survey - GC What’s so wrong with the way it is? Just leave things alkne

Survey - GC Absolutely NOT 24/7 usage nor special events parking. It is essential to preserve 
quaintness & low rise building designs

Survey - GC

The Sunday market is noisy, creates smoky air pollution, destroys the grass and does not 
have any farm fresh produce. Who is inspecting the food vendors? It is NOT a farmer's 
market and
adds nothing to the town.

Survey - GC Do not add parking; no incentive to increase vehicular traffic should be accepted.
Survey - GC I believe a small splash pad near one of the portals would be a great enhancement
Survey - GC This is a great timely initiative. Thank you

Survey - GC

Love LBTS, have been a snowbird for 30 years and always stay on ElMar. I’ve watched the 
many changes/closures, etc. would love to see something done, in keeping with LBTS, by 
the old Holiday Inn/Villa Caprice.     but definitely not letting the developer build across 
ElMar!!! Very glad that looks like it won’t happen.

Survey - GC
Live across from plunge. What they did to their property is A+ the parking lot lighting has 
been such a tremendous upgrade. Love that the police patrol our area and keep us very 
safe.

Survey - GC

Please maintain the actual design with wide lanes for people to walk and bicycles to ride 
and keep space between them. Keep and eventually improve the green area in the center 
of the Drive. Its obvious that this corona virus crisis is going to change the peoples behavior 
from now on. The modification done years ago in front of Aruba gathering people close to 
each other, is probably to be modified to allow more space between people. Eventually 
increase the green area to have a sensation of being in a garden "by the sea" The El Mar 
Drive looks more green than the Aruba area, I would suggest to increase the green area 
and eventually nice and tall palm trees in front of Aruba

Survey - GC Maybe incorporate a historical monument that has relevance to the area.
Survey - GC Would like the road to look curvy and meandering and treelined.
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REGARDING 1 OR 2 LANES: While a single traffic lane with bike lane and improved sidewalk 
would be best for most users - it would cause serious problems for the businesses as it 
would make deliveries very difficult. As much as I dislike it, 2 traffic lanes is probably best. 
Since we have decided we do not need a walkway down the center island, maybe the best 
solution is to slightly narrow the width of the center island to create enough space for 2 
traffic lanes, sidewalks, and hopefully a bike lane. 

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
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Survey - GC Save money by keeping it as it is and just improving the lighting and drainage. An elaborate 
new design is not needed.

Survey - GC Maintain small sea side village appearance
Survey - GC The beach portals need to cleaned and refreshed.

Survey - GC

REGARDING SUSTAINABILITY: If this refers to rising sea levels, then the design should take 
into consideration the expected conditions over the next 20- 30 years. Planning further in 
the future seems to me to be impractical as the timing of conditions would be very hard to 
judge accurately beyond that time frame. 

REGARDING UNDERGROUND UTILITIES: This would be great if practical - may be cost 
prohibitive.

REGARDING LANDSCAPE ENHANCEMENTS: In my view, the landscaping is adequate. It 
could always be better. REGARDING SAFER PEDESTRIAN CROSSINGS: To me, this is a non-
issue on the East side and only a minor issue on West side. 

REGARDING DESIGNATED DOG RELIEF AREAS: The center median is frequently used for 
this purpose. The problem is that encouraging this type of use means people crossing the 
street and walking in the street along the center island - both a really bad idea. 

REGARDING ADDITIONAL SITE FURNITURE: Putting furniture in the center island will just 
increase pedestrian traffic crossing the street - something you should be doing everything 
possible to discourage. I strongly urge you not to try to make the center island into a park. 
REGARDING SIDEWALKS: The sidewalks are dangerous, especially at night, because of 
uneven path, poles in the way, and unsafe lighting. A key priority should be to get the 
walkers out of the streets. The ONLY way to do that is to make the sidewalks wide enough, 
uniform, and well lighted. REGARDING A BICYCLE LANE: It would be great to have a bicycle 
lane. That is less necessary if you have 2 lanes of traffic but an absolute requirement if you 
narrow the drive to one lane of traffic. FROM: Dan Darnell, Sea Ranch Club Full-time LBTS 
Resident for the last 16 years. ddsandybeach@gmail.com
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Survey - GC Please get rid of the broken down, abandoned, boarded up hotels on the south west side of 
the street. Do this first or the street will not look any better.

Survey - GC
Re-design of El Mar Drive should focus on making walkways well-lighted, wider and evenly 
surfaced, and unobstructed by poles so walkers/runners/cyclists are not in the street/traffic 
lanes.

Survey - GC Idling trucks prevent me from supporting restaurants nightly by El Mar and are unhealthy 
during  the day for exercise or walking to lunch.

Survey - GC The vacant building on palm and el mar takes away from the beauty of the whole el mar strip

Survey - GC The speed limit must be lowered. Too many cars are speeding through areas of runners, 
walkers and bicyclist's

Survey - GC The #1 charm of LBTS is its small scale and walkability. A1A is already super auto focused 
and pretty much off limits for walking. El Mar should prioritize non-auto modes of transport.

Survey - GC
I'm a 29yr resident that bicycle rides on El Mar several times per month . I think it is beautiful 
& efficient for our residents use as it is now & personally I am redesigning & rebuilding it as 
a waste of our tax money .

Survey - GC Parking inconsistent . Cars and trucks extend into walkway . Walkway not even or smooth 
need to be redone .Some properties are not updating as reqd !

Survey - GC More signage keeping bicycles off sidewalks on El Mar and A1A
Survey - GC El Mar is a great asset to the Community.

Survey - GC This is an idea: https://amp.interestingengineering.com/inventor-develops-system-that-
powers- a-street-light-with-10-bags-of-dog-poo-for-2-hours

Survey - GC

I love the idea for wider sidewalks and I don't mind it going down to one lane on each side - 
HOWEVER, I do not want this space to be given to businesses to expand or to gain parking 
space (hotels,condos etc).They need to stay within what they have now! Maybe add some 
golf cart parking spaces? If we lose a lane one each side - it should be for better walkways, 
paths, gardens, pop up markets, booths events, etc. Maybe a fountain for the children to 
play in, etc. Any reduction in a traffic lane should only be to the benefit of a more pedestrian 
friendly area - not for the businesses to gain space. If will be very disappointed in town 
leadership if that happened.

Survey - GC I’ve lived in lbts for 10 years now and I am very impressed with the improvements that have 
happened during this time. I look forward to your future improvements. Thanks
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Survey - GC
Would it be possible to incorporate a 3 foot buffer from the property lines to the sidewalk so 
that back out parking is less dangerous for pedestrians. Right now pedestrians are mere 
inches from the back bumpers of parked cars.

Survey - GC El Mar Drive is a wonderful area. Minor improvements would make it spectacular
Survey - GC Wonderful area great asset to Fort Lauderdale/ LBTS.

Survey - GC LETS KEEP OUR LITTLE TOWN PEOPLE FRIENDLY,MORE QUAINT FEELING AND CLEAN 
AND NATURAL

Survey - GC Would love for the morning trucks to be parked on Commercial or away from the 
restaurants.

Survey - GC Act quickly

Survey - GC It seems we have little space and with the area growing in interest I'm not sure how we will 
keep it the quaint little sea side town.

Survey - GC It'd be nice to have some "photo opportunity" areas and webcams maybe.

Survey - GC Would very much like to see the Craft Fair come back to Lauderdale By the Sea as it added 
that unique feeling to the area.

Survey - GC Please don’t over do it. Simple is better.

Survey - GC Lovely town already :) I only hope that any improvements don't take away the raw charm of 
the street. A fancy manicured look isn't consistent with its vibe nor history.

Survey - GC Good luck
Survey - GC El Mar is a beautiful street.
Survey - GC Lighting, yes

Survey - GC I like the idea of mile markers. But be careful with additional signage. If making single lanes 
don’t cause traffic problems, I’d like more room for walking, biking, running and dog walking.

Survey - GC With the building of more 3 story buildings, there are more cars and some people speed 
and don’t pay attention to walkers.

Survey - GC Love the Friday night outdoor concerts!

Survey - GC How about rooftop gardens? That vastly improved the view for neighbors and also keeps 
housing cooler

Survey - GC Do over light for sea turtles! And soft lights help to not bother the older hotels that do look 
at the street
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Survey - GC make more free parking areas for all. good for tourism and local businesses.

Survey - GC

It is a tertiary road that it’s utilized by some as a race track. No respect to walkers. I would 
like to see a place that when I come out of my condo, on El Mar I feel safe, I don’t feel like 
I’m going to be hit by a car. I can walk my dog in safety. Meet neighbors and the like. Enjoy 
the town I live.

Survey - GC Please add sidewalk repairs. There are cracks and broken areas that are very hazardous 
especially during dim lighting periods

Survey - GC Only need two lane in and around the circle. One lane would be ok from sea ranch to the 
plaza.

Survey - GC Do not commercialize the area any more and make local businesses clean & power wash 
their areas of responsibility

Survey - GC
LBTS needs to diversify. There is nothing here besides hotels and restaurants. El Mar is the 
hub of LBTS, and due to the lack of diversification the current situation has brought LBTS to 
its knees. Our town is so sad right now.

Survey - GC Its a beautiful coastal riad

Survey - GC
I also like the continuity along El Mar that there aren’t many buildings beyond 3-4 stories. I 
think any development beyond this project in that area should keep the same height 
limitation for visual continuity.

Survey - GC Traffic flow at Commercial might be improved if the pedestrian mall was expanded to 
Ocean Drive. But leaving a flow of traffic along El Mar.

Survey - GC
the entire median should have the trees trimmed, Entire area should be mulched. I Moved 
from a Planned unit Development In Boca. We did twice a year with blower truck. Simple. 
The area in front of Oriana is the best in LBTS could be used as a template Thanks

Survey - GC I am not in support of using the center Island as a walkway.

Survey - GC The town needs less signage, not more. Anyone exercising along el mar is wearing a smart 
watch that tells them the mileage.

Survey - GC Please keep our town quaint & do not add features to cause more crowdedness

Survey - GC I do not want any new giant hotels or buildings!!! Let’s keep the mom and pop atmosphere 
of Lauderdale by the Sea going.

Survey - GC Cars back out into pedestrian sidewalks.
Survey - GC Git er done !! and Thanks
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Survey - GC More shaded/covered seating areas.

Survey - GC

The idea above about making it a 1 vehicle travel lane in both directions is an excellent idea. 
Then there would be plenty of room for sidewalk, bike lanes and some beautiful 
landscaping. Something has to be done about the dog poop - you may have designated 
areas but people just let their pets poop everywhere.

Survey - GC UTILITIES MUST BE BURIED

Survey - GC

Please look into the idling truck noise in the morning and the music decibel levels mostly on 
weekends after 11 pm. I know I’m not alone when I ask this. Bars could keep their doors 
closed after 11pm to keep music noise /bass from bouncing off buildings and echoing to the 
residents in the area.

Survey - GC Bench’s with coverage like on West Commercial Blvd , I’m not sure what the street name 
but it’s in North side and it looks like a umbrella, it’s on East side of the White Church.

Survey - GC If you change El Mar drive to one lane each way it will be a parking lot in and out of season.
Survey - GC need to add sidewalk in the median side of the road. add traffic calming aids

Survey - GC Please think of design features that will prohibit or reduce traffic bypassing A1A. Choke 
points, possibly at the north and south end or even at entry points like Datura, Washingtonia

Survey - GC No reduction of green space detention lanes

Survey - GC Please, Please, PLEASE do not make this into a four lane road nor widen each lane, this 
would increase traffic dramatically and the spped of traffic as well

Survey - GC Improved drainage is a must to curtail mosquitoes. That should be done regardless if 
anything else gets done or not.

Survey - GC

I own a roadway/facility Asset Maintenace Company. We maintain Large areas of I-95, the 
MDX, and FLorida turnpike. www.floridadrawbridges.com The sidewalk and road are in very 
dangerous condition. Particularly taking into consideration the high volume of 
pedestrian/bike/skating traffic.

Survey - GC Allowing for rooftop decks and bars at El Mar and East Commercial would be awesome.
Survey - GC Did a great job on center. Concerned about pulling all trees. Need the greenery

Survey - GC The idea of putting a walking area in the middle of El Mar is a really bad idea. Expensive, 
not needed, and reduces ability to landscape this area.

Survey - GC I don't think it's doable in any way, but it would be nice if it was never used for through 
traffic!
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Survey - GC

Yes, there are enough busy thoroughfares in the area. A quaint, quiet street is appreciated 
as evidenced by all of the people walking around starting early in the morning and 
continuing all day long. Another busy street is neither unique nor welcoming. El Mar adds to 
the general charm of LBTS. Also this video did not explain at all the intent of the changes. 
Hard to read the black flags. The manner of achieving some of these changes is not 
specified. If you sincerely want meaningful feedback from residents, please circulate 
something which clearly defines your plans.

Survey - GC Wider center island if car lanes can be reduced to 1 lane in each direction Or 2 lanes but 
one- way only.

Survey - GC Please, don't make it too commercial. We have enough visitors. Give priority to the locals, 
we are the ones that pay the taxes, give business to the restaurants, bars etc.

Survey - GC In the future, maybe a boardwalk on the beach for only walking or running might be nice.😊😊

Survey - GC I don’t want El Mar to become a busy street.People walk and bike on this street. This video 
was poorly done.Not sure what plans are being discussed.

Survey - GC Please don’t over improve what is already working. The south end needs that old hotel 
demolished and a lawn or park put in if they can’t sell it.

Survey - GC You can no longer put off the drainage issues at the Palm Court end of the street.
Survey - GC Please do not make it a dead end street. Maintain the 2 way traffic pattern

Survey - GC I love the season street closing on Fridays. Please, maintain a way to be able for that event 
to continue.

Survey - GC It is very congested with cars, especially in season.

Survey - GC We don’t know what is going to Happen with this pandemic, don’t bring additional people to 
the town if is not necessary.

Survey - GC
As a year round owner and resident.   Please spread the word that the road, El Mar, is not 
thesidewalk. I walk and Use the sidewalk. If we go to two lanes, please make a walking path 
and a bike path as deprecate paths.

Survey - GC

Do not place restrictions on dog walking. Town is getting too many rules. Do not encourage 
more traffic. Do not add anything but trees grass flowers. No more concrete, furniture, 
signage. Limit the number and size of any political signage on businesses. The pet store has 
about a dozen Trump signs in its window. Geez isn’t one enough?

Survey - GC Repeat: DO NOT start funneling all kinds of automobiles & bikes through it.
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Survey - GC Besides overall condition too much parking encroaches on sidewalk
Survey - GC Have some cameras along the way for law enforcement/safety

Survey - GC Improvements need to be kept in a design consistent with the rest of LBTS small town 
environment.

Survey - GC Upscale hotels, boutique homes or high end dining would be great in the condemned 
buildings along el mar

Survey - GC I don’t want to see the old hotel near Palm ave build across it or over it. That would take 
away the ambiance is El Mar Dr

Survey - GC Please do not ruin the street with extra traffic lanes or wide sidewalks. Please do not allow 
large development at old hotel site. Make signs small and attractive

Survey - GC We will not give up any portion of El mar drive. As residents we need to keep the 2 lanes as 
the traffic during high season is out of control. It needs to stay the way it is.

Survey - GC

The noise from private sanitation & restaurant staff in the alley behind the Grill is awful as 
are the idling delivery trucks - noise, pollution, traffic blocked. Need a central delivery area 
and limits on the hours for private trash collection. Wider, dry sidewalks would make 
walking easier. Bike lanes in center median would feel safer & not impact auto or pedestrian 
traffic.

Survey - GC I would have said water fountain stations along the route but now    who knows??
Survey - GC I would not want to see benches and/or seating. We already have the park and other areas.

Survey - GC The beach entrance on Elmar and Palm attracts homeless to sit there. There is also a group 
of men who smoke cigars at this entrance. Not a smoking fan.

Survey - GC Underground utilities sounds great but I'm thinking much too large an expense to be 
worthwhile.

Survey - GC

Appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback! El Mar is such an important part of LBTS, 
especially for the residents. So many people love LBTS because you can walk to 
restaurants and entertainment. El Mar is the main thoroughfare for that. It will be really great 
when it is designed to reflect that--with more attention to the safety and enjoyment of the 
walkers and bikers. I think it will add so much value to the town! Thank you!
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Survey - GC

Please make the entire town bike pedestrian dog friendly (including beach). Imperial lane 
looks like a trailer park. Resurface street e force codes and for the love of God PLANT 
TREES. It’s so hot and the street is so unattractive. Plant trees and do swale restoration 
town wide. Get off the dime and get it done. I have live here 17 years and no action.

Survey - GC
We already have wider sidewalks in the areas in front of Villas by the Sea Condos on both 
side of El Mar while still maintaining two vehicular traffic lanes. We should incorporate this 
design and not sacrifice traffic lanes/flow along El Mar at any portion currently two lanes.

Survey - GC This will be another signature area for LBTS so this is super important to get right...thank 
you for asking citizens for their input!

Survey - GC Please read all the surveys, workshops, charettes, suggestions from hoteliers over the last 5 
years.

Survey - GC How is this project funded?

Survey - GC I trust EDSA design and input. Entrance enhancements at each end of el mar ok similar to 
miracle mile Miami or palm beach.

Survey - GC

Keep 2 lanes on el mar. A1A is already over clogged and it's hard to get around this town 
efficiently. Reducing roads will only make this worse. Frustrated drivers don't give 
pedestrians the proper right of way and thus, reduced roads will make the town more 
dangerous for all.

Survey - GC City missed out on a great anchor hotel. All condenser could have been mitigated.

Survey - GC

I hope the improvements are simple but smart. Less is more as they say. One of the most 
important points to me is to maintain and enhance the natural beauty and unique buildings 
architecture intact while considering safety (lighting at night) keep the car traffic from 
getting overwhelming

Survey - GC Thank you for considering the opinion of taxpayers who use the area!

Survey - GC
As stated previously I do not feel that the hotels located on El Mar should have a more 
influential voice on changes or improvements to El Mar. It has been my experience that the 
hotel owners have the commission's ear so to speak.

Survey - GC Enforcement of the 25 mph law .

Survey - GC Would love to see the street change pavers stones like Pompano beach @ Pompano beach 
Blvd

Survey - GC Add free golf cart parking please. This will cut down on local car traffic and be a huge 
benefit directed towards local residents.
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Survey - GC

El Mar has the potential to be a truly desirable destination in itself and not just a right of 
way. Tourism and local residents are the lifeblood of LBTS yet there is almost no 
consideration given to them or their activities. Vehicles are disproportionately favored over 
people. That has to change if El Mar and LBTS are to achieve their full potential.

Survey - GC

Thank you for maintaining the new public restrooms so nicely. In addition to the brightly 
colored adirondack chairs and umbrellas, it might be really beautiful to line the streets with 
bougainvilleas up and down both ends of El Mar to create a destination for residents and 
visitors. A huge swath of the area showcasing beautiful blooming bougainvilleas might 
become something of a destination in itself for LBTS - people would come see, walk 
through, photograph and share widely, and serve as an iconic marker of our locale, be a 
nice addition to marketing / promotional materials, merchandise, etc. In addition to further 
beautifying the neighborhood. It's tropical in feel, and might be a welcome, vibrant addition. 
Thank you to the team!

Survey - GC
Please take the time to really observe how El Mar is used presently. There has never been a 
problem integrating the multiple uses with the 2 lanes and please don’t try to overdo it and 
take away from the uniqueness.

Survey - GC people drive crazy in order to find a "close parking " spots during high season
Survey - GC Posting signs inviting to slow down and enjoy the route

Survey - GC

We are totally against introducing a single lane. Just note the traffic backup caused at 
Oriana going from two to one lane. A lot of idling cars polluting the air. Same thing going 
south at 101, traffic backups! Keeping the present design with two way lanes makes it easy 
to accommodate parking for special events and makes it safer for guests to getting in and 
out of hotel/motel/condo parking spaces without stopping the traffic. Two lanes also 
facilitates that cars, trucks and bikes can easily coexist. We understand that the project 
money was what the city got from the encroachment during the Oriana development and is 
earmarked for El Mar beautification. But why spend it all right now? How about only do 
appropriate minor changes and put the majority of the fund in a "rainy day" account to be 
used to restore El Mar when another hurricane hit.

Survey - GC Hopefully with people out walking more with Covid19, residents are realizing the lack of 
shaed (and the power of it) in this town.

Survey - GC Service truck parking should be limited to the Commercial Blvd or on the hotel/motel 
properties.
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Survey - GC Please start this project to remove the former Holiday Inn Building. Also create a dog park 
to keep people from bringing their dogs on the beach.

Survey - GC
The entrance to LBTS from the South is a disgrace and a very poor reflection of our 
beautiful town, including this section of El Mar drive. The old Holiday Inn that anchors this 
end of El Mar drive NEEDS TO COME DOWN.

Survey - GC Speed traps / traffic violations enforced
Survey - GC We need speed bumps as it is a speedway especially in early morning and night.
Survey - GC It is perfect as is. Why mess with perfection and waste taxpayer dollars!!
Survey - GC single lane traffic with a bike lane, sidewalks and additional parking would be marvelous!
Survey - GC Lighting also high on priority list. It is far too dark at south end of El Mar. Thank you

Survey - GC I'd never be in favor of a developer building on any part of El Mar Drive just because they 
own both sides of the street.

Survey - GC I believe walking, running, biking, skating, driving, etc can all survive without designated 
lanes, as long as everyone is respectful of each other

Survey - GC

Oriana and Villas by the Sea set the standard that we should all emulate and make El Mar a 
street that all of LBTS can be proud of.  First step should be to get rid of those ugly cement 
utility poles!!!  Leave the center island alone, just improve the landscaping: don't tear it up. 
Just widen existing sidewalk.

Survey - GC Keep the median as is.  Use the money that would have gone into the median for 
underground utilities

Survey - GC
speed bumps might be a good idea.  two lanes both ways are necessary because of the 
truck deliveries, landscaping trucks parking, special events.  please keep the large trees 
that provide shade

Survey - GC

i think the globe/bird sculpture could be improved in the square. it's dark and dull with very 
poor lighting. maybe the same idea but in fiber optic lit glass? i'll send a photo of something 
i saw on Rt 1 in ft lauderdale.   I also do not like the traffic which is able to drop off at the far 
end of commercial. it's not safe for pedestrians to cross in front of mulligans and village 
grille, especially at night.

Survey - GC Underground utilities for our entire town would be an asset.

Survey - GC
We DEFINITELY do NOT need anymore signage or any furniture that invites loitering or any 
exercise info.  Simple and pretty landscaping with low bushes so we have high visibility 
when walking. no bike paths. Keep it simple !
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Survey - GC Don’t give businesses more - no big hotels. This needs to be about people being outside to 
enjoy.

Survey - GC My dog will pee regardless of if you add "designated areas".... if she's got to go, she goes 
on any grassy area.

Survey - GC
I don't think the sidewalks themselves are the problem.  I think it's a people problem.  
Groups are walking to the restaurants in a mob.  They aren't paying attention to the fact 
they are in the street with the cars.

Survey - GC keep it simple don't ruin the medium
Survey - GC It looks fine the way it is. Please don’t take the coziness and retro look away.

Survey - GC Please leave it the way it is. This isn’t south beach, if that what I wanted, I’d go there. I like 
that it is quiet and quaint. Somethings don’t need to be fixed.

Survey - GC

We purchased here a few years ago and are very happy to see this forward movement in 
planning.  Hopefully, residents and locals will be open to change for the betterment of our 
community.  Sometimes people struggle with change but I'm optimistic that some of these 
ideas can be executed and naysayers will see the upside!  Thanks for asking our opinions.  
Much appreciated.

Survey - GC I think they should purchase property behind the old holiday in and make it a park.

Survey - GC Don’t give any of El Mar away. I’ve been walking there for 20 years , there is a peaceful 
beauty there I hope  you will keep.

Survey - GC It’s not broken, so no need to fix it.

Survey - GC Not in favor of eliminating one driving lane to widen bicycle lanes. Traffic flow is small 
enough that one can just wait or go around bicyclists. Do not favor bicyclists over autos!!

Survey - GC

When the landscaping for the median was designed, it is apparent that it was meant to be 
aesthetically pleasing.  Today the median has taken on a more utilitarian purpose as a result 
of the installation of dog walking stations.  Much of the present landscaping, however, 
impedes the ability of walk the length of the median.  In many places, especially north of 
Commercial, dog walkers are forced out on to the roadway because there is no place to 
walk.  The median, in my opinion, should have less landscape that does not interfere with 
the ability to walk on the grassy areas.

Survey - GC Special event parking is needed but maybe not along EL Mar Drive but another location
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Survey - GC
Tearing our mature trees  is not a good idea it has taken years to establish them.  Ask every 
condo/time share/ motel/ building  owner to add a bench or a water feature to their 
property. Establish guidelines  for beautification and recommended plant material

Survey - GC There shoukd be a remote area for tractor trailer deliveries

Survey - GC

Why doesn't the town by the Anglin house is up for sale there's two lots that they could 
either put a park or just parking on. It is  a historical home here and they just want to see it 
knocked down they don't care about the history of the town. The house is beautiful inside 
and out, the fireplace is coral and coquino. The Anglins gave so much to the town,  save the 
old house.

Survey - GC

If it ain't broke don't fix it. We don't need to pay consultants for a design. Maintain the swale 
and we are good to go. We have great landscaping in place in the median. Let it be and 
stop wasting tax payer money. What is the return on investment if you upgrade El Mar 
Drive? Answer in dollars, not it political speak.

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

Survey - GC

If there were only one lane on El Mar, the bottleneck near the circle would be even more 
congested.  On the weekends if we drive south on El Mar, we sometimes have to wait and 
wait for the cars to pass through the stop sign.  We believe the area encourages too many 
visitors coming to our "quiet hamlet".  The visitors receive more benefits than tax paying 
residents.  The area is very crowded - especially on Friday and Saturday nights.  When 
walking we can hardly navigate around all the tables and chairs around 101 Ocean and west 
on Commercial.  We certainly don't need more furniture along the pathway.
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Survey - GC Assuming enough input for a rough draft, would comment then
Survey - GC Love the place. Awsome shop ownerslp
Survey - GC thank you for helping to keep this gem viable.
Survey - GC Don't mess with success

expanded to add green spaces. The types of plants and trees needs to be really well 
thought out.  
6. The bike lane should be right along the green island as it is very dangerous to try and 
see bikers flying by when pulling out of parking spaces.  It also separates the “walking only” 
sidewalks from the “motorized” bike or blading lanes. The bike path not being in the 
drainage path is also a good idea.  
7. Regarding theme and design, there exist at least one "pocket" on everyone's property 
that could be greened up.  (We would gladly take the time and show you.) This should not 
cost folks much to enhance these small pockets.  A theme of a bench or water feature could 
be proposed to be installed in front of every building. The El Mar " relax your here" theme 
could be extended by asking every building to add a bench or a water feature to their 
property. (The idea of relax at a bench or hear water to mimic the sea.)  Many buildings 
already have one or the other. Maybe there could be a contest with a great dollar award for 
beautification. A set of guidelines should be created for all buildings for beautification and 
recommended plant material. Its not that it has to be homogenized, but rather a good 
guideline with lots of choices. Maybe submit plans for approval.  
8. The very colorful, strong and whimsical theme LBS already has downtown works great 
but, could get tacky and “cartoonish” if overdone. 
9.  It is important to note that not only the street but what one sees as they walk or bike the 
street is just as important.  Vacant or unfinished buildings need to be addressed also. 
Things like painting a white fence dark green and putting in some inexpensive shrubs or 
grasses will enhance these spaces. Trash receptacles and other unsightly items should also 
be addressed.  
10. Lighting is a necessary function but cities who decided to make it a rule to have lighting 
that would allow people to see the stars and protect the wildlife have reaped long term 
rewards in always being on the top ten list of places to visit.

Survey - GC

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

 1.The absolutely worst thing are the electric utility light poles. They are right in the way of 
the possible wider sidewalks with lovely greenery, and they are ugly.  Having half the street 
with and half without makes the street look like it is not complete. It also distinguishes the 
areas that were improved by developers, making the rest of the street look “dumpy.” Saying 
it’s too expensive is not the answer. Saying we will find a way and look for funding is the 
answer or everything else will be compromised. Use the fines from Holiday Inn and others 
to invest in underground utilities…. It will make the residents who have dealt with this feel 
better about the developers who, in turn, might feel better they did something good and got 
something for their money!  
2. You don't have to reinvent the wheel as the new sections (Oriana & Villas by the Sea) are 
super great, well designed and have already set a standard. That design should be 
replicated on both sides of the street and it would be superb. It is well lit but not overdone. 
There are water features and benches, wide sidewalks with great greenery and shade. The 
only caution is maybe do an inventory of the trees that might become so big, they crack the 
sidewalks and compromise the roadway. Palms or small rooted trees would work best in the 
sidewalk areas.  
3. There is no reason to rip up the green space, but rather enhance it where necessary. 
There is no need for a walkway on the island. The green space works just fine and folks can 
walk their dogs. Also. tearing our mature trees and staking young ones is concerning when 
they need years to establish. The green islands should have curbing around the edge of all 
of them.  It will keep biker and cars off the green space.  
4. Expanding the sidewalks is paramount to giving the street an awesome vista. The way 
the drainage has been designed by the already widened sidewalks seems to work really 
well and has addressed the issue of “sunken sewer and roadway.”  
5. There are a lot of junk Cabbage Palms that could be replaced with shade trees.  Larger 
trees have more space their roots. There are many corners and intersections that could be Survey GC
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Survey - GC Assuming enough input for a rough draft, would comment then
Survey - GC Love the place. Awsome shop ownerslp
Survey - GC thank you for helping to keep this gem viable.
Survey - GC Don't mess with success

expanded to add green spaces. The types of plants and trees needs to be really well 
thought out.  
6. The bike lane should be right along the green island as it is very dangerous to try and 
see bikers flying by when pulling out of parking spaces.  It also separates the “walking only” 
sidewalks from the “motorized” bike or blading lanes. The bike path not being in the 
drainage path is also a good idea.  
7. Regarding theme and design, there exist at least one "pocket" on everyone's property 
that could be greened up.  (We would gladly take the time and show you.) This should not 
cost folks much to enhance these small pockets.  A theme of a bench or water feature could 
be proposed to be installed in front of every building. The El Mar " relax your here" theme 
could be extended by asking every building to add a bench or a water feature to their 
property. (The idea of relax at a bench or hear water to mimic the sea.)  Many buildings 
already have one or the other. Maybe there could be a contest with a great dollar award for 
beautification. A set of guidelines should be created for all buildings for beautification and 
recommended plant material. Its not that it has to be homogenized, but rather a good 
guideline with lots of choices. Maybe submit plans for approval.  
8. The very colorful, strong and whimsical theme LBS already has downtown works great 
but, could get tacky and “cartoonish” if overdone. 
9.  It is important to note that not only the street but what one sees as they walk or bike the 
street is just as important.  Vacant or unfinished buildings need to be addressed also. 
Things like painting a white fence dark green and putting in some inexpensive shrubs or 
grasses will enhance these spaces. Trash receptacles and other unsightly items should also 
be addressed.  
10. Lighting is a necessary function but cities who decided to make it a rule to have lighting 
that would allow people to see the stars and protect the wildlife have reaped long term 
rewards in always being on the top ten list of places to visit.

Survey - GC

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

 1.The absolutely worst thing are the electric utility light poles. They are right in the way of 
the possible wider sidewalks with lovely greenery, and they are ugly.  Having half the street 
with and half without makes the street look like it is not complete. It also distinguishes the 
areas that were improved by developers, making the rest of the street look “dumpy.” Saying 
it’s too expensive is not the answer. Saying we will find a way and look for funding is the 
answer or everything else will be compromised. Use the fines from Holiday Inn and others 
to invest in underground utilities…. It will make the residents who have dealt with this feel 
better about the developers who, in turn, might feel better they did something good and got 
something for their money!  
2. You don't have to reinvent the wheel as the new sections (Oriana & Villas by the Sea) are 
super great, well designed and have already set a standard. That design should be 
replicated on both sides of the street and it would be superb. It is well lit but not overdone. 
There are water features and benches, wide sidewalks with great greenery and shade. The 
only caution is maybe do an inventory of the trees that might become so big, they crack the 
sidewalks and compromise the roadway. Palms or small rooted trees would work best in the 
sidewalk areas.  
3. There is no reason to rip up the green space, but rather enhance it where necessary. 
There is no need for a walkway on the island. The green space works just fine and folks can 
walk their dogs. Also. tearing our mature trees and staking young ones is concerning when 
they need years to establish. The green islands should have curbing around the edge of all 
of them.  It will keep biker and cars off the green space.  
4. Expanding the sidewalks is paramount to giving the street an awesome vista. The way 
the drainage has been designed by the already widened sidewalks seems to work really 
well and has addressed the issue of “sunken sewer and roadway.”  
5. There are a lot of junk Cabbage Palms that could be replaced with shade trees.  Larger 
trees have more space their roots. There are many corners and intersections that could be Survey GC
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Survey - GC Park benches for people to rest read. Socializing with others also water fountains
Survey - GC Add benches for seating.

Survey - GC SIDEWALKS ,BIKERS,DOG WALKERS AND CARS    BACKING OUT OF PARKING SPACES 
MAKE FOR A DANGEROUS WALK.

Survey - GC

* Datura portal and Hibiscus portal could be beach front parks with gazebo and benches. It 
is important for scuba divers to have a place to set up the equipment. LBTS is one of the 
most important destinations for shore diving in the USA.     * No dogs allowed at the beach 
should be reinforced or have more signs.

Survey - GC

Minor improvements suffice to enhance this lovely area.  Do not widen the sidewalks and 
increase concrete areas.  Do not add additional truck parking near Commercial; they only 
need to be there in the morning hours. (No one wants to stay at an area hotel if there are 
trucks unloading 24/7!)  Keep the green areas lush and beautiful.

Survey - GC The Need for El Mar Drive to keep its charm is essential for it to be the most unique place 
this side of heaven

Survey - GC

I hope LBTS does not allow that huge resort to be built at the south end and lose the 
parking at the end of the beach. There are plenty of high rise resorts and condos in Fort 
Lauderdale and Pompano. I like the small beach town vibe at LBTS which will be lost if large 
resorts and more high rises get build there

Survey - GC No distance signage is required:  everyone knows how many loops they need to complete 
every day.

Survey - GC

Although under ground utilities is nice why would you waste all of our very high taxes after 
you spent all that money on updating utility poles to hurricane poles. Let be honest we own 
on El Mar for the views of the ocean. Stop blocking the views. People want to see ocean, 
sand and palm trees.

Survey - GC I find I’m walking in the street now instead of the sidewalk to be able to have more room 
and be in the shade of the trees but not safe due to cars

Survey - GC The improvements to Bougainvilla Dr were a good start but the Dutch Woonerf design 
would enhance the livability, and property values, of the town

Survey - GC develop a pedestrian friendly right of way- Green paint etc- BUT still keep it two lanes for 
cars when people are not so present

Survey - GC El Mar is beautiful. I enjoy watching the birds in the trees as well as the people and dogs.
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Survey - GC After Chris Randozza murder nore security cameras with signs advising of police 
surveillance

Survey - GC El Mar Dr Mar drive is fine just as it is. The biggest eyesore are the 2 dilapidated hotels 
south of Commercial. Use the money for incentives to redevelop those.

Survey - GC The old holiday inn should be bought by the town and made a park
Survey - GC Resident only beaches
Survey - GC El Mar is so nice as it is. Don't go too crazy or spend too much money to "improve" it!

Survey - GC If it’s not broken, don’t fix it. It is actually perfect the way it is!!!!!!  Regarding #6, isn’t it 
already two lanes, narrowing to one lane? I think it works perfect the way it is.

Survey - GC Can be reduced to one lane each direction but please don’t turn the second lanes into 
parking. That would ruin the charm and ambiance of the drive!!!

Survey - GC More activities under the area that is beside the Aruba. More games for kids also
Survey - GC Better sea turtle lights that do not over light the beach or the sky
Survey - GC Bikes and pedestrians are the problem. They have little or no respect for vehicles.

Survey - GC Needs to remain mainly for residents. Need to have low traffic and uniformity of look and 
feel.

Survey - GC Love el met!!
Survey - GC Leave islands with palm as they are
Survey - GC delivery trucks access at pier only not up and down the street
Survey - GC No

Survey - GC KEEP THE DOGS OFF THE BEACH.  THAT PROPERTY IS TOO VALUABLE TO SACRIFICE 
FOR DOG S**T!

Survey - GC Lights very important for people to see when walking but also to protect turtles from going 
into street

Survey - GC
Appreciate everything LBTS is doing to keep their small town image.  Please do not - ever - 
change this beautiful feel.  This is why people have been visiting LBTS for years, and 
continue to year after year.

Survey - GC Keep visitors with vehicles away from ElMar drive
Survey - GC Is the disruption from the construction worth the reward?
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Survey - GC We will be moving there soon . Love it all now

Survey - GC
Improvement to El Mar Drive itself needs to be accompanied by improvement of the 
appearance of the real estate bordering the road.  The town does an excellent job on the 
landscaping.  It should enforce standards on the buildings.

Survey - GC Let’s get it done!
Survey - GC Please keep LBTS charming by not letting buildings get too high!

Survey - GC Do not make space for parking.  Will take away from friendliness and walkability of the street

Survey - GC
The idea for a single lane each way would be a disaster.  Most of the hotel lots face the 
street, so imagine the backups as people back out of the spaces, and tourists drive VERY 
slowly to look for their hotel.

Survey - GC Benches would be nice
Survey - GC I've been coming down there for 40 years and love it and will retire there!!

Survey - GC I’m a turtle volunteer at night in LBTS but we also want the streets safe and turtle friendly 
lights at night when I walk back from Commercial.

Survey - GC Limit signage. Mile markers could be place on curbs or roadway.
Survey - GC Get the peds off the street.

Survey - GC Establish 1 place, to be an indoor only pub, Catering to the under 40 crowd, so no one 
outside has to hear it.

Survey - GC Protect the turtles with reduced lighting or yellow lights

Survey - GC

Some minor changes would be nice.Just to spruce it up a bit. The center island is nice It 
could use additional landscaping and perhaps some are work. Additional lighting is not 
necessary.  It would be covered for a good part of the year because of the turtle nesting 
anyway. I have never experienced a problem biking up or down El Mar with walkers,cars or 
other bikers. Wider sidewalks also not necessary. The service/delivery trucks come and 
leave before it gets busy down there. The with of the street with the 2 double lanes also 
works well.  Why would you consider in closing it in. It is already a unique area and 
neighborhood.

Survey - GC Leave el mar alone
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Survey - GC
Besides better lighting and maybe a few benches in median, leave it alone. Maintain it's 
small town charm. Define the lane against median with markings to make it multi use 
restricting traffic.

Survey - GC I am a vacationer 2 times a year to LBTS and am always impressed by the hospitality and 
the cleanliness of the little gem of a location.

Survey - GC Please dont make it commercial. I like the quaint little town feel of the neighborhood. That's 
why I moved here. In 5 years, the A1A corridor has gotten so commercial. Blechhh

Survey - GC

Adding speed bumps may a simple fix to slow down traffic.  Grassy areas are great however 
areas between Villas by the Seas condos seem to have been assumed by then. While the 
shrubbery is neat and well maintained over 1/2 of it should be removed and replanted 
elsewhere. It would be nice to have that area more accessible rather than blocked off.

Survey - GC

It is a total disgrace that Lauderdale by the Sea was once referred to as one of the most 
charming seaside towns in South Florida and has now become a loud, crowded and 
unattractive tourist  hotspot. As residents,we used to love to walk to Anglins Pier and enjoy 
sitting and enjoying the quaint town with locals and tourists from the local motels. Now, it 
has become a loud,drunken attraction for crowds of people who are not even residents. 
Bring back the tee shirt shops, Jazz by the Sea and the magic that we enjoyed. Our 
taxpayer dollars should be used for improving the quality of life for the locals. Loud taco 
restaurants and bars do not represent one of the most charming towns on the East Coast, 
but a magnet for noise and rowdy crowds.

Survey - GC Yes thank you for asking consider my suggestion
Survey - GC NO NEW LARGE HOTEL OR CONDOMINIUM DEVELOPMENTs
Survey - GC Lets do something for permanent residents

Survey - GC New Building design standards.    Old holiday in can not be allowed to have cross walk 
skywall from one side of the street to the other.

Survey - GC

We live in LBTS and we don't want it to become another Pompano Beach.  We like the 
smaller human scale here. Please maintain that.    Please don't increase automobile traffic 
on El Mar. If you go down to one car lane please create pull-outs so that beach goers can 
be dropped off and picked up without blocking the car lane.    Please emphasize the Green 
aspects of LBTS (coral reef, turtles, ...)

Survey - GC It would be nice to bury the utilities, but believe that is out of the question. Not possible.
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Survey - GC So glad you are taking on this worthwhile project...this area is loved by residents and always 
remembered by visitors...

Survey - GC Please do not cause danger to pedestrians by adding bike lanes

Survey - GC

first off, love that you're soliciting input from the community      - why is there a curb on one 
side of the south median and not the other?    - who came up with the idea of having two 
lanes in each direction on El Mar vs. only 1 on Ocean??!    - if widened, a gravel or soft 
surface path meandering throughout the median would be cool

Survey - GC Save our wonderful old fashion town.

Survey - GC

El Mar Drive is the only street in LBS with two lanes besides Commercial Blvd.  El Mar is a 
quiet road and does not require two lanes for cars to race along.      I had always envisioned 
creating an inviting and substantial linear park and pedestrian exercise area utilizing the 
median and two adjoining lanes on either side. During discussions with the former Town 
Manager, the two inside lanes were to be considered multi-use Utility Lanes mainly for 
pedestrian movement but also for rare special event parking or emergency vehicle or truck 
standing when necessary.  The plan also included walk-through bulb-outs at block ends to 
protect pedestrians and stop vehicles from driving in the inside lane.  This would bring El 
Mar down to one wide lane which is enough for our population and also a traffic calming 
device.       My question is; Why can't the two inside lanes of El Mar be safely transformed 
into the multi-use utility lane suggested above?

Survey - GC No need to improve bike lanes since A1A already has designated bike lanes.

Survey - GC
Please update the Palm Avenue Portal. The concrete is lower than the sand so the water 
from the shower accumulates in a stagnant puddle at the edge of the sand. Very run down 
area.

Survey - GC El Mar is good the way it is. Do the maintenance that needs to be done and leave it alone 
otherwise

Survey - GC El Mar drive provides LBTS a small town feel!   Please keep it safe, quaint and beach 
friendly.

Survey - GC Keep the beach home town feeling

Survey - GC I think the central green space could be compressed in width somewhat, but keep the 
trees/bushes!

How Received Comment / Issue
i.e. website; email; 
phone; survey, etc.

Survey - GC So glad you are taking on this worthwhile project...this area is loved by residents and always 
remembered by visitors...

Survey - GC Please do not cause danger to pedestrians by adding bike lanes

Survey - GC

first off, love that you're soliciting input from the community      - why is there a curb on one 
side of the south median and not the other?    - who came up with the idea of having two 
lanes in each direction on El Mar vs. only 1 on Ocean??!    - if widened, a gravel or soft 
surface path meandering throughout the median would be cool

Survey - GC Save our wonderful old fashion town.

Survey - GC

El Mar Drive is the only street in LBS with two lanes besides Commercial Blvd.  El Mar is a 
quiet road and does not require two lanes for cars to race along.      I had always envisioned 
creating an inviting and substantial linear park and pedestrian exercise area utilizing the 
median and two adjoining lanes on either side. During discussions with the former Town 
Manager, the two inside lanes were to be considered multi-use Utility Lanes mainly for 
pedestrian movement but also for rare special event parking or emergency vehicle or truck 
standing when necessary.  The plan also included walk-through bulb-outs at block ends to 
protect pedestrians and stop vehicles from driving in the inside lane.  This would bring El 
Mar down to one wide lane which is enough for our population and also a traffic calming 
device.       My question is; Why can't the two inside lanes of El Mar be safely transformed 
into the multi-use utility lane suggested above?

Survey - GC No need to improve bike lanes since A1A already has designated bike lanes.

Survey - GC
Please update the Palm Avenue Portal. The concrete is lower than the sand so the water 
from the shower accumulates in a stagnant puddle at the edge of the sand. Very run down 
area.

Survey - GC El Mar is good the way it is. Do the maintenance that needs to be done and leave it alone 
otherwise

Survey - GC El Mar drive provides LBTS a small town feel!   Please keep it safe, quaint and beach 
friendly.

Survey - GC Keep the beach home town feeling

Survey - GC I think the central green space could be compressed in width somewhat, but keep the 
trees/bushes!
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Survey - GC

Please don't design the new sidewalks with brick as this is extremely unsafe for 
handicapped persons on crutches, walkers and wheelchairs.  Also keep the sidewalk 
design in a straight line not like A1A they redesigned a year ago it is horrible for a 
wheelchair person to access!

Survey - GC If it were to stay the same, it would still be as grand

Survey - GC El Mar is already appealing to the eye.  Please do not waste money on frivolity.  
Concentration should be on physical improvement.

Survey - GC Add one extra bathroom area at each end of North and South portals.
Survey - GC Do not want to encourage bikers or dogs

Survey - GC

Keep the grassy, tree lined center island. It’s beautiful and provides shade.  - Sidewalk 
improvements should not be in any way similar to the sidewalks installed on the west side 
of A1A south of Codrington Drive in Fort Lauderdale which are too narrow and not 
handicapped friendly.

Survey - GC
The sidewalks need to be wide.  As an example of what not to do... The project on a1a south 
of Lbts to Oakland Park blvd looks nice but the sidewalks are not functional.  Especially on 
the west side of the road.

Survey - GC

Later trolley service for locals that provide free transportation after all establishments close 
for the night. At present there is no service other than taxis or Uber types of service that 
leave patrons waiting well after the closings and create a danger for patrons when waiting 
sometimes all alone with no police protection thus forcing those who are responsible and 
don’t drink and drive, to walk home in early morning hours which has already contributed to 
one death due to open opportunity for violent crime. More cold water drinking fountains 
would be nice.

Survey - GC I would like to see one lane in each Direction, the median widened with a path winding 
around the trees.

Survey - GC If there were only one vehicular lane, how could there also be parking during town events?

Survey - GC I have been in LBTS for sixty years and have  enjoyed the charm and small town 
atmosphere  not found in many places today   Hopefully it will remain that way

Survey - GC
There is an important risk that comes with the add-on of site furniture related to how it 
would be used by visitors. We need to make sure visitors respect the area and stay in good 
behavior
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Survey - GC To clarify #6, one lane is okay, as long as there are turnarounds, so it does not back-up at 
the Square!

Survey - GC
Since we live on El Mar I’d like to be sure it doesn’t become a busy thoroughfare. I like the 
fact that it is quiet. Also, my parking spot is on El Mar so better lighting would be nice. Also, 
our building is Pet free so I wouldn’t want a pet relief area near the building.

Survey - GC Make incremental changes
Survey - GC Better public restrooms

Survey - GC There should be no cars or vehicular traffic on Commercial Blvd east of ElMar Drive.  
Businesses should be served from the alleyways.

Survey - GC Make sure enhancements do not obstruct police, fire and emergency activities.

Survey - GC We like the green space with trees in the median, we think it is a must with all the cements 
and asphalt around.

Survey - GC Please keep El Mar quiet and safe for everyone

Survey - GC
Just concerned that one lane would not allow enough room for traffic, delivery 
trucks/vendors.  I am concerned about improvements infringing on parking at condos where 
there are already parking issues or that create more hardship permits.

Survey - GC I watch El Mar all day as my balcony faces El Mar and, except for a few improvements, I 
think it works.  We don’t want it to end up with crowds like they get at the corner

Survey - GC Please keep Resident permit parking locations at El Prado

Survey - GC I think the current center median looks OK, and would rather see that with some 
improvements, rather than spend lots of money to completely reconfigure it.

Survey - GC When we are "In Season" traffic, in general, can be busy on this road.  People stop in the rt. 
lane and talk to people at the motels and cars pulling in and out.

Survey - GC The city should continue to buy run down properties on AIA for parking, so El Mar Drive 
doesn't have to handle event parking.

Survey - GC Limit traffic and allow businesses to provide more outdoor seating.
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